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3Abstract
Bipartite networks are a useful way of representing interactions between two sets of
entities. Understanding the underlying structures of such networks may give insights
into the functionality and behaviour of the systems they represent. Two important
structural patterns identified in bipartite networks are nestedness and modularity.
Nestedness describes a hierarchical ordering of nodes such that more specialised
nodes have interactions with a subset of the partners with which the more gener-
alised nodes interact. Modularity captures the community structure of a network as
distinct clusters of interactions, such that there are more connections within com-
munities than between communities. While these network architectures are easy to
describe in writing, their quantitative measurement for a given network is a difficult
task. Several different methods have been proposed in each case and it is currently
unclear which of them should be used in practice. This thesis considers the use,
measurement and interpretation of nestedness and modularity in bipartite networks.
First, it is shown how bipartite networks can be an effective tool for linking data and
theory in community ecology, though use of a coevolutionary model of virus-bacteria
interactions. Next, a series of studies is presented that push towards clarification
of the best procedures to measure nestedness and modularity in bipartite networks.
Robustness of nestedness measures is tested on a synthetic ensemble of networks,
showing that apparent nestedness depends strongly on the choice of measure, null
model and effect size statistics. Recommendations for performing nestedness are
made with relation to individual and cross-network comparisons. Additionally, a new
algorithm for identifying weighted modularity is proposed that can be shown to out-
perform existing methods. Crucially, it is shown that quantitative modular structures
differ from traditional binary modular structures with implications for how modularity
is reported and used. Improving the way in which nestedness and modularity are
measured is a necessary step for integrating data and theory in bipartite networks.
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Definitions/abbreviations
BR Discrepancy measure of nestedness
CC Cored-cored null model
DD Degreeprobable-degreeprobable null model
EE Equiprobable-equiprobable null model
FALCON Framework for Adaptive ensembLes for the Comparison Of Nestedness - a
library for comparing nestedness measures and null models
FF Fixed-fixed null model
JDM The nestedness measure of Johnson, Domínguez-García and
Muñoz 2013.
LHS Latin hypercube sampling
LPAb+ Label propagation algorithm for bipartite networks using multi-step
agglomeration
LPAwb+ Label propagation algorithm for weighted bipartite networks using
multi-step agglomeration
LP-BRIM Label propagation and bipartite, recursively induced modules algorithm
QuanBiMo Quantitative Bipartite Modularity algorithm
MD Manhattan distance, used as a nestedness measure
NODF Nestedness metric based on Overlap and Decreasing Fill, a nestedness
measure
NTC Nestedness temperature calculator, a nestedness measure (which also
involves a reordering rows and columns genetic algorithm)
P (rewire) A rewiring probability applied to each network edge
Qb Barber’s modularity
Q′R Realized modularity
Qnorm Normalised modularity
Qmax Maxmium modularity
SR Spectral radius, used as a nestedness measure.
SS Swappable-swappable null model
WNODF Weighted NODF, a nestedness measure for quantitative networks
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Network theory is an interdisciplinary science that offers an approach to understand-
ing the interactions between different entities in complex systems. Consideration of
the structural properties of networks may lead to an understanding of how they came
to be, the rules that govern them, how they are expected to change over time and
how they might respond to perturbations. In particular, bipartite networks depict inter-
actions involving two distinct sets of nodes where connections only occur between,
and not within the two sets. Bipartite networks are increasingly being used to un-
derstand ecological interactions, for example plant-pollinator [1, 2] and host-parasite
[3] interactions. Yet, theoretical understanding of bipartite networks is not as well
developed as that for unipartite networks, that involve only one type of node. In this
thesis I shall examine two structural properties of bipartite networks, modularity and
nestedness, with the aim of improving the way in which these features are identified
and quantified.
In this chapter, I provide some background knowledge on nestedness, modularity and
the methods used to measure these network attributes. First, I give an overview and
definitions useful for investigating the properties of bipartite networks in Section 1.1.
Then Section 1.2 gives examples of the types of structural patterns that have been
identified in bipartite networks including nestedness and modularity. Following this,
further details and background of these key network features are given in Section
1.3 (nestedness) and Section 1.4 (modularity) respectively. Some examples of the
software used to investigate these features is then provided in Section 1.5. Finally,
an overview of the contents of the thesis chapters is presented in Section 1.7.
1.1 Bipartite networks
Networks are composed of several nodes that are linked together by edges that
represent an interaction or an association between nodes. Bipartite networks are
networks that have two distinct sets of nodes, where edges represent interactions
or associations between the two different types of entity. For example Figure 1.1a
is a bipartite network with four p nodes (p1, p2, p3, p4) and three q nodes (q1, q2,
q3) that are linked by five edges (p1 interacts with q1, p2 interacts with q1 and q2,
etc.). It is important to note that there are no interactions between nodes of the same
type i.e. p nodes can only interact with q nodes and vice-versa. Networks which
are described by a single node type (where interactions between nodes of this single
type are allowed) are known as unipartite networks. The degree of each node
is the number of edges that each node is connected by. If a node is connected to
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lots of other nodes it is said to be a hub, or in the context of ecological networks a
generalist. On the other hand, nodes that have few edge connections and are more
isolated from the rest of the network are said to be specialists.
The adjacency matrix of a network is a matrix representing whether a node in a
network interacts with all the other nodes (where an interaction is shown by a 1 and
absence of interaction by a 0). The adjacency matrix for the network in Figure 1.1a is
shown in Figure 1.1b. However, as no interactions between nodes of the same type
are allowed the biadjacencymatrix is often used for calculations on bipartite networks.
The corresponding biadjacency matrix is shown in Figure 1.1c, where nodes of one
type are represented as rows and nodes of the other type are represented as columns
in the matrix. Lines shown in Figure 1.1b show that the biadjacency matrix appears in
the top right of the adjacency matrix and the transposed biadjacency matrix appears
in the bottom left.
Figure 1.1: Different representations of a theoretical bipartite network. The network
is represented as (a) a graph layout, (b) its adjacency matrix and (c) its biadjacency
matrix.
A biadjacency matrix is square if there is an equal number of nodes of each type. Fill
is given by the total sum of edges in the network. The network’s size is calculated as
the total number of potential edges i.e. the number of rows multiplied by the number
of columns in the biadjacency matrix. Connectance is the number of actual edges,
expressed as a proportion of the total number of potential edges, that exist in the
network and can be calculated as fill divided by size.
Binary bipartite networks describe networks on the basis of the presence (repre-
sented by 1 in the biadjacency matrix) or absence (represented by 0) of edges be-
tween nodes, as shown in Figure 1.1. On the other hand, in weighted bipartite net-
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works values in the biadjacency matrix represent the strength of association between
two nodes.
1.2 Patterns in bipartite networks
It is generally suspected that ecological networks and other types of real-world net-
works are not formed from random interactions, but have internal organisation. The
way in which a network is organised can give insights into the processes that led to
its formation in the real world system it represents. Thus a lot of network science
is concerned with the identification of different kinds of topological patterns in net-
works. Several types of bipartite network topology are shown in Figure 1.2. In this
figure each cell represents an interaction between two nodes, one represented on
the rows, the other on the columns.
(a) (b) (c)
(d) (e) (f )
Figure 1.2: Example patterns in bipartite networks. Squares indicate an interac-
tion between row and column nodes. (a) nested (b) modular (c) nested-modular (d)
dependence asymmetry (e) one-to-one (f ) random.
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The two major network patterns that this thesis is concerned with are nestedness
(Figure 1.2a) , a variation in generality between both sets of nodes such that special-
ist strategies are a subset of the more generalist strategies - this resembles an upper
triangular structure in square networks; and modularity (Figure 1.2b), the tendency
for a network to form densely interacting communities, known asmodules, such that
within-community connectivity is high and between-community connectivity is low.
Other network representations are also illustrated. Figure 1.2c shows the pattern
of nested-modularity, which is returned to in Chapter 3, which describes a modular
network where each module contains a nested structure. Figure 1.2d shows depen-
dence asymmetry [4, 5] and could be construed as an extreme case of nestedness.
On the other hand, Figure 1.2e shows a one-to-one network structure, which could be
construed as an extremal case of modularity where each module contains only a sin-
gle interaction. Finally, Figure 1.2f depicts a random pattern of interactions between
the row and column nodes with no discernible structure.
In this thesis, most attention focuses on the patterns of nestedness and modularity
that have been shown to exist in empirical phage-bacteria infection networks [3],
plant-pollinator networks [2] and elsewhere. In the next sections nestedness (Section
1.3) and modularity (Section 1.4) will be further explored.
1.3 Nestedness
Nestedness describes the tendency for specialist nodes of one type to interact with
generalist nodes of the other type, such that more specialist nodes interact with a
subset of the nodes that more generalised nodes are connected with. This definition
can be satisfied in different ways and several types of nestedness are possible. Fig-
ure 1.3 provides three examples of nested networks for which the above conditions
are true.
Nestedness has been observed in variety of empirical systems (e.g. [1, 3, 6, 7]) and
it is thought that nestedness structure may contribute to the stability of ecological
networks [8, 9, 10]. It may also have a role in explaining the formation and evolution of
networks [11, 12, 13, 14]. These observations suggest that measuring nestedness is
an important consideration when analysing bipartite networks. However, nestedness
is a difficult concept to define operationally and many ways of measuring nestedness
have been proposed, some of which are given in Table 1.1. However, it is possible
to characterise nestedness measures by the underpinning methodology on which
they are based. Table 1.1 gives an updated nestedness taxonomy (from [15]) with
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six different classifications of nestedness measure. Different approaches to defining
nestedness make different assumptions, and therefore have different characteristic
strengths and weaknesses. No single method has yet become dominant, whilst new
methods are being developed. Deciding on which nestedness measure to use in
practical contexts is therefore difficult.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 1.3: Nestedness depends on connectance. Squares indicate an interaction
between row and column nodes. (a) Concave, (b) linear and (c) convex nestedness
patterns are shown.
Gap metrics measure the way in which interactions are separated from absent in-
teractions and whether the strategies of specialist nodes are subsets of the more
generalist nodes [15]. However, they are typically only applied to one of the two sets
of nodes in bipartite networks. To account for this it is recommended that the methods
are applied to both sets of nodes and that the minimum value is used [15]. Despite
this many gap metrics are correlated to network properties, such as size and fill, and
sensitive to the way in which network data is presented. Only the discrepancy (BR)
measure appears largely insensitive to these properties [19, 25, 15].
Measures characterised as ‘Temperature’ in Table 1.1 are different implementations
of a particular description of nestedness. Temperature based methods aim to ‘pack’
the biadjacencymatrix such that themajority of associations between rows and columns
are on the upper side of the so-called ‘isocline of perfect nestedness’ which is a curve
(or in the case of Matrix temperature two meeting linear lines [25]) drawn between
opposite corners of the matrix whose curvature is defined by matrix connectance.
The temperature is then calculated by counting the “surprises”; the number of ab-
sences above the line and the number of presences below the line, which are each
penalised by their distance from the line.
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Overlap measures are classified as those based on checking rows and columns of
a biadjacency matrix for overlapping similarity. Pairwise comparisons are performed
between all pairs of rows and columns to establish the number of overlapping ele-
ments and these are used to quantify a nestedness measure. The number of super-
sets measure (HH) has no standardisation and can be heavily effected by interactions
that deviate from a nested pattern and is not recommended [15]. NODF and PRN are
similar in their construction, only differing in whether to include equal rows or columns
as positive contributions to nestedness or not, which is discussed in [30, 36].
The degree distribution of a network is thought to be an important contributor to nest-
edness [37] as it describes howmuch a gradient exists between specialist and gener-
alist nodes. Several measures are starting to attempt to include this network property
in calculating nestedness.
Placement measures are calculated by assessing where interactions occur in the
network’s biadjacency matrix. Using the Manhattan distance (the sum of row and
column indexes of existing edges) interactions that are placed further away from the
top and left edges of the biadjacency matrix are increasingly penalised when looking
for a nested pattern.
Finally the spectral classification includes the spectral radius [35] measure. This uses
the maximum dominant eigenvalue of the network.
Both Johnson’s measure of nestedness [32] and the spectral radius [35] are order
invariant. Order invariant measures are calculated using only the topology of a
network, such that there is no hierarchical ordering of nodes, meaning that rows
and columns can be swapped without changing network topology. However, other
nestedness measures are order dependent with measurements depending on the
ordering of rows and columns in the biadjacency matrix.
If the optimal row and column ordering to maximise nestedness was found by ex-
haustive search (looking at every possible ordering of both rows and columns), then
for a network with R row nodes and C column nodes there exist a total number (Tnest)
of:
Tnest = R!C! (1.1)
possible network configurations that would need to be evaluated. The larger a net-
work becomes, the larger the number of potential network configurations. However,
it is not necessary to check every possible configuration. For pairwise and place-
ment measures (shown in Table 1.1) the most nested configuration is achieved when
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rows and columns are ordered by decreasing node degree. On the other hand, for
the nestedness measures that depend on calculating departures from the ‘isocline of
perfect nestedness’ in the ‘Temperature’ category [22, 23, 24, 25, 26] shown in Table
1.1 genetic algorithms are used to converge towards the most nested configuration.
The methods above all considered binary networks. However, there also exist some
measures of nestedness that can be applied to weighted networks, these are shown
in Table 1.2. Nestedness in weighted networks can be interpreted as the largest edge
weights being assigned to the edges between the most generalised nodes i.e. taking
account of both the binary topological structure and also the strength of connections.
WNODF is a simple extension of NODF that evaluates nestedness by ranking the
edge weights of overlapping interactions, whilst WINE and SR use the absolute val-
ues of the weights to assess weighted bipartite networks. It is noted that WINE and
SR can be applied to both binary and weighted networks, but WNODF can only be
applied to weighted networks. Perhaps troublingly, as WNODF is a direct extension
of NODF, WNODF interprets a pattern of nestedness as being one that is both binary
nested (as in Figure 1.3) as well as quantitatively nested. The WNODF score for a
network is no larger than the maximal NODF score. The benefits of the WINE and
SR measures is that they can be applied to identify nestedness in networks where
all the nodes interact. Even if the weighted edges in such a network were to follow
a nested pattern, WNODF would fail to identify it, as this network has a NODF score
of 0.
Measure Description Reference
Weighted NODF (WNODF) Weighted NODF - is based on rank orders [38]
Weighted-Interaction Uses weighted Manhattan distance [34]
Nestedness Estimator (WINE)
Spectral radius (SR) Maximum dominant eigenvalue [35]
Relativized nestedness [39]
Table 1.2: Nestedness measures for weighted bipartite networks. Measures in bold
are described in this work.
Whilst out of the scope of this thesis that focuses on bipartite networks, it is noted
that three measures listed in Table 1.1 [31, 35, 32] are also appropriate for use in
studying nestedness in unipartite networks.
Due to the number of nestedness measures available it may be difficult to know which
nestedness measure is the most suitable. A systematic benchmarking study by Ul-
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rich and Gotelli [25] found that gap metrics underperform due to the fact they were
originally designed to evaluate nestedness from the perspective of one type of node.
However, they found even after making these metrics transpose invariant (so it does
not matter which type of nodes are displayed as rows or columns) that these mea-
sures are highly sensitive to matrix size and fill [15]. However, of the gap metrics
they analysed they found BR was largely insensitive to these network properties. To
assess which nestedness measures are being used by researchers, the number of
citations made to a paper describing a nestedness measure was recorded. Whilst a
citation does not necessarily mean that a nestedness measure was used - using the
average number of citations per year within a certain time window can be used as a
proxy for the popularity of a nestedness measure. Looking at the average number of
citations to some of the papers describing nestedness measures since 2013 (shown
in Figure 1.4) it appears that several measures of nestedness are currently being
used - and that measures differ in their popularity. Not all measures are assessed
in Figure 1.4, but it serves to illustrate that several nestedness measures are being
applied in the literature.
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Figure 1.4: Popularity of some of the nestedness measures shown in Table 1.1,
judged by the average number of citations per year since 2013 to the paper describing
their methodology. Citation data is from google scholar and was retrieved on April
1st 2015. Several different measures of nestedness are being cited (and presumably
used) and different measures have different levels of popularity.
Despite the recommendation of the discrepancy measure, by Ulrich and Gotelli 2007
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[25], it does not appear to be as widely used as other nestedness measures. In-
stead it is NODF [28] and different flavours of the nestedness temperature calculator
[22, 23, 24] that are most cited in Figure 1.4’s analysis. There are at least three plau-
sible reasons for this : (1) nestedness analysis is usually performed using specialist
software (e.g. Table 1.3) - the measures used in nestedness analysis are limited by
what is made available in the software, (2) researchers may be using nestedness
measures on the basis of what other researchers are using, rather than the perfor-
mance of the technique [40] (3) the amount of time since the method was created
may delay popularity of certain measures as not all researchers are aware of the
existence of newer techniques.
In this thesis I hope to clarify some of issues surrounding nestednessmeasure choice.
There are a plethora of available nestedness measures which makes it difficult to
know which should be used. It is important to know whether these measures are
consistent with one another (and therefore the definition of nestedness), whether
some measures of nestedness are redundant, and which measures are best able to
discriminate nestedness. For these reasons it appeared pertinent to create a piece of
nestedness software including several nestedness measures, so that results can be
compared against each other, and to make this available to the research community.
The measures chosen are highlighted in bold in Table 1.1 and Table 1.2. Further de-
tails for calculating these highlighted measures, that are made available in FALCON,
are provided in Chapter 2. This software, FALCON, is described in Chapter 4, is open
to allow newmeasures of nestedness that may be developed to be added. In order to
evaluate the performance of nestedness measures an ensemble of 30,000 networks
is analysed in Chapter 5. No large scale analysis using more than two nestedness
measures has been conducted since Ulrich and Gotelli’s benchmarking study [25].
In this time several new nestedness measures (including NODF [28], MD [33], SR
[35] and JDM [32]) have been proposed.
1.4 Modularity
Modularity was originally described for unipartite networks [41] as a method for identi-
fying communities of nodes within the wider network. Modularity assumes that nodes
within a community are more likely to interact amongst themselves than across the
rest of the network. As such they seek to identify communities composed of densely
clustered edges [42]. Modularity is just one of several ways which have been pro-
posed to identify communities in networks [43, 42]. Even then, several definitions of
modularity exist. For bipartite networks several different modularity functions have
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been described (e.g. [44, 45, 46]). Here, we focus on the case of Barber’s mod-
ularity [44], that has also been termed bimodularity. Barber’s modularity seeks to
detect communities composed of nodes of both types simultaneously and does not
allow overlapping communities. Other methods such as that of Guimerà [45], search
for joint communities on each set of nodes separately. Both Barber’s and Guimerà’s
modularity were recently reviewed [47] in the context of ecological networks. Other
methods include that of Murata [46] which detects communities within each type of
node simultaneously.
In this thesis only Barber’s bipartite modularity [44] and a weighted version [48] based
on the same framework are used. The definition of modularity is just a measure of a
given community structure in a network - it does not provide a way of finding the best
community structure by itself. Modularity is therefore a goal function which is used
by additional algorithms that seek to maximise this condition. This is not a trivial task.
To illustrate the problem, the network depicted in Figure 1.1 is revisited.
Within Barber’s modularity framework the maximum number of modules within a net-
work is given as the minimum of the two sets of nodes. For a network with R row
nodes and C column nodes this is F = min(R,C). Each module in a network must
contain at least one row node and at least one column node. However, there are
several different ways that m modules can be assigned across N nodes (of a single
type). For example there are 36 ways to assign 3 modules (labelled A, B and C)
across 4 nodes (for example the p nodes in Figure 1.1, each character represents
the module label of a particular node):
AABC BAAC BBAC ABBC CCAB ACCB
AACB CAAB BBCA CBBA CCBA BCCA
ABAC BACA BABC ABCB CACB ACBC
ACAB CABA BCBA CBAB CBCA BCAC
ABCA BCAA BACB ACBB CABC ABCC
ACBA CBAA BCAB CABB CBAC BACC
whilst there are 6 ways of labelling the q nodes (in Figure 1.1) with 3 modules:
ABC BAC CAB
ACB BCA CBA
The total number of ways of organising the network in Figure 1.1 into exactly 3 mod-
ules is found as 36×6
3!
= 36 . The denominator is required to remove repeated modular
configurations. For example in this case the arrangements:
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p nodes q nodes
AABC ABC
AACB ACB
BBAC BAC
BBCA BCA
CCAB CAB
CCBA CBA
all describe the same modular configuration, despite the different node labels. The
operation of assigning exactly m modules across N nodes can be described by the
function f :
f (m,N) =
m∑
i=0
(
(−1)i
(
m
m− i
)
(m− i)N
)
(1.2)
Therefore the total number of modular network configurations (Tmod) is given by:
Tmod =
F∑
a=1
(
f (a,R) f (a, C)
a!
)
(1.3)
For the example given in Figure 1.1 there are a total of 79 possible modular net-
work configurations. Rather than exhaustively checking the modularity of all these
network configurations, which would not be tractable in non-trivially sized networks,
algorithms are used to attempt to maximise the modularity function. Several different
algorithms are in use (including [44, 49, 48]). However, finding the best way to detect
communities using modularity is tricky. This is because the landscape of modularity
scores from different modular configurations of a network are “glassy” [50]. This im-
plies a rugged landscape of modularity scores with many local modularity maxima.
Finding an algorithm that can find the overall global maximum modularity score on
such a glassy landscape is tricky. Finding algorithms that can perform both within
a reasonable time and detect modules with a high level of accuracy is a current re-
search area.
Most work on modularity in bipartite systems has focussed on networks of binary
interactions. However, Dormann and Strauss [48] recently extended the formal-
ism of Barber’s modularity and introduced an algorithm for detecting communities in
weighted bipartite networks. Real world networks are not binary, and different nodes
interact with each other with different link strengths. Weighted modularity therefore
offers a new way of interpreting bipartite networks in modules around the edges with
the strongest magnitudes.
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In this thesis I seek to investigate how weighted modularity community structures
differ from those found using binary modularity and which algorithms are most suited
to each case. In Chapter 6 the method of Dormann and Strauss [48] is compared with
a modification to an existing algorithm for detecting modules in binary networks [49],
which I call LPAwb+. Both methods and the communities they detect are evaluated
on weighted and binary ecological networks representing plant-pollinator systems.
The LPAwb+ algorithms and resulting workflow are released to the community to aid
studies of weighted modularity.
1.5 Software
To quantify patterns in bipartite networks, an observed network pattern is usually
compared to reports of the same pattern from an ensemble of networks created us-
ing a null model that may conserve some core features of the observed network.
Specialised software is usually employed to perform these calculations. Some op-
tions already exist for exploring modularity and nestedness and are shown in Table
1.3.
Software/code O N M W Language
NESTEDNESS [51] 7 3 7 7 none (executable only)
Nestedness for Dummies (NeD) [52] 3 3 7 7 python / web GUI
vegan [26] + bipartite [53] 3 3 3 3 R
BiMAT (also BiWeb) [54] 3 3 3 7 MATLAB (python)
MODULAR [55] 3 7 3 7 C
FALCON (Chapter 2) 3 3 7 3 MATLAB/Octave/R
LPAwb+ (Chapter 4) 3 7 3 3 Julia/MATLAB/Octave/R
Table 1.3: Examples of software options for performing bipartite analysis. The top
half of the table shows existing solutions, whilst the bottom half shows software intro-
duced in this thesis. O: ‘Open’, denotes whether the source code is made available
to potential users, N: ’Nestedness’ and M: ’Modularity’ denote whether these kinds of
analysis are available, W: ’Weighted’ denotes whether methods for weighted bipartite
networks are available and ’Language’ shows the coding langauge(s) employed to
run the software.
Note that other software exists for computing modularity and nestedness, but some
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of this has been excluded from Table 1.3 on the basis it focuses on just one particular
measure of nestedness ormodularity. It is noted that while NESTEDNESS [51] claims
to be written in FORTRAN code, only the executable program is available - limiting
the user base to those with the correct operating system to run the program, as well
as the ability to extend the NESTEDNESS program or to verify its methods. It is
for this reason it is marked as not being open. Whilst vegan [26] and bipartite [53]
provide many methods for analysing bipartite networks (including nestedness and
modularity) there is no built in function for performing and extracting statistics from a
null ensemble analysis.
FALCON (Framework for Adaptive ensembLes for the Comparison Of Nestedness)
is introduced in Chapter 4 as a tool to calculate and compare nestedness reported
by different measures and null models. Due to the large number of nestedness mea-
sures present in the literature it is hard to know which should be used. Allowing users
to see the effect of methodology on network analysis offers a way to start to bridge this
gap. We were not the only research group to notice this potential software gap. Note
that the paper describing the independently developed NeD software was published
on the same day as the paper describing FALCON. LPAwb+ is introduced in Chap-
ter 6 and proposes two alternative algorithms for investigating modularity in weighted
bipartite networks (that can also be applied to binary networks). In both FALCON and
LPAwb+ multiple languages were employed to widen the potential user base.
1.6 Overview of significant results
My thesis tackles the methodological considerations surrounding nestedness and
modularity, that has lead to the development of two software tools that have been
made available to the community: FALCON for evaluating and comparing nestedness
in bipartite networks (described in Chapter 4), which uses a new concept of adaptive
ensembles to choose the number of null models that a network should be evaluated
against; and two algorithms for evaluating modularity in bipartite networks (described
in Chapter 6).
This thesis shows that the evaluation of nestedness is confounded by user choice
of measures, null models and effect sizes; and is potentially biased by network fea-
tures, such as connectance - which can lead to different interpretations of nested-
ness. It is shown that when analysing a single network for nestedness using the
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spectral radius with the degreeprobable-degreeprobable null model minimises type
I and type II errors; but when comparing nestedness across multiple networks the
discrepancy measure evaluated using adjusted normalised temperature scores as
effect sizes produces the most useful comparison. Overall the differences between
nestedness measure are enshrined in the different approaches to calculating this
quantity - and whilst they may agree on what a nested network configuration is, they
do not necessarily agree on the types of structures that exist with low nestedness, or
how nestedness may degrade between these two states.
In terms of modularity it is shown that LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ offer viable
alternatives to the existing QuanBiMo algorithm for detecting modularity in ecologi-
cally sized networks. Additionally it is shown these two new algorithms are both more
robust and more efficient at detecting communities than the current approach for both
weighted and binary networks. Whilst QuanBiMo and Exhaustive LPAwb+ were able
to detect the same communities in smaller ecological networks which gives strength
to both methods, troublingly it was shown that QuanBiMo produces sub-par solutions
using its default settings in larger ecological networks. Interestingly the communities
detected in weighted networks may be very different to those found in their corre-
sponding binary networks (when all occurring interactions are set to 1). This raises
questions about both weighted and binary modularity and how each should be used
in a practical context.
1.7 Chapter summaries
Nestedness and modularity are the core themes that are investigated in this thesis.
The following chapters seek to explore how nestedness and modularity can be ap-
plied to bipartite networks; and how to move to more rigorous methods.
The following chapter, Chapter 2, provides more details about how the nestedness
measures and null models used in this thesis are calculated.
In Chapter 3 nestedness and modularity are used to analyse modelled coevolving
communities of bacteria and their viruses, the bacteriophage. We show that a simple
coevolutionary model can lead to a nested-modular community structure similar to
that observed in natural phage-bacteria communities.
The rest of the thesis is devoted to improving the ways in which nestedness and
modularity are measured. In Chapter 4 FALCON, a piece of software designed for
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performing nestedness analysis in bipartite networks is introduced. FALCON was
produced as a way to cross-examine some of the various techniques that are avail-
able in nestedness analysis (see Table 1.1) and encourage moving towards gener-
ating more robust approaches to nestedness analysis.
FALCON is then applied to a set of synthetic networks in Chapter 5 in order to gauge
how sensitive nestedness analysis is to the choices of measure, null model and effect
size. The analysis shows that inconsistencies exist between results obtained using
different measures, with various sensitivities found dependent on the choice of null
model. Furthermore, it is shown that nestedness is sensitive to network connectance;
and that the choice of effect size metric is important if a comparison of the strength
of nestedness between different networks is undertaken.
Modularity is returned to in Chapter 6. Various algorithms have been proposed to de-
tect communities in networks by attempting to find the configuration that maximises
modularity. However, most of this worked has focussed on binary networks. Re-
cently a measure of weighted modularity has been introduced for bipartite networks
[48]. Modification of a promising algorithm used in binary bipartite networks, led to
the LPAwb+ algorithm, which shows improvements in searching for communities in
weighted bipartite networks.
Finally, Chapter 7 presents the key findings and recommendations of the thesis. I
discuss these findings in relation to the wider literature and consider some potential
future directions for identifying structural patterns in bipartite networks. Being able
to robustly identify structural patterns in networks will provide a firm theoretical basis
for addressing questions concerning community interactions and aid the integration
of this theory with empirical datasets.
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Chapter 2
Calculating nestedness
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2.1 Introduction
This chapter provides details about how the nestedness measures and null models
used in this thesis are calculated. Section 2.2 details how to calculate some of the
various nestedness measures, whilst Section 2.3 gives details about producing some
possible null models. The measures and null models described below are available
in the FALCON software whose development is reported in Chapter 4.
2.2 Detailed description of nestedness measures in
FALCON
2.2.1 Binary measures
NODF
The nestedness measure based on overlap and decreasing fill (NODF) was first de-
scribed by [28] and has since become one of the most popular methods for describing
the nestedness of a matrix. NODF can be found as:
NODF =
Ncol +Nrow
(c(c−1)
2
+ (r(r−1))
2
=
2(Ncol +Nrow)
c(c− 1) + r(r − 1) (2.1)
Here Ncol and Nrow are scores found by pairwise comparison of rows and columns,
c is the number of columns, and r is the number of rows. Ncol is found as the sum
of scores from pairwise comparisons of each column against all columns to its right.
If both columns have the same degree then the score is zero. If they have different
degrees, the score is the percentage of elements in the second column which also
appear in the first column. Nrows is found similarly for pairwise comparisons of each
row against all rows below it. The sum of Ncol and Nrow is then normalised by the
total number of pairwise comparisons. Values for NODF are between 0 (zero nest-
edness) and 100 (perfect nestedness). If the input matrix is first sorted to maximise
nestedness by rank ordering rows and columns by degree, the form of NODF known
as NODFMAX is found [30].
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τ -Temperature and Manhattan Distance
The τ -Temperature [33] is a nestedness measure based on relative distances be-
tween matrix elements. Unlike other distance-based measures (such as NTC [22]
and its better described successors BINMATNEST [23] and AININHADO [56]), the
τ -Temperature does not use genetic algorithms to sort the data. The τ -Temperature
is found by measuring the Manhattan distance D of the network matrix. This is the
sum of the row and column indexes of all of the matrix elements Aij that are filled:
D =
∑
Aij>0
(i+ j) (2.2)
Manhattan distance is lower in more highly nested networks, since rows and columns
can be shuffled so that many of the elements appear in upper-left positions where row
and column indices are low. Once D is found, a null model is chosen (cf. Section
4.4) and an ensemble of null matrices are created. By finding the mean average
Manhattan distance from the ensemble, denoted < Drand >, τ -Temperature can be
calculated as:
τ =
D
< Drand >
(2.3)
Values τ > 1 imply that D is greater than < Drand > and the network is less nested
than expected for a network with the properties defined in the null model. τ is better
described as a test statistic of the Manhattan distance, than as a measurement of
nestedness itself.
JDM Nestedness
The nestedness measure described in [32], here termed JDM after author initials,
treats nestedness as a measure of dissassortativity between the nodes, i.e., negative
correlation between row and column degrees for non-zero elements of the input ma-
trix. Their measure calculates the overlap (as the sum of the elements in the squared
adjacency matrix which shows the minimum number of length two paths needed to
connect any two nodes) of the input matrix and normalises it by the expected nest-
edness of the configuration model ( a random graph with the same empirical degree
distribution as the input network) and thus discounts the effect of degree hetero-
geneity. This nestedness score is unbounded, but when close to 1 it indicates that
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the matrix represents an uncorrelated random network. Unadjusted nestedness η˜ is
calculated using the adjacency matrix a formed from the input bipartite matrix with r
rows and c columns, where D is the node degrees in the adjacency matrix:
η˜ =
1
(r + c)2
(r+c)∑
i
(r+c)∑
j
(
a2ij
DiDj
)
(2.4)
Nestedness of the configuration model ηconf can be calculated as:
ηconf =
r
(∑r
i k
2
i
c
)
+ c
(∑c
j d
2
j
r
)
(∑r
i ki
c
)(∑c
j dj
r
)
(r + c)2
(2.5)
which can also be written as:
ηconf =
r < k2 >c +c < d
2 >r
< k >c< d >r (r + c)
2 (2.6)
where k are the row degrees and d are column degrees in the bipartite matrix. This
leads to the normalised measure of nestedness for bipartite networks defined by [32]
as:
ηbip =
η˜
ηconf
(2.7)
Nestedness Temperature
The original nestedness temperature calculator (NTC) [22] was vaguely described
and therefore difficult to re-implement, leading to several subsequent variations utilis-
ing similar underlying principles [23, 56, 25, 26]. Here we have recoded the nestedtemp
function from the R package vegan [26]. The nestedness temperature for an input
matrix is based on the ‘isocline of perfect order’, a curve drawn from the lower-left
corner of the matrix to the upper-right, with curvature defined by matrix fill (see fig-
ure 2.1). Row and column orderings are then permuted using a genetic algorithm to
maximise the number of connections above the isocline and minimise connections
below the isocline. The number of connections which violate these rules, termed ‘sur-
prises’, are then counted and normalised to give a score between 0 (highly ordered)
and 100 (highly disordered).
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Figure 2.1: The NTC measure is based on an isocline of perfect order. Here there
are two ‘surprises’.
Discrepancy
Discrepancy [21], here denoted BR, quantifies nestedness as the difference between
the input matrix and a perfectly nested matrix of the same dimensions and fill. A dupli-
cate matrix P with the same row degrees as the input matrix, but where the 1s in each
row are pushed as far to the left as possible (ignoring the effect this has on underly-
ing network topology). The discrepancy is then found by subtracting the input matrix
from this perfectly nested matrix and counting the number of 1s that remain – the
number of differences between P and the input matrix. A different discrepancy score
can be found by treating columns instead of rows, forming an alternative perfectly
nested comparator matrix P ′ by pushing the 1s in each column to the top.(instead
of the row) degrees of the input matrix to form P ′ a different discrepancy score can
be found. Here we modify the original method of [21], which looks at discrepancy
only in respect to P , and instead define discrepancy as the minimum of the individual
discrepancy scores found from P and P ′, to remove any bias towards row or column
nodes.
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2.2.2 Quantitative measures
WNODF
The weighted NODF measure, WNODF [38], uses a similar algorithm to NODF, but
is designed for use on quantitative rather than binary networks. In addition to asking
which pairs of rows/columns are subsets of one another, WNODF utilises weight
information by also requiring that the preceding row/column has greater values in the
overlapping elements. In effect, WNODF is a stricter version of NODF; the maximum
WNODF score that can be achieved for a quantitative matrix is equal to the NODF
score for the binary matrix.
2.2.3 Both binary and quantitative measures
Spectral Radius
The spectral radius (SR) is defined as the absolute value of the maximum real eigen-
value from the adjacency matrix of a given input bipartite matrix. SR was proposed
as a nestedness measure by [35] and can be applied to both binary and quantitative
matrices.
2.3 Null models available in FALCON
2.3.1 Binary null models
Swappable-Swappable (SS)
The “swappable rows, swappable columns” (SS) null model conserves matrix dimen-
sions (numbers of rows and columns) and fill. It is similar to ‘test one’ in [35], which
works by shuffling elements at random within the matrix; however, it differs in that
degenerate matrices (those containing rows/columns with no connections) are not
permitted.
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Fixed-Fixed (FF)
The “fixed rows, fixed columns” (FF) null model conserves dimensions, fill and degree
distribution of the original matrix. It is the most strict null model we consider here and
is known to suffer from Type II errors (i.e. a failure to detect nestedness) [57]. We
use the Curveball algorithm [58] to generate null matrices of this type. It does this
by iteratively choosing pairs of rows at random, compiling a list of column indices
which contain filled elements in one but not both of the two rows. This list of column
indices is then randomly permuted and reassigned to the two rows corresponding to
the number of unique positions belonging to each of the original rows. It should be
noted that the Manhattan distance is invariant to these permutations.
Cored-Cored (CC)
The “cored rows, cored columns” (CC) null model conserves dimensions and fill as
in the SS null model, but also conserves some of the core structure found in the
observed input matrix. It is found by performing a total of M × N trial-swaps on the
M×N input matrix, where two matrix elements are randomly chosen and their values
can be swapped only when this does not reduce the corresponding row or column
degrees to zero. This ensures that the size structure is conserved and preferentially
preserves specialist interactions within the network. The removed elements are then
randomly reassigned to the remaining empty spaces to preserve matrix fill.
Degreeprobable-Degreeprobable (DD)
The “degreeprobable rows, degreeprobable columns” (DD) null model first described
by [1] has subsequently been a popular choice for application to species-species
nested comparisons. Matrix elements are probabilistically determined depending on
the degree distribution of the rows and columns of the initial matrix as:
pij =
1
2
(
dj
r
+
ki
c
)
(2.8)
where pij is the probability of assigning a 1 to the ith row and jth column of the null
matrix, dj is the column degree of the jth column, ki is the row degree of the ith row
and r and c are the respective number of rows and columns. Due to the stochastic
nature of this null model its output matrices will vary in size and fill.
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Equiprobable-Equiprobable (EE)
The “equiprobable rows, equiprobable columns” (EE) null model is probabilistic and
assumes that the probability of a connection occurring between two nodes is related
to the number of total connections in the input matrix. Hence for an input matrix with fill
M , r rows and c columns, the probability of a connection being present between two
nodes is pij = Mr×c . Due to the stochastic nature of this null model its output matrices
will vary in size and fill. It is the least strictly defined null model we consider here and
is known to suffer from Type I errors (a tendency to falsely detect nestedness) [57].
2.3.2 Quantitative null models
Binary Shuffle
This null model was employed by [35] and conserves the entire binary structure of
the input matrix and the values of the elements in the matrix, but shuffles the order
of these values randomly across the binary structure.
Conserve Row Totals (CRT)
This null model conserves binary structure and the row sum totals, but the values
of the elements on each row are changed such that each connection in the row is
assigned a random proportion of the row sum total.
Conserve Column Totals (CCT)
This null model conserves binary structure and the column sum totals, but the values
of the elements in each column are changed such that each connection in the column
is assigned a random proportion of the column sum total.
Row Column Totals Average (RCTA)
Both of the two above null models conserve information related to either the rows
or the columns, giving this property precedent over that of the other entity. We also
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introduce the Row Column Totals Average (RCTA) null model which uses the aver-
age of a single null model made from each of the CCT and CRT null models. As
information from both rows and columns is utilised in the creation of this null model it
may better fit with the context free ethos of nestedness we persue than either of CRT
or CCT alone.
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Coevolutionary diversification
creates nested-modular structure in
phage-bacteria interaction networks
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Abstract
Phage and their bacterial hosts are the most diverse and abundant biological entities
in the oceans, where their interactions have a major impact on marine ecology and
ecosystem function. The structure of interaction networks for natural phage-bacteria
communities offers insight into their coevolutionary origin. At small phylogenetic
scales, observed communities typically show a nested structure, in which both hosts
and phage can be ranked by their range of resistance and infectivity respectively.
A qualitatively different multiscale structure is seen at larger phylogenetic scales; a
natural assemblage sampled from the Atlantic Ocean displays large-scale modularity
and local nestedness within each module. Here we show that such “nested-modular”
interaction networks can be produced by a simple model of host-phage coevolution in
which infection depends on genetic matching. Negative frequency-dependent selec-
tion causes diversification of hosts (to escape phage) and phage (to track their evolv-
ing hosts). This creates a diverse community of bacteria and phage, maintained by
kill-the-winner ecological dynamics. When the resulting communities are visualised
as bipartite networks of who-infects-whom, they show the nested-modular structure
characteristic of the Atlantic sample. The statistical significance and strength of this
observation varies depending on whether the interaction networks take into account
the density of the interacting strains, with implications for interpretation of interaction
networks constructed by different methods. Our results suggest that the apparently
complex community structures associated with marine bacteria and phage may arise
from relatively simple coevolutionary origins.
This chapter is based on the publication :
Beckett S.J., Williams H.T.P. 2013. Coevolutionary diversification creates nested-
modular structure in phage-bacteria interaction networks. Royal Society Interface
Focus 3: 20130033. (DOI: 10.1098/rsfs.2013.0033).
We would like to thank Richard Boyle and two anonymous reviewers for their com-
ments that have helped improve this article.
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3.1 Introduction
Bacteriophage and their bacterial hosts are the most abundant and diverse replicat-
ing entities in the oceans, playing central roles in marine ecology and ecosystem pro-
cesses [59, 60, 61, 62, 63, 64, 65]. Fast replication and high mutation rates mean that
bacteria and phage can evolve – and coevolve – rapidly [66, 67, 68, 69], suggesting
that coevolution will influence both ecological dynamics and ecosystem processes.
Yet the basic mode of bacteria-phage coevolution is unclear. Experimental studies
have demonstrated adaptation of resistance and infectivity ranges over just a few
generations of laboratory coevolution [66, 67, 70, 71], often interpreted as a coevo-
lutionary ‘arms-race’ in which hosts evolve to expand their range of resistance, while
phages evolve to expand their host range. Unconstrained arms races are predicted
to result in low diversity [72], with a single dominant host/phage strain, or perhaps
two dominant host types if there is a trade-off between resistance and resource com-
petition [66]. However, the short time intervals involved mean that the experimental
coevolution data can be ambiguous and may sometimes also be consistent with a
‘fluctuating selection’ mode of coevolution in which infection is highly specific, so
that hosts are more resistant to contemporary phage than ancestral or future strains
[73]. Fluctuating selection dynamics are consistent with aquatic viral ecology models
predicting kill-the winner dynamics [74, 75], whereby the most successful hosts (in
terms of resource competition) are prevented from becoming dominant by increased
viral predation. In kill-the-winner ecological dynamics, density-dependent predation
by specialised viruses imposes negative frequency-dependent selection pressure on
hosts, favouring rare phenotypes. Such dynamics are believed to support the main-
tenance of diverse communities of marine bacteria and phage [76, 77]. Recent ge-
nomic studies give empirical support for high natural diversity of marine bacteria and
phage, with high specificity of infection and rapid coevolution [76, 78, 69, 79]. Thus
despite much progress in experimental coevolution and marine microbial genomics,
substantial uncertainties remain about the basic mode of phage-bacteria coevolution.
A complementary source of data about coevolution lies in the structure of natural
phage-bacteria communities. Some recent data compilations have represented phage-
bacteria communities as bipartite networks representing which phage strains were
observed to infect which bacteria strains [3, 80, 81]. Statistical analyses of these
‘phage-bacteria infection networks’ (most often given in the form of binary matrices
of presence(1)-absence(0) of pairwise infection) has so far focused on the matrix
metrics of “nestedness” and “modularity” (see inset to Figure 3.1). Nestedness is a
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measure of the extent to which the non-zero elements of each row (or column) in the
matrix are a subset of the non-zero elements in the subsequent rows (or columns).
In a perfectly nested matrix, the entries in each row (column) are a strict subset of
the entries in the next row (column); thus each row (column) is nested inside the next
row (column). In terms of phage-bacteria interaction, nestedness relates to the differ-
entiation of strains along a gradient from specialist (small range) to generalist (large
range). Here “range” refers, for bacteria, to the number of phage strains against
which it is resistant, and for phage, to the number of bacterial strains it can infect. A
perfectly nested pattern is one where the hosts and phages are each ranked along
the specialist-generalist gradient such that the specialist strategies are subsets of the
more generalised strategies. A modular network structure occurs when nodes can
be partitioned into subsets such that most connections occur within rather than be-
tween the different subsets. For bacteria and phages modularity can be interpreted
as a specialised interaction structure, without transitivity (i.e. where strains cannot be
ranked by increasing range), in which distinct clusters of phage strains preferentially
infect distinct clusters of bacterial strains.
Assuming that natural interactions between phage and bacteria are ultimately the
product of coevolution, phage-bacteria interaction network structures may offer in-
sight into the coevolutionary processes that produced them. At small phylogenetic
scales these networks typically show higher-than-expected nestedness and lower-
than-expected modularity [3]. High nestedness is consistent with an arms-race mode
of coevolution, where hosts and phages evolve to increase their range of resis-
tance/infectivity. However, the largest reported cross-infection assay involved 774
bacterial strains and 298 phage strains isolated from multiple geographically dis-
persed sites across the Atlantic Ocean [82]. Although no explicit genotyping was
conducted in this study, it is likely that this dataset spans a broad phylogenetic scale.
Reanalysis of interactions between 286 host strains and 215 phage strains from this
dataset [80] found that the resulting network showed large-scale modularity, with lo-
cal nestedness within each module. This is visualised in Figure 3.1, in which bacteria
(rows) and phage (columns) were ordered (following [80]) tomaximise statistical mod-
ularity and within-module nestedness. Here we highlight the identified modules by
colour; interactions falling outside any identified module are shown in white. We also
add two inset schematics illustrating perfectly modular and perfectly nested matrix
structures. It is difficult to explain this “nested-modular” pattern as the result solely
of arms race coevolution; the lack of global nestedness and the presence of distinct
modules suggests that some additional mechanism is needed. While models of co-
evolution based on high specificity of infection often predict diversification [72] – and
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might thus be invoked to explain formation of distinct modules – such models do not
explain the presence of within-module nestedness.
Here we explore a simple model of coevolution based on genetic matching [83, 84,
85], which we dub the ‘relaxed lock-and-key model’. The model is mechanistically
justified by reference to coadaptation of (e.g.) phage tail-fibres and host surface re-
ceptors [86]. We show that relaxed lock-and-key coevolution is sufficient to produce
the core structural features of observed phage-bacteria communities: stable high
diversity of bacteria and phage, modularity at large phylogenetic scales, and nest-
edness at small phylogenetic scales. Furthermore, we show that the strength and
statistical significance of the observed nested-modular pattern depends on how the
interaction networks are formed. Here we contrast interaction networks based on
the potential adsorption rate of each phage strain on each host strain with interac-
tion networks based on actual infection rate measured in an ecological context. Our
findings highlight difficulties with comparison of interaction networks constructed by
these different methods.
In the next section, we present the relaxed lock-and-key coevolutionmodel in the eco-
logical context of a multi-strain chemostat. This is followed by presentation of results
showing the co-diversification of bacteria and phage, the construction of associated
adsorption rate and infection rate interaction networks, and analyses of network prop-
erties over time. Finally we discuss the relevance of the relaxed lock-and-key model
for understanding natural phage-bacteria communities.
3.2 Model
We model bacteria-phage coevolution by adding mutation to numerical simulations
of a multi-strain chemostat. Below we describe the ecological model, the coevolu-
tionary model (including how infection rate is calculated for a given pair of bacteria
and phage), and methods used to analyse phage-bacteria interaction networks. A
description of the parameters used is given in Table 1. The model has been analysed
previously [84, 85]; model sensitivity to key parameters is given in [85]. It is derived
from a similar model [83] (with the principal difference being in how the evolutionary
dynamics are evaluated), which in turn derives from an earlier single-strain ecological
model of bacteria-phage growth in a chemostat [87].
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Figure 3.1: Nested-modular interaction structure of 215 phage strains and 286 bac-
teria strains sampled from the Atlantic Ocean (adapted from [80]). The plot shows
which phage strains can infect which host strains from the dataset presented by
Moebus and Nattkemper [82]. Flores et al. [80] re-sorted the interaction matrix to
maximise modularity and within-module nestedness. Here we additionally highlight
identified modules by shading; interactions falling outside any module are shown in
white. We also add two inset schematics illustrating perfectly modular and perfectly
nested matrix structures.
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Symbol Description Value Unit
R Resource concentration Variable µgml−1
Ni Density of host strain i Variable cellsml−1
Vj Density of phage strain j Variable virionsml−1
Ninit Initial host density 4.6× 104 cellsml−1
Vinit Initial phage density 8.1× 105 virionsml−1
ω Chemostat dilution rate 0.0033 min−1
R0 Resource supply concentration 2.2 µgml−1
ε Resource conversion rate 2.6× 10−6 µg cell−1
γ Maximum resource uptake rate 0.0123 µgmin−1
K Half-saturation constant 4 µgml−1
δi Growth scaling for host hi Range [δmin, δmax] scalar
δmin Min. growth scaling factor 0.8 scalar
δmax Max. growth scaling factor 1.2 scalar
φ Maximum adsorption rate 0.104× 10−8 ml(min virion)−1
θij Ads. scaling for vj on hi Range [0, φ] scalar
β Burst size 71 virions cell−1
hi Genotype of bacteria i Range [0, 1] scalar
vj Genotype of phage j Range [0, 1] scalar
hˆi Resistance phenotype of bacteria i Range [0, 1] scalar
vˆj Infection phenotype of phage j Range [0, 1] scalar
hinit Initial bacteria genotype 0.2 scalar
vinit Initial phage genotype 0.2 scalar
S Specificity of phage 100 scalar
µN Host mutation rate 10−6 cell−1
µV Phage mutation rate 10−5 virion−1
σN Std. dev. of host mut. range 0.01 scalar
σV Std. dev. of phage mut. range 0.01 scalar
MN Bacterial mutation size Random variable scalar
MV Phage mutation size Random variable scalar
∆t Integration timestep 10 min
T Simulation duration 5× 107 min
ρ Resolution of genotype diversity 0.001 scalar
L Chemostat volume 1 ml
Table 3.1: Model parameters and variable definitions. Variables can change dur-
ing a simulation. Numerical values are parameters fixed for the duration of a simula-
tion. Range values are deterministically calculated from other variables/parameters.
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3.2.1 Multistrain chemostat model
The ecological model represents the interactions between multiple strains of bacteria
and phage in a single-resource chemostat. Resource concentration R and densities
of the ith strain of bacteria Ni and the jth strain of phage Vj are governed by the
system of equations below:
dR
dt
= −ω(R−R0)−
∑
i
ε
γδiRNi
R +K
dNi
dt
= −ωNi + γδiRNi
R +K
−
∑
j
φθijNiVj
dVj
dt
= −ωVj +
∑
i
βφθijNiVj (3.1)
Resource concentration is affected by the chemostat washout rate ω, the supply con-
centration R0, and uptake by all bacterial strains. Bacterial resource uptake is gov-
erned by Monod kinetics [88] with half-saturation rate K and maximum uptake rate
γ, adjusted for each bacterial strain i by a genetically encoded scaling coefficient
δi. Bacterial strain density is a function of washout, population growth and lysis.
Resource uptake is converted directly into bacterial population growth via resource
conversion constant ε. Each bacterial strain is potentially susceptible to infection by
every strain of phage, depending on genetic match. Phage strain density is deter-
mined by washout and the sum of production on all available hosts. Adsorption of
phage j to host i is the product of the maximum adsorption rate φ and a scaling coef-
ficient θij. Every adsorption event leads to infection and instantaneous cell lysis (we
assume no latent period) creating new phage with burst size β.
3.2.2 Relaxed lock-and-key coevolution model
Wemodel evolution in the multi-strain ecological model by adding a mutation process
that introduces new variants of existing bacteria and phage strains. Uncompetitive
strains are eventually removed by chemostat dilution. Thus we have a simple model
in which bacteria and phage phenotypes can evolve by natural selection. We do
not separate the evolutionary and ecological timescales, but instead assume a fixed
probability of mutation per new cell/phage and allow evolutionary dynamics to play out
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in our numerical simulations. We ran our simulations for 5×107 minutes, sufficient for
the dynamics to reach a quasi-stable equilibrium. This timescale is chosen to allow
a relatively slow evolutionary dynamic in the context of faster ecological dynamics,
and is not intended to accurately reflect analogous timescales in natural systems.
Bacterial h and phage v genotypes are modelled as single values in the range [0, 1]
(binned at resolution ρ = 0.001). Bacteria and phage have mutation rates µN and
µV respectively, applied stochastically for each new cell/phage. Mutation creates a
single cell/phage with a genotype created by adding a normal deviate to the parental
genotype, with standard deviation (mutation range) of σN or σV for bacteria and phage
respectively. If the density of any population falls below 1 cell ml−1 or 1 virionml−1
(possible due to the continuous nature of the mathematical abstraction), that popu-
lation is assumed to be lost and is removed from the system. Any simulations where
genotypes reached the edges of the permitted range [0, 1] were discarded; however
parameters were chosen to ensure this did not occur.
The relaxed lock-and-key coevolution model is created by enforcing a dependence
of adsorption rate on the genetic similarity of host and phage. The relative adsorption
rate θij of phage j on host i is given by:
θij = e
−S
(
hˆi−vˆj
)2
(3.2)
where hˆi is the bacterial resistance strategy for the ith host encoded by genotype
hi, vˆj is the phage infectivity strategy for the jth phage encoded by genotype vj and
S represents infection specificity. This function has Gaussian form, with specificity
governing the width of the infection curve, i.e. high specificity indicates narrow host
range, whilst low specificity indicates wide host range. Hence the closer the numeri-
cal values of strategies hˆi and vˆj are, the greater the rate of adsorption between host
i and phage j.
Bacterial genotype also specifies a growth-rate scaling trait δ ; where each bacterial
genotype hi maps to a growth rate δi. Here we impose a simple growth rate fitness
landscape with a singular peak of δmax = 1.2 at h = 0.5, falling linearly to a minimum
of δmin = 0.8 at the edges of the range (i.e. for h = 0 and h = 1). The growth rate trait
δ is a coefficient that affects population growth rate by scaling the rate of resource up-
take by bacteria (see Equation 3.1). It is important to note that there are no inherent
differences in bacterial resistance (that is, all bacteria have the same size of range
of resistance); thus there are no costs of resistance and no explicit trade-offs be-
tween growth rate and infection rate. Ecological trade-offs between bacterial growth
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and susceptibility to infection can emerge [85], but these depend on the density and
composition of the contemporary phage and bacterial communities.
3.2.3 Infection network analysis
Interactions between bacteria and phage strains (i.e. who-infects-whom) can be rep-
resented as a network [81]. Such networks are bipartite graphs with interactions
between two types of node (bacteria and phage). We use two forms of interaction
network to visualise our model phage-bacteria communities. The first type is formed
from the adsorption rate φθij of phage j on host i , which gives a pairwise interaction
matrix for all strains present in the community irrespective of their abundance. The
second type of interaction network is formed from the actual infection rates for phage
j on host i in the current ecological context, calculated as φθijNiVj from the adsorp-
tion rate and the current densities of each strain, giving a more ecologically relevant
measure of interaction.
Since both adsorption rate and infection rate are quantitative metrics, we create bi-
nary interaction matrices by applying threshold filters. The resulting binary matrices
consist of 1s where the pairwise interaction is strong and 0s elsewhere. The bi-
nary matrices can be analysed using standard metrics for nestedness and modular-
ity. They can also be compared to reported interaction networks, which are typically
given in binary form. We used the package BiWeb [89], which utilises the LP-BRIM al-
gorithm to find the partition that best maximises Barber’s modularity (Qb ) for bipartite
networks [44, 90]. Since the LP-BRIM sorting algorithm is sensitive to initialisation,
we repeated the modularity assessment 5 times for each measurement, taking the
maximum score returned. We measured nestedness using the deterministic NODF
(nestedness metric based on overlap and decreasing fill) algorithm [28], which re-
turns a score in the range [0, 100] (where 100 indicates a perfectly nested structure).
NODF normalises for matrix size, allowing matrices of differing sizes to be compared.
To quantify the statistical significance of the nestedness (NODF) and modularity (Bar-
ber’s Qb) scores measured for a particular binary matrix, we calculate statistical sig-
nificance p as the likelihood of achieving a score greater than or equal to the score
for the input matrix in a sample ofM matrices from a null distribution of randommatri-
ces. Where this method returns p = 0 we conservatively assign p < 1
M
. We use a null
model in which matrix size (number of rows and columns) and fill (number of 1s) are
conserved, but where adjacency (position of 1s) is randomly reassigned. Thus we
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maintain the numbers of host and phage strains, and the total number of host-phage
interactions, but reassign the pattern of who-infects-whom. We estimate the null dis-
tribution using a sample of M matrices generated using a stochastic algorithm with
pseudo-random numbers. For significance of NODF scores, we create the sample
in two sets, adding matrices to both sets until the mean NODF scores for both sets
converge within a tolerance bound of 0.01. The sample used to estimate the null
distribution is then formed as the union of both sets. Thus for NODF, the sample size
M varies according to how many null matrices are needed to achieve convergence
of the means, with a minimum sample of 500 null matrices computed in each case.
This method gives reliable estimation of the underlying distribution while retaining
computational efficiency. For the modularity scores, we used M = 100, assigning
each null matrix the highest Barber’s modularity score from 5 random initialisations
of the LP-BRIM algorithm. Software based on these methods was developed and is
described in Chapter 4.
3.3 Results
In previous work [85] we have shown that in the absence of phage, resource limita-
tion leads to competitive exclusion of slow-growing bacteria by fast-growing bacteria.
Faster-growing populations draw down resource concentration to a limiting level at
which slower-growing populations cannot be sustained against losses from washout
and are lost from the community. Thus in the absence of phage, bacteria evolve to the
fastest-growing genotype permitted by the simple unimodal growth rate fitness land-
scape (here located at h = 0.5 - see Section 3.2.2). In the presence of phage, host
evolution is affected by the additional coevolutionary selection pressures imposed by
phage predation.
The relaxed lock-and-key coevolution model robustly produces diversification of bac-
teria and phage. Figure 3.2 shows a simulation run initialised with a single bacterial
strain and perfect-match phage strain (with h = v = 0.2). In the first stage (until
t ≈ 0.5×107min) bacteria evolve to increase growth rates, while phage evolve to track
their hosts through genotypic space. Once the bacteria reach the maximum growth
rate genotype at h = 0.5, they can no longer improve fitness by increasing growth
rate (and would remain at this fitness peak indefinitely in the absence of phage [85]).
However, phage create a strong selective pressure for host diversification due to
density-dependent predation, which favours host mutants with a lower genetic match
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to dominant phage strains. This causes an evolutionary branching event to occur be-
tween t ≈0.6× 107min and t ≈ 1.1× 107min. Further evolutionary branching events
occur until t ≈ 2.5 × 107min. After this period of coevolutionary diversification the
distribution of strains settles down to a quasi-stable state for the remainder of the
simulation. At this stage there are 5 clearly identifiable clusters of similar genotypes
for both bacteria and phage, where each cluster (hereafter “species”) represents an
ecologically similar (but genetically diverse) sub-population. Each phage species is
attracted towards its two flanking host species, while each host species is repelled by
its flanking phage species; this process of attraction and repulsion sometimes results
in transient oscillatory dynamics (this effect is clearly seen for t ≈ 2− 3× 107mins).
Figure 3.3 visualises community structure for a timeslice from the simulation taken at
t = 3.5× 107min. There are 64 bacterial strains and 97 phage strains present in the
community. Densities of the different strains vary widely and are unevenly distributed,
but 5 clearly identifiable species of similar genotypes in both the bacteria (lower left)
and phage (lower right) populations are visible. For ease of reference we label the
host species H1-H5 and the phage species P1-P5.
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Figure 3.2: Coevolutionary diversification of bacteria and phage strains with relaxed
lock-and-key model. Plot shows phage-bacteria community composition over time
for a simulation run initialised with a single host strain and perfectly matched phage
(initial genotypes h = v = 0.2). Genotypes with non-zero density for bacteria, phage,
or both bacteria and phage are highlighted. The fastest-growing bacteria genotype is
located at h = 0.5. The cross-section of the community at time t = 3.5× 107 is exam-
ined in Figure 3.3. Horizontal dotted lines indicate time points for which interaction
matrices are presented in figures 3.4 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.3: Snapshot of phage-bacteria community structure and interaction dur-
ing the case study simulation (measured at t = 3.5 × 107min). Upper left: Adsorp-
tion rate matrix plot showing pairwise adsorption rate (φθij, values scaled×10−10) for
each host (i) and phage (j) strain present in the current community. Upper right: In-
fection rate matrix plot showing actual infection rate in the context of the community
(ln | φθijNiVj |) for each host-phage pair. Lower left: Current density of all bacterial
genotypes (ln | Ni |). Lower right: Current density of all phage genotypes (ln | Vj |).
For ease of reference, labels H1-H5 and P1-P5 are manually attached to identify
bacteria and phage “species”.
We visualise interactions between phage and bacterial strains in Figure 3.3 by plot-
ting the (density-independent) adsorption rate matrix (upper left) and the (density-
weighted) infection rate matrix (upper right). These matrices represent a snapshot
of the coevolving interactions between phage and bacteria - note that the matrices
include all strains that are present, but do not cover the whole genetic space (i.e. ab-
sent strains are not plotted). Each host species interacts strongly with a single phage
species, as indicated by the modular structure apparent in the adsorption rate matrix
(e.g. P1 is specialised on H1, P2 on H2, and so on). However, there are also weaker
interactions with adjacent phage species (e.g. H2 is also weakly affected by P1 and
P3). The infection rate matrix gives a different view of the community; whereas the
adsorption rate shows a potential interaction, the infection rate shows the interaction
in terms of actual mortality of the host caused by the phage in ecological interaction.
The infection rate matrix shows that most of the potential interactions shown in the
adsorption rate matrix are ecologically insignificant, since only a few strains in each
species are present at sufficient density for a strong interaction to occur. Also there
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is a many-many interaction structure, with each bacterial strain infected by multiple
phage strains, and each phage infecting multiple bacteria. Interestingly, the infec-
tion rate matrix also suggests a degree of modularity, though module membership
appears different to that seen in the adsorption rate matrix.
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Figure 3.4: Coevolutionary formation of the adsorption rate interaction network over
time. Colour shows pairwise interaction strength (φθij) for bacterial strains (rows)
and phage strains (columns). Network size (number of bacterial strains x number
of phage strains) is shown as the x-axis label for each plot, timepoint (×107min) is
shown as the y-axis label. Plots show timepoints corresponding to the dotted grid-
lines shown in Figure 3.2, with time increasing down each column, from top-left to
bottom-right.
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Figure 3.5: Coevolutionary formation of the infection rate interaction network over
time. Grayscale shows pairwise interaction strength (ln | φθijNiVj |) for bacterial
strains (rows) and phage strains (columns). Network size (number of bacterial strains
x number of phage strains) is shown as the x-axis label for each plot, timepoint
(×107min) is shown as the y-axis label. Plots show timepoints corresponding to the
dotted gridlines shown in Figure 3.2, with time increasing down each column, from
top-left to bottom-right.
Figures 3.4 and 3.5 show how the adsorption rate and infection rate interaction net-
works respectively change over time as bacteria and phage coevolve. Initially there is
low diversity and the matrices are small, but over time matrix size increases as hosts
and phage diversify. At later timepoints, matrix size reduces somewhat, reflecting
an overall drop in diversity as competition excludes weaker strains and the system
converges to a quasi-stable state. Matrix sizes show trends in strain diversity, with
host diversity rising to a stable level around 60-65 strains and phage diversity ini-
tially rising, then falling, during the course of the simulation. This trend is reflected at
smaller scale in the sizes of the modules in the adsorption rate matrix. Modular inter-
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action structure is always apparent in the adsorption rate matrix, though the number
of modules varies over time. Structure in the infection rate matrix is harder to discern
visually, though some modularity seems to be apparent at later timepoints.
We converted our quantitative interactionmatrices into binarymatrices using a thresh-
old filter (see Section 3.2.3), to give matrices suitable for comparison with reported
phage-bacteria interaction networks [3, 80]. The resulting binary networks are a
coarse-grained representation of the underlying data, but can be used with the LP-
BRIM and NODF algorithms to quantify modularity and nestedness respectively. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows the effect of different thresholds. The size and fill of the resulting binary
matrix depends on the threshold used. The importance of choosing an appropriate
threshold is well illustrated by the adsorption rate matrices, where choosing too low or
too high a threshold results in binary matrices that do not capture the modular struc-
ture apparent in the raw data; setting too low a threshold gives overlapping modules,
setting too high a threshold may result in loss of some modules. For the remainder
of the analysis, we use an adsorption rate threshold of 0.8φ and an infection rate
threshold of 0.0083 cells (mlmin)−1, which typically gave good agreement with visual
interpretation of the raw data. The results presented below for adsorption rate matri-
ces are weakly sensitive (but qualitatively robust) to the choice of threshold (data not
shown). Results for infection rate matrices are robust to choice of threshold.
The order of rows and columns in the binarymatrices can be permuted without chang-
ing the underlying network structure. Figure 3.7 shows binary networks formed from
the adsorption rate and infection rate matrices for the timeslice (t = 3.5 × 107min)
shown in Figure 3.3. Different row and column re-orderings are applied in each panel.
The upper binary matrix shows a random re-ordering that removes the phylogenetic
ordering that arises from model formulation (whereby hosts and phages are ordered
by genotype), thus representing how unsorted results of an experimental infection
assay might appear. The middle binary matrix is sorted to maximise modularity us-
ing the LP-BRIM algorithm, with identified modules highlighted in colour. The lower
binary matrix is sorted to maximise nestedness using the NODF algorithm.
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Figure 3.6: Effect of choice of filter threshold on binary representation of interaction
matrices. Top plot in each column shows the raw (unfiltered) matrix data for pairwise
adsorption rates (left column) and infection rates (right column). Lower plots show
binary matrices formed by filtering raw data with different thresholds. Threshold val-
ues of 0.8φ for adsorption rates and 0.0083 cells (mlmin)−1 for infection rates were
used for all subsequent analyses.
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Figure 3.7: Comparison of binary interaction networks formed by applying a thresh-
old filter to (left column) adsorption rate and (right column) infection rate matrices, for
a snapshot of the system at t = 3.5×107min, arranged with host strains on rows and
phage strains in columns. Top panel: quantitative interaction data. Lower 3 panels:
binary matrices formed using a threshold filter of the quantitative data, sorted for (up-
per) random permutation, (middle) maximisation of modularity, (lower) maximisation
of nestedness.
For the same case study, we used binary interaction matrices to study the temporal
dynamics of nestedness (from the NODF algorithm) and modularity (using Barber’s
modularity score returned by the LP-BRIM algorithm). Figure 3.8 shows mean values
across an ensemble of ten simulations with identical parameters. The ensemble runs
differ only in the pseudo-random numbers used in the stochastic mutation process.
This stochastic variation leads to different timing and order of evolutionary branch-
ing events, but the quasi-steady state reached is similar in all simulations (data not
shown). Host strain diversity rises over time before levelling off, while phage strain
diversity is highest during the diversification phase and decreases as quasi-steady
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state is approached.
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Figure 3.8: Timeseries of matrix metrics for nestedness and modularity of binary in-
teraction networks during coevolutionary simulations. Data shown are mean values
(solid lines) ± 1 std. dev. (dashed lines) from an ensemble of ten simulation runs
with identical parameters but different stochastic mutations. Top: Number of bacterial
and phage strains. The following panels show metrics for adsorption rate matrices
(left column) and infection rate matrices (right column). Upper-middle: Number of
modules detected (left axis) and Barber’s modularity score Qb (right axis). Lower-
middle: NODF nestedness score of the whole network (global) and mean within-
module NODF nestedness score (local) in each simulation. Lower: Proportion of
NODF nestedness scores in each simulation that were statistically significant at a
level of p < 0.05 for the whole network (global) and within-module (local).
Figure 3.8 (upper-middle row) shows that the interaction structure shown by adsorp-
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tion ratematrices converges on five clearly identifiablemodules that are well-detected
by the LP-BRIM algorithm. Module identification is less reliable early in the simulation,
when the algorithm sometimes produces false positives (e.g. by identifying “modules
within modules”), giving large variances in module number early in the simulations.
Fewer modules are detected in the infection rate matrices and there is greater vari-
ance in the number detected throughout the simulations. Barber’s modularity metric
is significantly higher for the adsorption rate matrices than for the infection rate ma-
trices throughout the simulations, confirming the visual suggestion (e.g. Figure 3.3)
of a stronger modular structure for this form of interaction. We also performed sig-
nificance tests against Barber’s modularity for the adsorption rate and infection rate
matrices for all simulations at t = 2.5 × 107min and t = 5 × 107min, finding that
modularity for all matrices tested was significant at a level of p < 0.01.
The lower half of Figure 3.8 shows timeseries for nestedness (measured by NODF)
and statistical significance of nestedness (here we assume statistical significance at a
level of p < 0.05). Global nestedness of the whole adsorption rate matrix is typically
low and rarely statistically significant. In contrast, global nestedness of the whole
infection rate matrix is relatively higher and (after the initial diversification phase of
the coevolutionary dynamics) almost always statistically significant.
For each simulation, we also calculated nestedness for the modules identified by the
LP-BRIM algorithm. Figure 3.8 (lower four panels) shows the mean within-module
NODF score across all modules detected in a particular simulation, as well as the pro-
portion of modules which were statistically nested. Mean within-module nestedness
is typically higher than global nestedness for both forms of interaction matrix. Mean
within-module nestedness of adsorption rate matrices is typically low and statistically
insignificant for most of the timeseries, but rises and shows a higher frequency of
statistical significance approaching the mid-point of the simulation runs, when phage
diversity is highest. Visual inspection of the adsorption rate matrices showed that
a large proportion of identified modules were completely filled (all 1s). These cases
give NODF= 0 at a significance level of p = 1. For the remaining minority of non-filled
modules, mean within-module nestedness was typically strong and statisticially sig-
nificant. Mean within-module nestedness of infection rate matrices is typically high
and in most cases statistically significant.
Overall there is a mixed signal from our statistical comparison of binary interaction
networks formed from adsorption rates and from infection rates. Both forms of in-
teraction network show a multiscale nested-modular interaction structure to some
extent. For adsorption rate matrices, global modularity is very strong while within-
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module nestedness is often weak and statistically insignificant; however, there is a
minority of modules which are strongly and significantly nested during the middle sec-
tion of the simulations when phage diversity is highest. For infection rate matrices,
global modularity is weaker, but identified modules are typically significantly nested.
Interestingly, the infection rate matrices are also typically significantly globally nested.
3.4 Discussion
Here we have shown that a parsimonious ‘relaxed lock-and-key’ coevolution model
based on genetic matching is sufficient to reproduce several core structural fea-
tures of observed natural communities of bacteria and phage. Negative frequency-
dependent selection from phage drives host diversification, which is then mirrored
by phage diversification to track their hosts. At steady state, a diverse community
of hosts and phage is maintained by kill-the-winner ecological dynamics. Two forms
of phage-bacteria interaction network representing the coevolved communities show
similar multiscale structural patterns to those observed for natural communities; mod-
ularity at large phylogenetic scales and nestedness at smaller scales.
We have aimed with our theoretical study to show that a very simple coevolution-
ary model can produce nested-modular structures and have selected the chemostat
formalism as one of the simplest models in which coevolutionary dynamics can be
studied. We do not rule out the possibility that other processes, including spatial
structure or multiple resources, might affect observed natural patterns. However,
such processes lie beyond the scope of our current study, which aims to show what
might occur due to coevolution alone, in the absence of any other (possibly con-
founding) additional processes. We believe that the most useful models are often
the simplest and argue that the use of the chemostat formalism does not affect the
generality of our results.
An important caveat is that there is currently only a single dataset [82, 80] showing
the macroscale nested-modular interaction structure that the relaxed lock-and-key
model produces. Thus it is possible that we are over-estimating the importance of
this dataset and hence misjudging the capability of the relaxed lock-and-key model
to explain natural community structures. However, there are multiple observations
of stable high diversity in natural phage-bacteria communities (e.g. [61, 63, 76, 78]),
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as well as many examples of nested interaction networks at smaller phylogenetic
scales [3]. At larger phylogenetic scales, there are good arguments to support the
specificity of infection needed to produce a modular network structure; for example,
phage target particular receptors which may only be present in a small number of
bacterial lineages, limiting their potential host range [76, 86]. Thus we cautiously
suggest that the nested-modular structure should be robust at large phylogenetic
scales and propose that additional large-scale cross-infection studies would be a
fruitful area for further research.
In the adsorption rate matrices, the nested-modular pattern is most clearly observed
when the system is still in the transient diversification phase, i.e. before the sys-
tem reaches an evolutionary steady state and while the species in the system are
still adapting. This section of the coevolutionary dynamics is also where the phage
diversity is highest. Since the adsorption rate network includes interactions irrespec-
tive of the density of the bacteria/phage strains involved, it likely includes many in-
teractions between low-density strains which are in process of being out-competed
and excluded from the system by fitter mutants. This may have implications for ob-
servations of natural communities, where overlapping ecological and evolutionary
timescales for bacteria and phage [68, 69] imply that many natural communities may
not be at evolutionary steady state. We hypothesise that nested-modular structures
in density-independent interaction networks will be most obvious when overall adap-
tation rates within the community are high, for example, in communities adapting to
a changed or dynamic environment.
A note of cautionmust be raised about themethodological grounding for comparisons
of model output to empirical observations. The two forms of interaction network that
we studied (based either on adsorption rates or on infection rates) showed different
statistical features. In this study, adsorption rate networks showed higher global mod-
ularity and lower within-module nestedness, while infection rate networks showed
lower global modularity and higher within-module nestedness. While both forms of
interaction network studied here showed broadly similar multiscale structure, in gen-
eral the fit to empirical data will depend both on which form of model network was
chosen and also on the method by which the empirical network was produced. With
theoretical models, all information is accessible - thus our model networks accurately
reflect the full diversity of the model community. However, methods for the more
difficult task of constructing interaction networks for natural communities inevitably
introduce different kinds of bias into the network structure that is output. A common
experimental method for determining interaction networks for natural phage-bacteria
communities appears to be to collect a sample from the natural environment, isolate
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as many strains as possible, then use a plaque assay to test for infection of each
potential host by each phage. However, sampling inevitably carries a bias towards
collecting only the more numerous strains, of which only a small fraction will be cul-
tivable [91, 92]. Thus while empirical studies reporting natural interaction networks
may aim to present a complete record of all strains present in the community (i.e.
to produce something similar to our model adsorption rate networks), they may ac-
tually (without any failure of the experimental method) be presenting networks more
akin to our infection rate networks, which only include interactions between abun-
dant strains. Thus it is not clear which of our binary interaction networks should be
compared to the networks reported for natural communities.
Another methodological issue surrounds the comparison of weighted and binary in-
teraction networks; here we have converted quantitative networks to binary networks
to aid comparison with empirical data. Infectivity assays commonly only measure
presence-absence of infection, rather than the messier rate/affinity data that indicate
the quantitative strength of interactions, which are harder to measure [93, 94, 81].
Thus empirical data is often given in binary form and analysed using statistical tools
developed for binary matrices. Conversion of quantitative data into binary form loses
information and inevitably introduces bias that will accentuate some features and
mask others. A challenge for empirical researchers is to develop methods for mea-
suring interaction strengths between phage and bacterial strains, rather than just
presence-absence of interaction [94]. A challenge for theoretical researchers is to
develop better statistical tools for analysing the weighted phage-bacteria interaction
networks that will thereby be produced.
The original kill-the-winner model of aquatic virus ecology [74] describes one-to-one
interactions between viruses and bacteria, such that no cross-infections occur. In
that scenario, specialised infection leads to negative density-dependent predation
from viruses, which favours rare bacteria phenotypes and acts to maintain diversity.
This contradicts available data for real phage-bacteria systems [3, 80]. The relaxed
lock-and-key model allows for cross-infection based on genetic similarity, while pro-
ducing a stable diverse community maintained by kill-the-winner dynamics. Obser-
vations of natural kill-the-winner dynamics [77] are thus consistent with the relaxed
lock-and-key model. We note that several alternative coevolution models are un-
likely to capture nested-modular interaction structures and kill-the-winner ecological
dynamics. Gene-for-gene genetic models are consistent with arms race dynamics
[95] and transitive range expansion, but do not permit stable high diversity without
the addition of explicit trade-offs [72] (and even then diversity is typically limited to
dimorphism [66]). Matching-alleles genetic models can drive diversification [72, 95],
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but do not produce the modular structure or within-module nestedness.
There remain other mechanisms that will affect the interactions between bacteria
and phage and several of these could potentially produce high diversity and nested-
modular network structures. The relaxed lock-and-key model is perhaps most easily
interpreted as representing coevolution of phage tail-fibres and bacterial cell-surface
receptors. However, the real infection process is multi-stepped and coevolution may
occur at different stages, including initial adsorption to extracellular surface receptors
[96] and also subsequent intracellular defence mechanisms [97, 86, 98, 99, 100]. Ad-
ditionally our model does not take into account non-mutational processes of genetic
variation, such as gene loss and horizontal gene transfer [94, 76], or the possible role
of environmental heterogeneity and/or spatial localisation [80]. Any of these factors
can affect natural community structures and could in principle have produced the pat-
terns created here by coevolution. The strength of the relaxed lock-and-key model
is by appeal to Occam’s razor; it offers a parsimonious and sufficient explanation of
multiple observed phenomena.
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Chapter 4
FALCON: a software package for
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networks
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Abstract
Nestedness is a statistical measure used to interpret bipartite interaction data in sev-
eral ecological and evolutionary contexts, e.g. biogeography (species-site relation-
ships) and species interactions (plant-pollinator and host-parasite networks). Multiple
methods have been used to evaluate nestedness, which differ in how the metrics for
nestedness are determined. Furthermore, several different null models have been
used to calculate statistical significance of nestedness scores. The profusion of mea-
sures and null models, many of which give conflicting results, is problematic for com-
parison of nestedness across different studies. We developed the FALCON software
package to allow easy and efficient comparison of nestedness scores and statistical
significances for a given input network, using a selection of the more popular mea-
sures and null models from the current literature. FALCON currently includes six
measures and five null models for nestedness in binary networks, and two measures
and four null models for nestedness in weighted networks. The FALCON software is
designed to be efficient and easy to use. FALCON code is offered in three languages
(R, MATLAB, Octave) and is designed to be modular and extensible, enabling users
to easily expand its functionality by adding further measures and null models. FAL-
CON provides a robust methodology for comparing the strength and significance of
nestedness in a given bipartite network using multiple measures and null models. It
includes an “adaptive ensemble” method to reduce under-sampling of the null distri-
bution when calculating statistical significance. It can work with binary or weighted
input networks. FALCON is a response to the proliferation of different nestedness
measures and associated null models in the literature. It allows easy and efficient
calculation of nestedness scores and statistical significances using different meth-
ods, enabling comparison of results from different studies and thereby supporting
theoretical study of the causes and implications of nestedness in different biological
contexts.
This chapter is based on the publication:
Beckett S.J., Boulton C.A., Williams H.T.P. 2014. FALCON: a software package for
analysis of nestedness in bipartite networks [v1; ref status: indexed, http://f1000r.es/3z8]
F1000Research 3: 185. (DOI: 10.12688/f1000research.4831.1).
We thank Virginia Domínguez-García with implementation of JDM nestedness.
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4.1 Introduction
Nestedness is a statistical property of systems where two kinds of entity interact,
which can be represented as bipartite networks. Originally used as a metric for
species-site distributions [22, 21], nestedness has recently gathered much attention
as a metric for bipartite species interaction networks, e.g. plant-pollinator mutualisms
[1, 101] and host-virus interactions [3, 80, 102]. Various discussions have considered
the sources of nestedness in such systems and its potential implications for ecological
dynamics [9, 10, 11, 101, 35, 103, 104]. However, it is unclear how to systematically
compare results for different ecological datasets. Furthermore, nestedness is not re-
stricted to ecological datasets, but is a generic property of any bipartite network. Thus
there is a need for measures of nestedness that are context-independent and do not
depend on any particular (ecological) interpretation. Multiple methods for measur-
ing nestedness have been used in different studies, along with multiple approaches
to calculating statistical significance of the measured values. This provides a large
number of ways in which nestedness could be evaluated [105, 25, 106]. Before the-
oretical investigation of the mechanisms of nestedness can be properly investigated,
robust measures and statistical tests for nestedness are required to allow comparison
of results from different studies.
Here we present FALCON – a free software package that allows the user to eas-
ily compute several measures of nestedness and associated statistical significances
based on a selection of null models. FALCON stands for “Framework for Adaptive
ensembLes for the Comparison Of Nestedness”. FALCON operates on any form of
bipartite interaction data represented as a matrix of associations and is set up to be
deliberately ’blind’ to the source and interpretation of input data. FALCON is based on
the assumption that nestedness is a general statistical property of matrices and there-
fore its measurement should be independent of context or interpretation. FALCON
calculates nestedness as a statistical property of a matrix, by returning the nested-
ness score for the most-nested configuration of the input matrix. Since calculating
statistical significance of nestedness scores can be computationally demanding, in-
volving generation of a large ensemble of matrices from a null distribution, FALCON
uses a novel “adaptive ensemble” method to improve efficiency by using the minimal
ensemble size sufficient to give robust statistics.
Several software packages for calculating nestedness already exist, but these are
subject to various factors which make direct comparison of different nestedness mea-
sures, and statistical interpretation of returned values difficult to achieve. Several
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nestednessmeasures are handled by packageswhich deliver a singlemeasure, mak-
ing comparison difficult. Some are specific to a particular operating system. Some
do not make source code available for reimplementation, reducing confidence in their
outputs and prevent future extensions. Two packages for the R statistical program-
ming language, bipartite [107] and vegan [26], together contain functions for several
nestedness measures and associated null models, as well as many other tools for
analysis of bipartite ecological networks. However, these packages offer no obvious
implementation of significance testing (the principal method for reporting results of
nestedness analyses) and they also lack several nestedness measures which have
been recently developed. FALCON is designed to address these deficiencies, en-
abling calculation of nestedness and statistical significance using a variety of mea-
sures and null models, with open source code provided for several platforms.
The FALCON package is available for three commonly used numerical analysis plat-
forms: MATLAB,Octave andR.MATLAB (http://www.mathworks.co.uk/products/mat-
lab/) is a commercial software platform, while Octave (https://www.gnu.org/software/oc-
tave/) and R (http://www.r-project.org/) are both freely available open source plat-
forms. FALCON can be freely downloaded onGithub (http://github.com/sjbeckett/FAL-
CON) or figshare [108] and all code is open and accessible. A guide to downloading,
installing and running FALCON accompanies the code. This document describes the
assumptions on which FALCON is based, how it calculates nestedness and statisti-
cal significance, and gives details of the adaptive ensemble method used to improve
computational efficiency and provides a case study to demonstrate it’s usage and
outputs.
4.2 What is nestedness?
Nestedness is a statistical property of bipartite interaction data presented in matrix
form. In a perfectly nested matrix, the entries in each successive row are a strict
subset of those in the previous row, while the entries in each successive column
are a strict subset of those in the previous column (Figure 4.1). Interpretation of
nestedness depends on context.
The concept of nestedness was first described in studies of how species distributions
varied between sites [109, 110, 111], and later defined quantitatively as measuring
the ‘amount of order/disorder’ in matrices representing presence/absence of species
in island communities [22]. Used in this way, nestedness is calculated from a matrix
of presence-absence data where rows are species and columns are sampling sites
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Figure 4.1: Perfectly nested, weakly nested, and randomly connected matrices.
White squares indicate connections between two kinds of entity arranged in rows
and columns.
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along some environmental or spatial gradient. A perfectly “nested” matrix (see Figure
4.1) would be achievedwhen the set of species present at each site along the gradient
is a subset of the species present at the previous site. Since then the concept of nest-
edness has been extended in various directions; see [15] for an historical overview
of the nestedness concept. Nestedness has continued to be applied to spatial pat-
terning (e.g. [112]) and has been linked with β-diversity [113], but has also been
applied to study mutualistic or antagonistic species-species interactions [114, 57],
species-time relationships for a single site [115], and several other types of bipartite
networks [10, 116, 11, 6, 117, 118]. For pairwise interactions (e.g. plant-pollinator or
host-parasite systems), nestedness has been interpreted as placing species along a
gradient of generalism-specialism in the number of partners they interact with; in this
context, perfect nestedness is achieved when species within each class are ordered
such that the interaction set (set of partners) for each species is a strict subset of that
of the next species, and the most generalised species of one class interact with the
most specialised species of the other class.
Nestedness is calculated from a biadjacency matrix representing pairwise interac-
tions between two kinds of entity (one represented by rows, the other by columns).
The order of rows and columns for a biadjacency matrix is arbitrary with respect to
connectivity; rows and columns can be permuted without affecting the underlying
topology of the interaction network. Any non-arbitrary ordering of rows and columns
in the matrix representation necessitates the use of additional contextual information
to specify which order rows and columns should take. While some datasets may
suggest a “natural” ordering to rows and columns in the matrix representation of data
(e.g. when one of the dimensions represents an environmental/spatial/temporal gra-
dient), for many applications of nestedness there is no natural ordering (e.g. species
interactions).
As stated above, we consider that nestedness should be a context-freemetric, so that
it can be applied to data without requiring any supplemental information on row/col-
umn ordering. This assumption implies that the ordering of rows and columns should
not affect the measurement of nestedness. While some nestedness measures are
insensitive to row/column ordering, several of the most commonly usedmeasures are
highly sensitive to ordering, introducing indeterminacy to the quantification of nest-
edness when rows/columns are ordered arbitrarily. To avoid this indeterminacy and
return a single robust nestedness score for a given input matrix, FALCON can sort the
rows and columns such that nestedness (however calculated) is maximised. Since
re-ordering rows/columns in a matrix representation does not alter the structural in-
formation (node adjacency) of the underlying data, this re-ordering is a reasonable
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approach and makes measurement of nestedness more consistent.
4.3 Measures of nestedness in FALCON
Nestedness is most commonly calculated for binary data representing presence/ab-
sence of an interaction between two entities, but nestedness can also be calculated
for weighted data that also indicate the strength of the interaction. The methods
used to calculate nestedness vary depending on whether binary or weighted inter-
action data is provided. The nestedness measures available in FALCON are shown
and briefly described below and in Table 4.1; further details are given in Section 2.2.
The nestedness measures considered here are not trivial variations upon each other,
but differ significantly in their derivations. However, some similarities can be drawn.
Spectral radius (SR) [35] and the measure of Johnson, Domínguez-García, & Muñoz
[32] (JDM) are invariant to the ordering of rows and columns in the network and are
calculated using the adjacency matrix of the network. On the other hand, discrep-
ancy (BR) [21], Manhattan distance (MD) [33] and nestedness based on overlap and
decreasing fill (NODF) [28] are all sensitive to row/column ordering and maximised
when rows/columns are ranked by degree. The nestedness temperature calculator
(NTC) [22, 26] involves sorting of rows and columns against the ‘isocline of perfect
order’ (see Figure 2.1) such that it maximises connections above the isocline and
minimises connections below the isocline. BR is similarly calculated relative to an
idealised ‘maximally packed’ matrix. NODF is found through pairwise comparisons
of overlap between subsequent rows and columns, whilst MD is found by assigning
a weight to each connection as a sum of it’s row and column indexes. The measures
also differ in how nestedness is scored; the degree of nestedness in a network in-
creases with increasing measure score for JDM, NODF and SR, but with decreasing
measure score for BR, MD and NTC.
4.4 Comparison of nestedness scores
Nestedness is strongly sensitive to the size (number of rows and columns) and fill
(number of non-zero entries) of the input matrix [23]. This is problematic in practical
terms, since we often wish to compare nestedness of matrices that differ in these
basic properties; in fact, cases where we compare empirically derived matrices with
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identical size and fill are an exception. Thus comparison of absolute values of nested-
ness metrics are not informative and may be misleading. To compare nestedness of
matrices with differing size and fill, observed nestedness should always be interpreted
in the context of a null distribution of matrices with similar properties. Measuring ob-
served nestedness relative to expected nestedness derived from a null distribution of
similar matrices allows determination of both effect size (e.g. as a z-score, which is
commonly used to compare different nestedness schemes [15, 36])) and statistical
significance (e.g. as a p-value giving the expected frequency of the observed score
in the null distribution). This approach necessitates choice of a suitable null model
and generation of a distribution of random matrices drawn from it.
In the present context, a null model is a method for creating a distribution of matrices
that conserve some properties of the input matrix while varying other properties at
random [119]. We continue the “context-free” approach in our treatment of null mod-
els; to allow comparison of nestedness across different scenarios, a good null model
should not make assumptions about the mechanisms by which data were generated,
but treat the matrix as an independent data structure. However, to be comparable
to the input matrix, null matrices must conserve some key matrix properties (such as
size and fill) on which nestedness depends. The null models available in FALCON
are given in Table 4.2; further detail is given in Section 2.3. FALCON includes some of
the more popular null models from the literature, alongside some additional null mod-
els that we feel can be useful. Null models vary in whether the original data is binary
or quantitative, and in which properties of the original input matrix are preserved.
4.5 How FALCON works
4.5.1 Inputs and outputs
FALCON requires several inputs:
• an input network in the form of a bipartite matrix
• whether binary or quantitative nestedness should be investigated (quantitative
matrices can be analysed using binary measures)
• whether to sort rows and columns to maximise nestedness score
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• which nestedness measures should be used
• which null models nestedness should be tested under
• whether the ensemble of null models should be created with a fixed number or
adaptively chosen
• whether or not to plot the distributions of nestedness scores
Output is returned to the user in the form of:
• the most nested configuration of the input matrix
• the nestedness measure(s) of the input matrix
• the expected value of nestedness under the null model(s) (as the mean mea-
sure of matrices created in the ensemble)
• the number of ensemble members used to calculate significance in each null
model
• the statistical significance of the nestedness of the input matrix against each
null model as a p-value
• the standard deviation and sample z-scores of the measure in the ensemble as
well as other properties.
4.5.2 What FALCON does
FALCON follows the process shown in Figure 4.2. First it sorts the user input matrix
into a maximally nested configuration and removes any empty rows/columns before
finding the nestedness of this matrix using the users chosen measures. Then FAL-
CON goes through each of the user specified null models one by one, creating an
ensemble of null matrices according to the rules of each null model. Each null matrix
is then sorted and measured by each of the chosen nestedness measures. Thus, for
each null model, nestedness measures are calculated for each of the null matrices
in a single null ensemble, enabling direct comparison of results. The size of the null
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ensemble is determined by the input choice of using either the fixed or adaptive en-
semble size (see Section 4.5.5). Statistics are computed from the measures found in
the null ensemble (and the direction in which that nestedness measure is calculated),
before the next null model ensemble is instantiated. Once all null models have been
computed the results are returned to the user.
Figure 4.2: FALCON algorithmic procedure
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4.5.3 Direction of increasing nestedness
For different nestednessmeasures, increasing scores can represent either increasing
or decreasing nestedness as discussed in Section 4.3. FALCON initially determines
whether a higher measure score is related to greater nestedness (or vice versa) in
the chosen measure by comparing the scores returned for a highly nested network
(see Figure 4.3a) and a highly non-nested network (a weighted checkerboard con-
figuration; Figure 4.3b), for which the fill (number of non-zero elements) and element
sums are equal. The direction of increasing nestedness for a given measure is used
during calculation of statistical significance. This method of determining direction
each time the algorithm runs is included to allow easy extensibility; if a new measure
is added, FALCON will automatically determine which direction indicates increasing
nestedness.
(a) (b)
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 0
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 0 0
6 5 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0
5 4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0
4 3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0


4 4 4 0 4 0 4 0 0 0
0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4
4 0 4 4 4 0 4 0 4 0
0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4
4 0 4 0 4 4 4 0 4 0
0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4
4 0 4 0 4 0 4 4 4 0
0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4
4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 4
0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4 0 4

Figure 4.3: (a) Weighted nested matrix. (b) Weighted non-nested matrix (checker-
board). Both (a) and (b) have 55 non-zero elements that sum to 220.
4.5.4 Initial sort
For efficiency, FALCON is set up to initially sort the input matrix by row and col-
umn degrees for calculation of BR, MD and NODF, retains this sorted configuration
for calculation of JDM and SR, and subsequently re-sorts for NTC in order to find
the maximal nestedness of a binary matrix. For quantitative data, FALCON uses
the same methods as for binary interactions, but also utilises weight data to break
symmetry when two rows (columns) have the same degree; in this case, the row
(column) which has greater values for most overlapping elements is ranked highest.
Where two or more rows (columns) share the same degree and most overlapping
elements, the rows (columns) are ranked according to the total sum of row (column)
elements. This sorting does not affect the underlying topology or the relationships in
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the data. FALCON also allows the user to decide if any sorting is performed, enabling
the “context free” assumption to be relaxed (e.g. for investigation of gradient-based
nestedness [36]).
4.5.5 Size of null ensemble
FALCON uses a bootstrap method to calculate the statistical significance of a given
nestedness score, since the true null distributions of the test statistics are not known.
The ensemble size used for this calculation can either be fixed or calculated adap-
tively by FALCON to improve computational efficiency and reduce undersampling
effects. Note that the strongest significance that can be assigned is p < 1
N
where N
is the ensemble size.
Fixed
The number of null matrices used to make up the ensemble is fixed by the user. This
method is effective providing that the ensemble is large enough to have statistical
power; the larger the ensemble, the more power the test has and the closer the
answer will be to the p-value for the (unknown) true null distribution. However, it is
not obvious how large the ensemble needs to be; in the literature, amongst others,
[57] use 1,000 null models in their ensembles, whilst [103] use 10,000, and [80] use
100,000. A large number of different null matrix configurations are possible for a given
input matrix and we may wish to avoid undersampling [120]; however, at the same
time very large ensembles can make the calculation of significance computationally
intractable.
Adaptive
FALCON includes a mechanism for adaptive determination of ensemble size. This
is intended to ensure robust statistics are achieved, avoiding concerns about under-
sampling or oversampling [120], while minimising computational load. The adaptive
method works by creating two ensembles in parallel using the same null model. Start-
ing with aminimum ensemble size of 500 in each group, the ensembles are expanded
until they show similar statistical properties. This condition is met when the null hy-
pothesis (both ensembles come from the same distribution) of a Mann-Whitney U-test
cannot be rejected at 10% significance. When this occurs, it suggests each group
represents a good sample of the underlying distribution, and the two groups are com-
bined to form a single null ensemble used to calculate final statistics. The expansion
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of the size of the ensemble has an upper limit of 100,000 members in case the null
hypothesis is always rejected. The adaptive ensemble methods balances statistical
precision with computational efficiency; we conservatively use 1,000 as a minimum
final ensemble size such that a p-value as low as 0.001 can be assigned.
4.5.6 Output Statistics
p-value
The p-value is the probability that a matrix drawn from the null distribution will be
more nested than the input matrix. Low values (p→ 0) indicate that the input matrix
is highly nested relative to the null distribution; commonly a threshold of p ≤ 0.05
or p ≤ 0.01 is used to denote a statistically significant level of nestedness.Here p is
calculated by counting the frequency of matrices in the null ensemble that are more
nested than the input matrix; for cases where no member of the null ensemble is
more nested than the input matrix we conservatively assign p < 1
N
where N is the
ensemble size.
Normalised Temperature
The normalised temperature is inspired by the τ -Temperature [33]. It describes the
relationship between the nestedness measure found for the input matrix and the ex-
pected nestedness measure derived from the null model ensemble. It is described
as:
T =
Measure
< Measure >
(4.1)
where < Measure > denotes the expected value. In simple terms, the normalised
temperature indicates whether the input matrix is more or less nested than the ex-
pectation for a null distribution of similar matrices. Where the measure gives increas-
ing scores with increasing nestedness, T > 1 indicates greater-than-expected nest-
edness. Where the measure gives decreasing scores with increasing nestedness,
T < 1 indicates greater-than-expected nestedness.
Mean
The mean average of the set of nestedness measure found for each of the ensemble
members is returned.
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Standard Deviation
The standard deviation (σ) of the set of nestedness measures found for each of the
ensemble members is returned.
Sample z-score
The z-score, or standard score, is calculated as the difference between the nested-
nessmeasure and its expected value divided by the standard deviation of the sample:
z =
Measure− < Measure >
σ
(4.2)
It is a measure of the number of standard deviations the nestedness measure of the
input matrix is above the expected value. Hence, the way it should be interpreted,
as with the normalised temperature, depends on whether nestedness increases with
increasing measure score.
4.6 FALCON usage - case study
To demonstrate FALCON we analyse nestedness analysis in a bipartite network rep-
resenting the hashtags used by a sample of Twitter users. Data were collected using
the Twitter API [121] by searching for tweets including the hashtag “#IPCC” in the
time period 21st September 2013 - 5th October 2013. A list of all hashtags used
by all users found in the search dataset was then used to create a binary bipartite
adjacency matrix for users and hashtags. This was then sampled to create a smaller
matrix used for this case study by including each row/column with probability of 0.1
and removing any empty rows/columns. The resulting matrix was stored in a comma-
separated file called ’IPCC_HTuse_10_10_1_53x27.csv’.
1 >> UserHashtag = importdata('IPCC_HTuse_10_10_1_53x27.csv')
2 >> data = UserHashtag.data;
3 >> output = PERFORM_NESTED_TEST(data,1,1,{'NODF','SPECTRAL_RADIUS'},[2 3],[],1)
4 >> MATRIXPLOT(output.NestedConfig.DegreeMatrix)
The box above shows the command sequence used to perform a binary nestedness
analysis using FALCON in MATLAB. The first line reads in the “.csv” datafile, which
includes row and column headers. The second line extracts the adjacency matrix
from the imported data. The third line runs FALCON, using two binary nestedness
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Figure 4.4: Example output from FALCON. Left: the nested UserHashtag data. Top
right: Distribution of NODF scores found for an ensemble of FF null models generated
for the UserHashtag network. Bottom right: distribution of spectral radius scores
found from the same null matrix ensemble. The asterix marks the nestedness score
of the input network.
Null model FF CC
Nestedness measure NODF SR NODF SR
Measure 44.4339 7.5552 44.4339 7.5552
Ensemble Size 1000 1000 1000 1000
Mean 45.3207 7.5346 29.9048 6.4755
Standard Deviation 0.8357 0.0336 3.5600 0.2136
z-score -1.0612 0.6123 4.0812 5.0550
p-value 0.8490 0.2480 <0.001 <0.001
Normalised Temperature 0.9804 1.0027 1.4858 1.1667
Table 4.3: Example output from FALCON showing sample statistics for the User-
Hashtag network using the operations in the box above. Nestedness statistics were
computed for the FF and CC null models using the NODF and spectral radius mea-
sures.
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measures (NODF and SR) and three null models (CC and FF, i.e. nulls 2 and 3)
using the adaptive solver and displaying histogram plots. The fourth line plots the
input matrix in its most nested configuration, as determined by FALCON. The nested
configuration of the matrix and output histograms from significance testing are shown
in Figure 4.4, whilst Table 4.3 shows example output from the significance testing.
Further examples for use of FALCON in R are given in supporting information ac-
companying the software.
4.7 Summary
In this paper we have presented FALCON, a software tool for reliable and efficient cal-
culation of nestedness (and associated effect size and statistical significance) based
on a selection of popular nestedness measures and null models used in the literature.
FALCON treats nestedness purely as a statistical property of a bipartite matrix and
removes any form of interpretation or contextual information from the analysis. This
enables FALCON to be used to compare nestedness across a wide variety of appli-
cation areas, noting that the concept of nestedness has already spread from its origin
in island biogeography to include species-species interactions and other scenarios,
and is likely to find further application in other domains. The contribution of FALCON
is to enable easy cross-comparison of observed nestedness using different nested-
ness measures and null models. We hope that this functionality will allow greater
methodological uniformity and comparability of studies of nestedness. We are in the
process of performing a large comparison study of nestedness metrics using FAL-
CON (Beckett and Williams., in prep.). Uniformity of measurement and comparability
of empirical results is an important preliminary step that must be achieved to enable
understanding of the mechanistic basis and ecological (and otherwise) implications
of nestedness. We hope that FALCON will be of use to other researchers and help
illuminate this intriguing property of bipartite networks in many natural systems.
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Chapter 5
Brooding on nestedness:
nestedness analyses are confounded
by sensitivity to measurement
choices and network properties
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Abstract
Nestedness describes a network topology in which the interactions of the more spe-
cialised nodes are subsets of the interactions made by the more generalised nodes.
Many measures and null models have been proposed to determine the nestedness
of bipartite networks. This raises questions about how these methods differ; if they
reach the same conclusions and whether somemethods are preferable to others. Us-
ing an ensemble of synthetic networks, with known levels of nestedness, we examine
how the choice of nestedness measures, choice of null models and choice of effect
size metric may effect the outcomes of nestedness analysis in bipartite networks. We
find that the detection of nestedness is sensitive to measure–null–effect size choices.
Different measure-null model combinations are susceptible to different levels of type
I and type II errors; we identify the most robust combinations as those providing the
best tradeoff between the two error types. Furthermore, nestedness calculations are
systematically biased by network connectance, which makes comparing nestedness
between networks difficult. However, we show that some measure–null–effect size
metric combinations can give robust comparisons for networks for a limited range of
connectances. Our analysis highlights some of the challenges in nestedness analy-
sis and has implications for the reporting of nestedness analyses in the literature.
This chapter is being prepared for submission:
Beckett S.J., Williams H.T.P. Brooding on nestedness: nestedness analyses are con-
founded by sensitivity to measurement choices and network properties.
This work has made use of the resources provided by the University of Exeter Sci-
ence Strategy and resulting Systems Biology initiative. Primarily these include HPC
facilities managed by Konrad Paszkiewicz of the College of Environmental and Life
Sciences and Pete Leggett of the University of Exeter Academics services unit.
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5.1 Introduction
Nestedness is a structural feature of bipartite networks that has been identified in a
variety of biological [1, 3, 7], economical [10, 11] and social (Williams et al., in prep.
[122], [123]) systems. Disassortative networks are those where the more specialised
nodes are more likely to interact with the more generalist nodes. In bipartite net-
works nestedness measures the variation in generality and disassortativity between
two types of entity, such that the more specialist nodes interactions are a subset
of the interactions of the more generalised nodes. It is noted that nestedness can
be applied to unipartite networks (e.g. [32, 31]) and weighted networks (e.g. [35]).
But, in this paper we focus on the case of binary bipartite networks - representing
systems on the basis of the presence or absence of interactions between nodes.
Nestedness was first conceived in this context to describe site-species relationships
in island biogeography theory [109, 110, 111]. Since, it has become a more general
concept applicable to all types of bipartite networks. Bipartite networks can be rep-
resented as matrices where each matrix element represents the type of interaction
between one node type (on the rows) and the other node type (on the columns).
This is the biadjacency matrix. In this framework nested matrices are those where
proceeding rows are proper subsets of the preceding rows; and proceeding columns
are proper subsets of the preceding columns. In occurrence monitoring networks,
that describe which species occur at which sites, nestedness is related to migration
and disturbance processes and may be useful in designing conservation strategy
[7]. Nestedness is also important in networks of species interactions e.g. describing
mutualistic or antagonistic relationships, where it is supposed that a nested archi-
tecture is related to system stability [10, 11, 124, 104]. However, the link between
nestedness and stability is equivocal e.g. it does not appear to hold for networks of
mixed interactions [125]. Research into the causes and implications of nestedness
is ongoing.
Such research depends on robust methods to identify and measure nestedness, yet
the nestedness concept is difficult to define operationally. A plethora of different mea-
sures of nestedness have been proposed, based on different underpinning assump-
tions.
Whichever measure is used, the strength of nestedness within a network is usually
reported by the significance of the result (i.e. as a p-value) and by its effect size (e.g.
as a z-score , though other choices of effect size are sometimes used [15]). Cal-
culating these statistics necessitates the use of a null model to generate a sample
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of random networks. Several different null models are available to perform nested-
ness analysis, which together with the variety of measures and effect size statistics
creates a large possible space of possible methodologies for analysing nestedness.
This raises questions for researchers: How should we measure nestedness? Do all
measures of nestedness correspond with one another? Do methodological choices
affect the conclusions drawn?
Moving beyond analysis of a single network, many users of nestedness also wish
to compare nestedness between multiple networks. Examples include meta-studies
[1, 114, 3, 7] to question whether certain natural systems are generally nested or not;
and comparing networks through time [6, 115, 102] or space [6, 7]. However, in order
to do this it is necessary to calculate statistics that are unbiased by network properties
[126] so that it is the underlying nested structure that is being compared, rather than
any artificial detail connected to the method. In bipartite networks this may be difficult
to achieve as there are far fewer topological architectures a network can take when
connectance is very high or very low [120] which may bias measures of nestedness
and other network characteristics [126]. By evaluating how nestedness measures
and effect sizes calculated under them behave with relation to network properties we
address the question of whether there is systematic bias of nestedness measures
with respect to network connectance, which would have implications for comparing
nestedness across multiple networks.
To answer these questions we want to compare the results for different nestedness
measures and null models on the same set of networks. Performing benchmark-
ing tests for nestedness is not a new exercise, for example [19, 25, 127, 57, 128].
However, most of these types of study are based on a relatively small number of
real world networks - in comparison to the total number of possible network config-
urations. Strona et al. [128] use a synthetic ensemble comprising 10,000 networks
of various sizes (with up to 50 nodes of both types) along a nestedness gradient to
compare results for two nestedness measures. However, their nestedness gradient
scheme required all considered networks to be square (an equal number of nodes of
each type). Here, employing a different nestedness gradient scheme we use an en-
semble of synthetic networks of sizes relevant to ecology to investigate nestedness
- including non-square networks. By creating networks which are ‘perfectly nested’
and then adding varying levels of noise, we are able to investigate the ability to dis-
criminate and measure nestedness across a set of networks along a gradient from
nested to random.
In this paper we want to find out if it matters which of the nestedness measures
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are chosen - and if so, whether a dependable nestedness measure can be found
for a chosen purpose. Here, we performed nestedness analysis on 30,000 synthetic
networks using six nestednessmeasures in five different null models. In total 773,230
statistical tests for nestedness were performed using the synthetic network ensemble.
We show that the type of null model employed in nestedness analysis may effect
how likely different measures of nestedness are to reach the same conclusions and
that measures differ in their abilities to distinguish nestedness. We offer general
suggestions to researchers interested in nestedness analysis - regardless of their
study system(s) on the basis of our results.
We separate the results into two parts. In the first part we focus on differences that
exist between different nestedness measures and null models applied on individual
networks. Ideally a dependable nestedness measure would be one that can accu-
rately distinguish the difference between networks that are and those that are not
nested. This can be assessed by evaluating their ability to minimise the number of
random networks reported as being significantly nested (type I error) and to minimise
the number of networks with a nested architecture as being reported as not signifi-
cantly nested (type II error). Study I (Section 5.3) deals with correspondences be-
tween the chosen nestedness measures when used to analyse individual networks,
whether any of these are redundant and whether it makes a difference which method
is used. Then, Study II (Section 5.4) goes beyond looking at nestedness within an in-
dividual network and seeks to find the best way to compare nestedness among differ-
ent networks. We investigate how network properties effect the results of traditional
nestedness analysis and offer a potential solution when comparisons of nestedness
across multiple networks is necessary.
5.2 Methods
Here we give an overview of the methods used in both Study I and II. In Section 5.2.1
we describe how nestedness wasmeasured; including the nestednessmeasures and
null models tested as well as how p-values and effect sizes were calculated. Section
5.2.2 deals with the creation of the synthetic network ensemble that nestedness was
calculated for. This includes how perfectly nested networks were created; how noise
was added to these through rewiring and how we chose the networks that were eval-
uated. Section 5.2.3 details the availability of data and methods associated with this
study. The methods used to evaluate reported nestedness in the synthetic ensemble
are given in Section 5.3.1, which deals with variation of nestedness calculated on
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individual networks (the focus of Study I), and later Section 5.4.1 details the methods
used to evaluate comparisons of nestedness across multiple networks (the focus of
Study II).
5.2.1 Measuring nestedness
FALCON [129] is software that has a statistical framework for comparing nestedness
measures against the same null matrices in a null model ensemble using an adaptive
ensemble. The number of null networks used in each null model ensemble is calcu-
lated by iteratively testing whether two sampling groups appear to have come from
the same underlying discrete distribution using a Mann-Whitney U test. This boot-
strapping methodology results in null ensembles with between 1,000 and 100,000
null matrices.
Nestedness measures Six measures which were used to calculate nestedness in
binary bipartite networks:
• a nestedness temperature calculator [26] (NTC)
One of the first nestedness measures was the nestedness temperature calcula-
tor [22] that shuffles rows and columns in a biadjacency matrix against a curve
known as the ‘isocline of perfect order’, to minimise the number of unexpected
presences on one side of the curve and absences on the other side - these are
penalised more heavily the further away they fall from the isocline. We use a
later formulation of the nestedness temperature calculator [26] as the original
methods were not well explained and have been critically reexamined since
[23, 26].
• discrepancy [21, 129] (BR)
Discrepancy [21] is the sum of differences between the focal network and a
perfectly nested network formed using the row sums of the focal networks bi-
adjacency matrix. We modified this measure [129] (following Ulrich et al. [15])
so that operations are performed on both rows and columns and the overall
minimum is used.
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• nestedness metric based on overlap and decreasing fill [28] (NODF)
Nestedness can also be evaluated by performing comparisons between pairs
of rows (and columns) and calculating whether one row (column) is a subset of
the other. These operations form the basis of the nestedness metric based on
overlap and decreasing fill [28].
• Manhattan distance [33] (MD)
The Manhattan distance, which is the sum of row and column matrix indices of
presences, can also be considered as a measure of nestedness as the score
is minimised in a nested structure [33].
• spectral radius [35] (SR)
The dominant eigenvalue of a bipartite network, which mathematically is related
to stability, has been shown to be related to nestedness [35] and is denoted as
the spectral radius.
• Johnson et al.’s nestedness measure [32] (JDM)
A further measure proposed by Johnson et al. [32] proposes that nestedness
can be assessed by quantifying row degree-column degree disassorsitivity; that
is the amount by which low degree row nodes are connected to high degree
column nodes and vice versa.
Null models Five binary null models were used, which each preserve some feature
of the targetted network by:
• randomly swapping the interacting nodes (SS)
Creates networks that have the same number of edges and nodes as the target
network, but where the edges are placed randomly.
• fixing the row and column degree distribution [58] (FF)
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Creates networks that have the same node degree distributions as the target
network.
• conserving the specialists interaction structure [129] (CC)
Creates networks that have the same number of edges and nodes as the target
network, but where specialist edges are kept fixed, whilst remaining edges are
placed randomly.
• probabilistically conserving row and column degree distributions [1] (DD)
Creates randomised networks that have edge setting probabilities proportional
to the corresponding nodes degree distributions in the target network.
• probabilistically conserving connectance (EE)
Creates randomised networks of the Erdős–Rényi type that have an edge set-
ting probability set to the connectance of the target network.
Details for all measures and null models are provided in FALCON [129] and in Section
2.2 and Section 2.3.
Significance of nestedness To evaluate whether a detected nestedness pattern
is significant or not p-values were calculated. This is done by finding the proportional
placement in the ranked distribution of nestedness measures scores within a null
model ensemble. To be more precise it is the proportion of the total number of null
networks that have greater nestedness than that in the observation network. In cases
when all null model networks were less nested than that in the observed network
we conservatively assigned a p-value score of p = 1/N where N is the number of
networks that made up the null ensemble.
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Nestedness effect size We elected to investigate two effect size measures in this
study: the sample z-score and the adjusted normalised temperature score. The sam-
ple z-score finds the number of standard deviations (sd) that observed nestedness
(Obs) is away from the expected nestedness (Exp) and is calculated as:
z =
Obs− Exp
sd
(5.1)
using the nestedness values found in a null model ensemble. Adjusted normalised
temperature is a reworking of normalised temperature [129] which is similar to both
relative nestedness [1] and τ -temperature [33] (see Appendix D: Robustness of nest-
edness discrimination ability), but includes a correction factor (the adjustment) for the
direction that nestedness is measured in by a particular nestedness measure. Ad-
justed normalised temperature is calculated as:
A =
(
Obs
Exp
)Dir
(5.2)
where:
Dir =
−1 when nestedness increases with increasing measure score (NODF, SR, JDM)+1 when nestedness increases with decreasing measure score (MD, BR, NTC)
5.2.2 Creating a synthetic network ensemble
Perfectly nested networks As stated above nested matrices are those where pro-
ceeding rows are proper subsets of preceding rows; and proceeding columns are
proper subsets of preceding columns. They are typically thought of as an upper trian-
gular structure - but in fact by the previous definition there exists many such matrices
with varying curvatures associated with the positions of presences and absences in
a nested matrix. To create perfectly nested matrices we define the curve for the unit
square:
y =
(
1− (1− x)t)1/t (5.3)
This curve is drawn on the unit square for a given curvature parameter t. When
t = 1 the curve is the linear diagonal line traditionally associated with nestedness.
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P(rewire)=0 P(rewire)=0.1 P(rewire)=0.2 P(rewire)=0.5
Figure 5.1: Rewiring of a ‘perfectly nested’ bipartite network with 10 rows, 12
columns and curvature of 1. (a) the ‘perfectly nested’ network, (b-d) increasing levels
of P (rewire) applied to the network in (a).
When t > 1 and t → ∞ the defined curve becomes increasingly concave, whilst
when t < 1 and t → 0 the defined curve becomes increasingly convex. We then
transform this curve defined in the unit square such that it starts at the co-ordinates
(1, 1) and ends at (r − 1, c− 1) where r is the number of rows and c is the number of
columns of the nested matrix being built. We define the elements along the top row
and first column as all presences. Then in the rectangle defined by the co-ordinates
(1, 1) , (r − 1, 1) , (r − 1, c− 1) , (1, c− 1)we need to determine which elements should
be presences (above the curve) and absences (below the curve). We do this by using
the midpoint of the cell and evaluating whether this lies below or above the curve. If
the midpoint lies on the curve we decide to elect that it also counts as a presence.
Rewiring of networks In order to create samples that show varying degrees of
nestedness we define rewiring; the process of switching the state of a given con-
nection in a matrix from on to off (presence to absence) and in response changing a
random connection in the opposite state from off to on (absence to presence). We
can then define the concept of a probability of rewiring ( P (rewire) such that for every
element (connection) in a matrix there is a probability P (rewire) = q that rewiring will
take place on that element. As this process is repeated iteratively through each of
the elements in the matrix there is a chance that elements may change state sev-
eral times within a single rewiring operation. All rewired matrices retain the same
number of elements as the starting matrix, though there exists a possibility that the
number of rows or columns may be reduced (as they may contain rows or columns
with no presences). The lower q is the more likely the rewired matrix will resemble
the starting matrix, whilst matrices rewired with a larger q are less likely to resemble
the starting matrix and are more likely to appear random. An example of rewiring is
given in Figure 5.1.
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Sampling strategy In order to assess how the impact of nestedness measure-null
model combination is affected across a range of matrices we elected to use Latin
hypercube sampling to determine the number of rows, the number of columns and
the curvatures that the starting perfectly nested matrices should have. The num-
ber of rows and columns were chosen as integers in the range [ 5 , 100 ], which
are comparable sizes of presence-absence bipartite networks used in ecology, and
curvature parameters were mapped onto the range [ 1/4 , 4 ] such that there were
representative number of both convex and concave matrices. We used this method
to define 500 initial perfectly nested matrices. We also chose to use six values for
P (rewire) to define a gradient between nested and random matrices. We created 10
replicate matrices at each level of P (rewire) on each of the 500 initial matrices giving
(number of initial matrices) × (number of P (rewire) levels) × (number of replicates)
= 500×6×10 = 30, 000matrices to analyse for nestedness in different measurement-
null model combinations using FALCON.
5.2.3 Data availability
FALCON is available from http://github.com/sjbeckett/FALCON . The 30,000 net-
works evaluated in the synthetic ensemble are available as csv files on figshare
[130], where each file represents one of the networks as a biadjacency matrix listing
the initial configuration network, the P (rewire) applied and the replicate. This dataset
[130] also includes code for creating perfectly nested networks and the noise induced
rewired networks. In addition the resulting p-values, measures and effect sizes from
each nestedness analysis are available stored as csv files.
5.3 Study I: Measuring nestedness in individual net-
works
5.3.1 Methods for evaluating nestedness in individual networks
Calculating agreement Consistency between different nestedness measures was
evaluated using three different values. We assessed the direct correlation between
the measure scores (independent of null models). If two measures were able to
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detect similar levels of nestedness, then a monotonic (but not necessarily linear) cor-
relation is expected. In order to measure this we used Spearman’s rank correlation
coefficient, which assesses correlations of rank order between the nestedness mea-
sures.
We also evaluated the consistency of nestedness significance between the mea-
sures. To do this we first classified p-values into three categories: p <= 0.05 ,
0.05 < p < 0.95 and p >= 0.95. Then we found the proportional agreement between
two nestedness measures by counting the number of times that the same categori-
sation was reached by both measures and dividing by the number of networks being
evaluated. This process was independently repeated for each null model.
Finally we chose to evaluate differences in effect size found using different nested-
ness measures. The effect size is used to find a standardised number for the strength
of nestedness in a particular network. Thus, unlike for the ‘raw’ measure scores, it
is expected that correlations of effect size between two measures should be both
monotonic and linear. Therefore we evaluated the correlation between effect sizes
using the Pearson correlation coefficient. In addition we expect that using nested-
ness effect size, it should be possible to recover the amount of rewiring ( P (rewire)
) applied to each network. This latter property would be useful and necessary for
comparing nestedness between different networks and is covered in Section 5.4.1.
Discrimination ability To evaluate how well each measure was able to discrimi-
nate nestedness by significance, we calculated the proportion of networks at each
P (rewire) level that were judged to be significantly nested at the p <= 0.05 level.
This was repeated for each measure in each null model. A good nestedness mea-
sure - null model combination is one where the majority of highly structural nested
networks (P (rewire) = 0.01) are judged as being significantly nested, avoiding type
II error, and the majority of more randomly structured networks (P (rewire) = 0.5) are
not judged to be significantly nested, avoiding type I error.
5.3.2 Do measures of nestedness agree?
To quantify the direct agreement between measures we plotted the pairwise correla-
tion between measures over the full ensemble of 30,000 networks. If measures were
in direct agreement we should observe a linear, or a least monotonic relationship.
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Visual inspection shows that nestedness measures do not directly agree with one an-
other (Figure 5.2). There is no linear relationship and in most cases the scatterplots
only show loose agreement. Calculation of Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient
indicates weak, but significant correlations for most pairs, with the exception of the
strong relationship between MD and SR. All correlations except of that between JDM
and NODF were judged to be statistically significant. Despite the significance of the
correlations, the overall finding here is that nestedness measures cannot be directly
compared and shows the need for standardisation through the use of null models.
Figure 5.2: Scatterplots of the correlation between each of the considered nested-
ness measures for the synthetic ensemble of 30,000 networks. P (rewire) of each
network is highlighted in each plot. Inset numbers denoted by r show Spearman’s
rank correlation coefficient between two measures - the correlation was judged to be
significant (p < 2.2× 1016) in all cases, except for the comparison of JDM and NODF
(p = 0.82) denoted by ×.
While we were able to calculate the NTC metric for each of the 30,000 networks
(shown in Figure 5.2), we lacked the computational capacity to perform statistical
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significance tests with the NTC on every network. Details of the 4,646 networks
upon which the NTC was used to calculate statistical significance tests are provided
in Appendix B: Measuring the NTC.
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Figure 5.3: Proportion of pair-wise agreement of ‘significance’ of nestedness be-
tween different measures across the synthetic network ensemble. Each subplot
shows the results under a different null model. Three categories of significance were
chosen : p <= 0.05 , 0.05 < p < 0.95 and p >= 0.95. An agreement between two
measures is reached when both measures classify a network in the same category
as one another. This process was repeated for each combination of measures on
each of the five null models. Proportion of agreement was made on 4,646 networks
where NTC involved; and 30,000 in other cases.
Nestedness is commonly reported in terms of statistical significance. In order to
determine the agreement between nestedness measures, pair-wise comparisons of
p-values were computed. We used a null ensemble to estimate the probability of a
network with greater nestedness being found within the null distribution associated
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with each null model (a p-value) for each of the networks studied, for each nested-
ness measure. Since p-values are typically used to determine whether a network is
(p <= 0.05) or is not (p > 0.05) nested, we classified the output p-values into three
categories p <= 0.05 , 0.05 < p < 0.95 and p >= 0.95 to check for agreement between
nestedness measures in different null models.
Figure 5.3 shows, for each of the five null models, the proportion of networks un-
der which the same categorisation of the p-value was reached by two nestedness
measures. If two measures report the same p-value classification as each other in
every network studied, the proportional pair-wise agreement of significance is equal
to 1. We find that the SS and CC null models report strong agreement between
all nestedness measures i.e. the same conclusions about network nestedness are
reached regardless of the nestedness measure used. SS and CC also show strong
similarity with one another. Similarly we find that DD and EE share similar patterns
of pair-wise agreement. Within DD and EE we see two clusters of measures with
strong agreement: MD and SR share high agreement scores, as does the grouping
of NODF, JDM, BR and NTC. This suggests that two types of nestedness may exist
in these null models. The FF null model, on the other hand showed no strong pat-
tern of pair-wise agreement between any combination of nestedness measures. In
the FF null model, the nestedness found may be entirely dependent on the particular
nestedness measure chosen.
5.3.3 How does performance of nestedness differ?
Agreements between measures does not indicate good performance in terms of ac-
curate discrimination between nested from non-nested networks. To test the ability
of each measure-null combination to discriminate nested from non-nested networks,
we looked at each measures capacity to detect nestedness on networks at each
P (rewire) level using a significance threshold of p <= 0.05. Figure 5.4 shows the
results for the entire dataset (excluding the NTC measure), while Figure S10 shows
the results found from a sample of the 2,334 networks where NTC was measured
at each P (rewire) (includes the NTC measure). A strong performing measure-null
combination should indicate a high proportion of significantly nested networks when
P (rewire) is low, to minimise type II error, and a low proportion of significantly nested
networks when P (rewire) is high, to minimise type I errors. A secondary perfor-
mance indicator is that the proportion of significantly nested networks will decline
monotonically as P (rewire) increases.
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Figure 5.4: The ability of different measures to discriminate significant nestedness
under each of the five null models in the full ensemble of 30,000 synthetic networks.
Each subplot show the results for a different null model. Each line shows the propor-
tion of networks at each level of P (rewire) that were found to be significantly nested
(p <= 0.05) using a specific nestedness measure.
These results show the close agreement between the SS and CC null models; and
the similar arrangements of measures between DD and EE null models. However,
they also reveal that SS and CC null models are susceptible to high type I error -
they detect many of the networks with the highest P (rewire) as being significantly
nested. The FF null model alternatively shows evidence of high type II error under
all measures other than BR and SR - they fail to detect highly nested networks (low
P (rewire) ) as being significantly nested. In both samples BR is better able to dis-
criminate between high and low P (rewire) networks than SR. The DD and EE null
models show similar detection ability between the NODF, BR, JDM (and NTC) mea-
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sures; whilst MD and SR behave differently. For all measures DD appears better able
to discriminate nestedness for high P (rewire) networks than EE.
We note that differences exist between the two samples used (Figure 5.4 and Figure
S10). There appears to be an increased ability to discriminate nestedness signifi-
cance in high P (rewire) networks across the measures in the NTC sample (Figure
S10). Additionally in the NTC sample we note that the ability of BR and SR to dis-
criminate nestedness in low P (rewire) networks is greatly reduced in FF, and this
also occurs for MD in the DD and EE null models. These differences suggest that
the sample of networks upon which we were able to calculate statistical significance
with the NTC is biased.
As assigning the threshold p-value at which networks can be judged significantly
nested or not is a somewhat arbitrary user choice we also repeated the analysis
shown in figures 5.4 and S10 with a significance threshold of p <= 0.001 instead of
p <= 0.05. These results (figures S9 and S11) show similar trends and support the
robustness of our analysis.
In all 4 cases and across all tested null models BR exhibited the smallest type II
errors (highest proportion of low P (rewire) networks that were significantly nested),
whilst MD exhibited the highest type II errors. Type II error was mostly small, except
in the FF null model, where it was high for all except the BR measure in the full
network ensemble. In the NTC sample of networks BR also suffered high type II
errors. This suggests that the NTC sample is a biased sample of networks from the
whole ensemble.
Type I errors differed between null models and across the 4 cases considered; in SS
and CC null models JDM and MD had lowest type I errors, in FF NODF (MD is as
well but this is inconsequential due to it being insensitive to this null model), and in
DD and EE MD and SR had the lowest type I errors.
Whilst the combination of SR in the DD null model looks like the best in the whole
network ensemble(Figure 5.4); this result does not hold in the NTC network sample.
In the smaller sample SR with EE looks best when using p <= 0.05 (Figure S9) , but
this result is sensitive to the choice of p-value threshold. At p <= 0.001 BR with DD
appears to be the best choice (Figure S11).
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5.3.4 Effect size agreement
Statistical significance offers only a partial indication of the level of nestedness in a
given network. Therefore we also evaluated whether effect sizes were comparable
between different nestedness measures. Within each null model we plotted effect
sizes for each nestedness measure against one another. If effect sizes are compa-
rable between different nestedness measures we expect that pairwise correlations
should show a linear relationship. For direct comparability it would also be necessary
that effect sizes from both measures were of the same strength i.e. the relationship
between effect sizes of two measures is linear and lies on the y = x line. Below we
show the pairwise measure correlations between z-scores (Figure 5.5) and adjusted
normalised temperature scores (Figure 5.6) in the DD null model. The results for
other null models are shown in Appendix E: Comparing effect sizes.
Figure 5.5 shows the pairwise measure correlations of sample z-scores calculated
using the DD null model. There appears to be general agreement to z-scores which
show strong relationships. Pearson’s product moment correlation coefficient was
computed to quantify these relationships. All correlations were statistically signifi-
cantly different from 0 (p < 2.2 × 10−16) and the relationship between BR and NTC
was strongest. However, the relationship between z-scores appear to display non-
linearity and different nestedness measures have different scalings. This shows that
effect sizes are not directly comparable between different nestedness measures.
Using the adjusted normalised temperature as a measure of effect size provides
a different viewpoint. Whilst there is still a positive relationship between adjusted
normalised temperatures found by different measures the correlations are generally
weaker than those found using z-scores (except for NODF-JDM, MD-SR, MD-JDM
and JDM-SR). The strongest relationship found was between NODF and SR. Scal-
ings still differed between measures, even if the range of values is more consistent
between measures than that found by z-scores. Again, the more random networks
(high P (rewire) ) had scores that were more similar than those networks that had a
more nested structure (low P (rewire) ). It is also noticeable that adjusted normalised
temperature scores calculated for NTC and BR appear to show banding of the differ-
ent P (rewire) levels.
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Figure 5.5: Sample z-score measure-measure scatterplots for the DD null model.
The axes of MD, BR and NTC measures are inverted, such that the direction of in-
creasingly nested z-scores is in the same direction. Inset are Pearson’s moment
correlation coefficient for each pair of z-score distributions. Each correlation is sta-
tistically significantly different from 0 (p < 2.2× 10−16).
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Figure 5.6: Adjusted normalised temperature scatterplots for DD null model. Inset
are Pearson’s moment correlation coefficient for each pair of adjusted normalised
temperature score distributions. Each correlation is statistically significantly different
from 0 (p < 2.2× 10−16).
These patterns for adjusted normalised temperature are repeated across the SS,
CC and EE null models which all appear very similar (figures S17, S19 and S21).
Only FF (Figure S18) appears different, where there is poor agreement between all
nestedness measures and only BR shows signs of banding P (rewire)’s.
There was also poor agreement across nestedness measures in FF for z-scores,
and no obvious banding (Figure S13). The DD and EE (figures 5.5 and S16) exhibit
similar patterns in z-scores, as do SS (Figure S12) and CC (Figure S14), where SS
and EE respectively have larger scalings than their counterparts.
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5.3.5 Conclusions on evaluating nestedness in individual net-
works
Within the SS and CC null models all measures displayed similar efficacy at detect-
ing nestedness. Within the FF null model, there was weak agreement between all
nestedness measures; and in the DD and EE null models, two groups of nestedness
detecting measures appeared.
We find that the SS and CC null models performed in almost the exact same fash-
ion in terms of statistical significance, though effect sizes differed in magnitude. In
SS edges are randomly shuffled around the network whilst preserving the number of
nodes, whilst in CC edges between periphery nodes (those with low node degree)
are protected and edges connected to core nodes (with high node degree) are shuf-
fled through the network. Though these null models share different philosophies, the
results generated are extremely similar. On this basis we would recommend disre-
garding the CC null model in its current implementation in favour of the simpler rules
of the SS null model. However, it is also noted that neither SS or CC were able to
accurately resolve the differences between low and high P (rewire) networks, expe-
riencing high type I errors, which meant that the majority of networks tested showed
significant nestedness, regardless of their P (rewire). They are unable to discriminate
between nested and non-nested networks.
The FF null model, on the other hand, suffers from high type II errors under the ma-
jority of the nestedness measures we tested. In addition there was poor agreement
on statistical significance between all measures (Figure 5.3). Indeed it is noted that
due to the formulation of MD, this measure finds the same nestedness score in every
FF null ensemble network and cannot be used. However, BR, appeared less sus-
ceptible to this problem and actually appears to be able to discriminate nestedness
between different P (rewire) networks. If the FF null model is used we recommend
using the BR measure.
The probabilistic null models DD and EE suffered less from type I and type II errors
than the mechanistic null models (SS, CC, FF). Discrimination between low and high
P (rewire) networks was best in the DD null model, which uses information about
each node degree, rather than just the total number of edges in the network. Within
both these null models we found two tentatively different groups of measures that
agreed more with each other than other measures. These groupings suggest that
MD and SR may be discovering a different kind of nestedness to that found by the
NTC, NODF, BR and JDM in these null models. As NTC and NODF are widely used
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nestedness measures whose meaning can be more easily interpreted in a visual con-
text than a networks eigenvalue, it may be tempting to oust SR as a brood parasite
of nestedness! However, we actually find that SR may be able to better discrimi-
nate between low and high P (rewire) networks for nestedness than any of the other
testedmeasures. Therefore using SR in the DD null model appears the best available
measure-null model combination as assessed by significance levels. However, this
was not true in the NTC sample (shown in Appendix D: Robustness of nestedness
discrimination ability).
5.4 Study II: Comparison of nestedness between net-
works
5.4.1 Methods for evaluating nestedness acrossmultiple networks
Effect size and rewiring level To assess the ability of effect sizes to recover the
P (rewire) applied to the initial networks we rank ordered the effect sizes from weak-
est to strongest effect and found the corresponding P (rewire)’s associated with each.
We call this list Y . This was compared with listX , composed of the list of P (rewire)’s
that would be expected if effect size were able to recover the level of rewiring applied
to each network i.e. the smallest effect sizes are when P (rewire) is greatest and the
largest effect sizes are found when P (rewire) is lowest. Average absolute displace-
ment, M , between lists Y and X was calculated for each nestedness measure in
each null model as:
M =
1
N
N∑
i=1
(|Yi −Xi|) (5.4)
where N is the number of networks that the test was calculated for. Then we nor-
malisedM by the maximum amount of average absolute displacementMmax , calcu-
lated by replacing Y with the list X in reverse in Equation 5.4. Normalised average
absolute displacement (NAAD) was then found as:
NAAD =
M
Mmax
(5.5)
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Network properties Ideally nestedness analysis should be unbiased by network
properties [126]. To investigate this we compared the computed nestedness effect
sizes to three network properties: size (number of rows multiplied by the number
of columns in the networks biadjacency matrix), fill (the number of network edges -
the total number of interactions between the two node types) and connectance (the
proportion of total interactions calculated as fill divided by size).
Standardising effect sizes Effect sizes were standardised for each of the network
properties. This was achieved by a) finding all effect sizes (E) for each unique net-
work property value b) finding the minimum (min) and maximum (max) effect size for
this network property value and c) transforming each of the effect sizes (Ei) at this
network property value onto a new range (F ) between 0 and 1 as:
Fi = (Ei −min)/(max−min) (5.6)
5.4.2 Can we compare nestedness between networks using ef-
fect sizes?
In order to evaluate whether nestedness effect sizes were able to discriminate be-
tween networks of different rewiring levels the normalised average absolute displace-
ment was computed. The normalised average absolute displacement between ex-
pected rewiring level and the observed rewiring level, ranked by two different effect
size measures, was calculated for each measure in each null ensemble. The smaller
that normalised average absolute displacement is, the better the agreement between
the observed and expected ordering of P (rewire) levels and the more useful this
combination may be at comparing nestedness between different networks. Figure
5.7 shows the mean average displacement for all measure-null-effect size combina-
tions in this study across the synthetic ensemble. The BR measure finds the best
agreement between observed and expected P (rewire) levels in all of the null models
using the adjusted normalised temperature as an effect size. Results for the sam-
ple of networks from the ensemble upon which the NTC was calculated were similar
(Figure S22) where again BR using the adjusted normalised temperature came out
on top. Whilst scores in the FF null model were worse, the results between the other
null models were close. However, in both the NTC sample and that of the whole
synthetic ensemble the best results were found using the CC null model.
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Figure 5.7: Comparative ability of effect sizes calculated from each null model for
each nestedness measure by computing normalised average absolute displacement
(NAAD) scores between observed P (rewire) and expected P (rewire). Each subplot
shows results under each null model, where nestedness measures are across the
rows and different effect sizes are made across the columns. Effect sizes used were
sample z-scores (Z) and adjusted normalised temperature scores (AnT). As an effect
size for Manhattan distance (MD) cannot be calculated using the FF null model, so
this was not shown in the figure. The mean expected NAAD score for a random effect
size is marked on the colourbar(10,000 random samples gave a distribution of NAAD
scores with mean=0.7126 and standard deviation=0.0029).
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5.4.3 Why does nestedness differ?
Figure 5.8: How nestedness measures relate to network properties of connectance,
fill and size. P (rewire) is highlighted for each of the 30,000 networks in the synthetic
ensemble.
Another question is what causes nestedness measures to differ. As shown in Figure
5.2 differences exist between the measures, in Figure 5.8 we plot measures against
three network features: connectance, the proportion of network edges, fill, the abso-
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lute number of network edges, and size, the potential number of interactions. Prefer-
ably, networks with the same P (rewire) level should have similar nestedness, in-
dependent of these network properties, so that horizontal bands corresponding to
each P (rewire) are evident. While in networks with low connectance it is possible
to distinguish between rewiring levels of networks measured with NODF or JDM; we
find networks with high connectance all appear to be comparably nested using these
measures. The NTC appears to be able to distinguish different rewiring levels for
most connectances - but the relationship is non-linear (especially noticeable in net-
works where P (rewire) = 0.5). The network fill strongly effects the range of possible
values that MD and SR can take. This shows another reason for standardisation
using a null model - to account for the effects of these network properties. However,
if the recorded effect sizes do not standardise for these observed differences these
network features may introduce bias to analysis, undermining the ability to relate in-
formation about the underlying network structure.
5.4.4 Network properties affect effect sizes
The way in which nestedness measures varies with network properties also influ-
ences the range of effect sizes that are recorded. Below we show how connectance
covaries with z-scores (Figure 5.9) and adjusted normalised temperature scores (Fig-
ure 5.10). Connectance in our synthetic ensemble varied between 0.0972 and 0.9012,
and at least 50 networks were analysed at each unique network property value. Co-
variation of effect size with network size and fill are shown in the Appendix F: Effect
size and network properties. For z-scores we found that increasing network size and
fill increased the range of possible z-score values for all null model and nestedness
measure combinations (figures S23 and S24). We found adjusted normalised tem-
perature scores were also effected by network size and fill (figures S25 and S26);
except in the cases when the BR nestedness measure (Figure 5.11) and the NTC
nestedness measure was used. However due to the paucity of data collected for the
NTC measure (see Appendix B: Measuring the NTC) in comparison to other nested-
ness measures this is harder to evaluate.
As one of the reasons for performing standardisation testing to find an effect size is
to remove statistical biases related to network properties - the majority of nestedness
measure - null model combinations do not look appealing. We find low fill and small
sized networks have excluded z-score space across all nestedness measures. Sim-
ilarly there are strong relationships between connectance and the majority of nest-
edness measures evaluated using the adjusted normalised temperature. Even BR,
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which appears to be less biased against network fill and size (Figure 5.11) using the
adjusted normalised temperature is effected at higher levels of connectance.
Figure 5.11: Adjusted normalised temperature scores found using discrepancy (BR)
under each null model (each row of plots). Plotting these against network properties
shows bias in highly connected networks; and that bias appears less related to size
and fill except in networks with very few edges or that are very small.
5.4.5 Standardising effect sizes
For each network property value there exist several effect size calculations from dif-
ferent networks at different P (rewire)’s within our ensemble of synthetic networks.
By transforming the range of effect sizes calculated at each network property value
onto the range [0,1] we were able to assess the ranking of effect sizes against their
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associated P (rewire) values. Figures in Appendix G: Standardising the standardis-
ation show that performing this transformation reduces bias associated with network
size and fill for both z-scores and adjusted normalised temperatures. However, when
comparing the transformed values against connectance (figures 5.12 and 5.13) we
found that the ability to distinguish between P (rewire) levels is reduced for networks
with high connectance as shown in Figure 5.10 for BR. This suggests that network
connectance leads to a systematic bias in the way that nestedness is calculated.
Qualitatively figures 5.12 and 5.13 show the same patterns:- that only BR can no-
ticeably detect changes in P (rewire) using the FF null model; in general when con-
nectance is low P (rewire) levels are detectable, but as connectance increases the
ability to distinguish between different P (rewire) levels becomes more difficult. The
way in which this detection ability decays as connectance increases does differ be-
tween nestedness measures, effect sizes and (to a lesser degree) null models. Ex-
pected bias in networks with low connectance [120] was harder to spot, but at lower
connectances it is harder to differentiate between P (rewire) <= 0.2 networks.
5.4.6 Conclusions on comparing nestedness between networks
As effect size measurements are made through evaluation on a null model they re-
port where a network falls in relation to the distribution of null networks. But, if we
want to compare nestedness across different networks we need to use metrics that
allow us to posit that network A is more nested than network B. As a proxy to an-
swering this question we ranked the reported effect sizes within each null model by
rewiring level and measured the average distance from the expected rewiring level.
Our results highlight the choice of effect size measure as a further complicating fac-
tor in nestedness analysis - such that measure-null-effect choices may aid/hamper
cross-examination of nestedness between different networks. Indeed, we show that
the best way to compare nestedness between networks is using the BR measure
with the adjusted normalised temperature as an effect size metric. Our results show
that this works best in the CC null model; but similar scores were obtained in SS, DD
and EE null models.
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5.5 Discussion
In order to perform nestedness analysis a large number of choices need to be made
by a user. The key decisions investigated here are the choice of nestedness mea-
sure, the choice of null model, and the choice of statistics to summarise that null
model. Whilst the choice of null model is context dependent (i.e. it is dependent on
the questions you wish to ask of the network), the choice of null model statistics and
nestedness measures is context free - and we would hope there is a rational way
to choose between the available methods. However, we find that the choices made
by a user have important implications for detection and interpretation of nestedness
within a particular network.
A good nestedness measure should be symmetric, so that the same answer will
be gained regardless of which type of nodes are represented by rows or columns
[15, 36]. If nestedness is to be tested against extrinsic variables then it is useful to
take measurements using measures that explicitly depend on the order of rows and
columns within a matrix [15, 36]. However, gradient free or order invariant measures
such as SR and JDM, can be applied when questioning the existence of nestedness
structure - the subject this study focuses on. In addition we feel that network structure
will appear as a result of complex interplay between several extrinsic and intrinsic
factors, which may be difficult to disentangle without use of more mechanistic, system
motivated models.
There exists a large number of measures that claim to measure nestedness. One
of the key questions we wanted to ask with this study was which measure(s) should
fledge for the nestedness concept; and whether there are any that should be avoided.
Our results from 773,230 statistical tests show there is no simple answer to this ques-
tion as it explicitly depends on the null model choice used to investigate nestedness.
In Section 5.4.3 it was seen that nestedness measures are related to network fea-
tures of connectance, fill and size in different ways – and this may be one reason for
differences between the measures. Another plausible explanation of the observed
differences between nestedness measures relates to the way in which nestedness
measures are in general defined. A network structure with high nestedness is ac-
knowledged as one in which specialist nodes act upon a subset of the the nodes that
a more generalist node interacts with. However, this definition excludes what kind of
structuring a network with low nestedness would correspond to. It may be that differ-
ent measures of nestedness have different definitions of a low nestedness network
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configuration; and furthermore the way in which the level of nestedness declines be-
tween high and low nestedness configurations may vary between the measures. This
exercise is left for future work, but hints toward being cautious in choice of nestedness
measure and the interpretation of its result.
Taking these two explanations together suggests that measures of nestedness can-
not be treated as being equivalent to one another; indeed, they may be measuring
different quantities of a network. Furthermore, if nestedness is to be considered a
useful concept in network theory it should be necessary to provide details about how
the gradient that nestedness is measured on is defined and what makes any partic-
ular network more or less nested than any other particular network.
However, by evaluating the distribution of effect sizes by the underlying network prop-
erties we confirm that there exists a systematic bias to the connectance of a network
[120, 126] - particularly to more highly connected networks. There may exist a ‘safe
zone’ within which BR with the adjusted normalised temperature can be used to com-
pare different networks. Whilst we may expect the majority of real networks to have
connectances within the ‘safe zone’ there will be exceptions. Comparing adjusted
normalised temperatures of networks inside and outside the ‘safe zone’ is not a fair
comparison.
Despite the numerous nestednessmeasures in existence, findingmeasure-null-effect
size combinations that are not sensitive to connectance, or other network properties
should become a fundamental research goal for those who wish to compare nested-
ness between two or more networks to elucidate the real-world significance of any
discernible patterns, rather than some superfluous statistical artifact.
5.6 Conclusions
Our analysis using a large synthetic ensemble of bipartite networks reveals that anal-
ysis methodology can impact the results of nestedness analysis. Noise based testing
on the basis of rewiring suggests that using SR with the DD null model is the best
compromise of minimising type I and type II errors in significance testing. However,
there was typically a tradeoff between measures that were good at reducing type I
errors, but not so good at reducing type II errors or vice versa. It may be prudent
to use two measures of nestedness in analysis of bipartite networks - one which is
better at avoiding each type of error, to make a more informed judgement about the
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significance of nestedness in a network. However, in the FF null model only BR was
able to discriminate between nested and less nested architectures with any efficacy.
In the SS and CC null models, no measure was insusceptible to type I errors and on
this basis we recommend avoiding these null models.
Null models are used in order to say how likely a pattern is to appear, in compar-
ison to some given set of rules. The most popular way is by comparing against a
randomised set of networks that conserve some of the core features of the system
under observation. This statistical top down approach may be useful for discern-
ing whether a pattern exists or not, but is not based on realistic rules of community
composition. Mechanistic approaches [131], where can study how strength of dif-
ferent processes may impact the likelihood of interaction structure, may be a more
informative approach - but this requires system specific knowledge.
Sample z-scores are easy to interpret in the context of a single network and a single
null model. However, as basic network properties can bias the range of attainable
effect sizes it is in general not recommended to attempt to compare effect sizes be-
tween different networks. Of the methods we tested BRmeasured using the adjusted
normalised temperature as an effect size comes out as the best option. This combi-
nation works well across null models (though worst in the FF null model); and while it
does not suffer from bias due to size or fill, it does from connectance. However, it may
serve for comparing networks in the regime where connectance is between the lower
limit we tested (0.0972) and 0.5. In this ‘safe zone’ the relationship between effect
size and connectance of different P (rewire) was relatively flat. When connectance is
greater than 0.5, it became harder to discriminate between different P (rewire) levels.
We also expect this may occur at connectances lower than we tested - in both cases
due to the smaller number of possible states that a network can take [120]. In order
to fairly compare nestedness across networks, these biases need addressing.
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Chapter 6
Improved community detection in
weighted bipartite networks
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Abstract
Real-world complex networks are composed of non-random quantitative interactions,
yet many community detection algorithms only use the presence or absence of in-
teractions between nodes. Weighted modularity is a potential method for evaluat-
ing the quality of communities in quantitative networks. Modularity optimisation is
a method for finding communities in a network. QuanBiMo has been proposed to
maximise weighted modularity in bipartite networks. This paper introduces two new
algorithms, LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+, for maximising weighted modularity in
bipartite networks. These algorithms robustly identify partitions with high modular-
ity scores. Exhaustive LPAwb+ consistently matched or outperformed QuanBiMo,
whilst the speed of LPAwb+ makes it an attractive choice for detecting the modularity
of larger networks. Searching for modules using weighted data (rather than binary
data) provides a different and potentially insightful method for evaluating network
partitions.
This chapter is based on the submitted paper:
Beckett S.J. Improved community detection in weighted bipartite networks.
I thank Xin Liu for the hints and nudges that helped me setup the LPAb+ algorithm
- leading to the weighted counterpart presented here. I thank Timothée Poisot and
Hywel Williams for comments that improved the manuscript.
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6.1 Introduction
Bipartite networks are the representation of interactions between two distinct classes
of nodes. Identifying structure within these networks is useful in explaining their for-
mation, function and behaviour. Modularity is an evaluation of the partitioning of
nodes into separate subsets, forming modules. These are also known as groups,
compartments, communities or subgraphs. Determining functional groups of net-
works is an important challenge for a diverse set of fields including sociology, ecology
and the physical sciences.
Maximising the modularity of a network is one method for detecting communities
originally developed for unipartite (in which all nodes are allowed to interact with one
another) networks [41]. Modularity is highest when each module appears isolated
from the rest of the network. This occurs when nodes interact often with nodes in the
same module, but there are few between module interactions. Negative modularity
scores imply fewer interactions occur within modules than expected in a random net-
work. But, positive modularity indicates that within module connectivity is higher than
expected. The smallest and largest possible modularity scores that can be found are
network dependent [132].
There are several definitions of modularity used in bipartite networks. Guimerà’s
modularity [45] and Barber’s modularity [44] were recently reviewed [47] in the con-
text of ecological networks. Guimerà’s modularity uses weighted projections to iden-
tify separate communities within each node type. In contrast, Barber’s modularity
identifies joint communities composed of both types of node. In this paper I concen-
trate on the modularity definition proposed by Barber and its extension to weighted
networks [48] to search for communities composed of both node types, which in the
context of this study are communities of plants and their respective pollinators.
Modularity is a major feature of plant-pollinator networks [2] and may contribute to
network stability in these systems. They can be represented as bipartite networks
with interactions between pollinators and plants. Pollinating species cannot pollinate
other pollinating species, while plants cannot visit each one another – the only al-
lowed interactions are between different plants and pollinators (an example network
is shown in Figure 6.1).
The majority of approaches to community detection only focus on whether two nodes
have an association, regardless of the strength of those associations [43]. However,
there are some exceptions in unipartite networks [133]. QuanBiMo [48] is the
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Figure 6.1: (a) The olesen2002flores bipartite network of 12 species of pollinators
(blue nodes (top)) visiting 10 plant species (red nodes (bottom)). The width of the
edges linking the nodes represents the number of pollinator-plant visitations, whilst
the width of the nodes represents the marginal total of visits made by a pollinator
species or received by a plant species. (b) The same network represented by the
incidence matrix denoted A˜ in the text, where the plant species are represented as
rows and the pollinator species as columns and the presence of visitations between
a pollinator and plant species is represented by a 1. (c) The incidence matrix A˜ is the
binary equivalent of W˜ , the weighted interaction matrix shown here. The cell num-
bers correspond to the number of observed pollinator-plant visitations that occurred
(where there is no number in a square there were 0 visitations)
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first algorithm to maximise weighted modularity in bipartite networks with quantitative
data.
It may be possible to adapt some of the methods available for binary data to deal with
quantitative information, rather than having to discard this important data dimension.
The LPAb+ algorithm [49] for maximising modularity in binary bipartite networks has
been shown to outperform seven other available methods for binary networks [49,
134] whilst retaining fast time complexity. These qualities make it a good candidate
for extension to the case of weighted networks.
The definitions of binary and weighted modularity are presented. I show how to alter
the LPAb+ algorithm so it can detect weighted modularity and denote this algorithm
LPAwb+. A further modification allowing a more thorough search of modularity space
is also presented. I call this Exhaustive LPAwb+. The three algorithms for maximising
weighted modularity are compared on a dataset of 23 plant-pollinator networks. I find
that QuanBiMo is highly sensitive to its input parameters, which may lead to reporting
of modularity far below the optimal value in a given network. QuanBiMo reported
less consistent modularity scores than either LPAwb+ or Exhaustive LPAwb+. These
experiments show that Exhaustive LPAwb+ andQuanBiMo performed well on smaller
networks, whilst the speed of LPAwb+ makes it particularly suitable for use on larger
datasets. The inclusion of quantitative information in networks alters the structure of
detected modules.
6.2 Methods
6.2.1 Modularity
Barber’s modularity
Bipartite or two-mode networks are made of two disjoint sets of nodes such that
interactions only occur between nodes of opposite types. To generalise we say there
are two node types: red and blue - and that interactions are only allowed between
red and blue nodes. If there are r nodes of the red type and c nodes of the blue type,
the adjacency matrix A is given in block diagonal form as:
A =
(
0r×r A˜r×c
A˜Tc×r 0c×c
)
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where A˜ is the incidence matrix describing the connections between the different
types of nodes (here T indicates the matrix transpose). This formulation allows bi-
partite modularity to be written as [44]:
QB =
1
m
r∑
u=1
c∑
v=1
(
A˜uv − kudv
m
)
δ (gu, hv) (6.1)
where m is matrix fill - the number of edges in A˜, k describes the node degree for
red nodes (the number of blue nodes each red node interacts with) and d describes
the node degree for blue nodes (the number of red nodes each blue node associates
with). Red node labels are denoted g , whilst h are the labels for blue nodes and the
Kronecker delta function δ (gu, hv) is equal to one when nodes u and v are classified
as being in the same module (i.e. they have the same label value) or zero otherwise.
Weighted bipartite modularity
Weighted bipartite modularity, QW , can be defined as [48]:
QW =
1
M
r∑
u=1
c∑
v=1
(
W˜uv − E˜uv
)
δ (gu, hv)
=
1
M
r∑
u=1
c∑
v=1
(
W˜uv − yuzv
M
)
δ (gu, hv) (6.2)
E˜ is the matrix of the null expectations of interaction between two nodes, where y
is the row marginal totals and z is the column marginal totals of W˜ , the weighted
incidence matrix. In a binary network W˜ is equivalent to the binary incidence matrix
A˜, the marginal totals will equal the node degrees (y = k and z = d) andM , the sum
of edge weights will equal m, the fill. Thus Equation 6.2 will reduce to Equation 6.1
for a binary network. Furthermore Equation 6.2 can be reformulated into its matrical
form [44, 54] to allow for vectorised computation as:
QW =
1
M
tr
(
R
(
W˜ − E˜
)
C
)
(6.3)
where for a network with F communities, R is the F×r red label matrix and C is the
c×F blue label matrix. R (and C) are binary matrices with a single 1 in each row (col-
umn) indicating which community each red (blue) node belongs to (this information
is held by the red and blue labels). These definitions of weighted bipartite modularity
can now be used in the modified framework of the LPAb+ algorithm.
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6.2.2 Weighted modularity maximising algorithms
QuanBiMo
The quantitative bipartite modularity algorithm (QuanBiMo) of [48], based on the hier-
archical random graph algorithm [135], uses a simulated annealingmethod to attempt
to maximise weighted bipartite modularity. It is a C++ routine that is available in the
R package bipartite [136] through the function computeModules. The default settings
available in bipartite version 2.04 were used (steps= 106, tolerance= 1−10).
LPAwb+
A key feature of the LPAwb+ algorithm is that it simplifies to the LPAb+ algorithmwhen
a binary network is used as input. The algorithm is made from two stages - a ‘bottom
up’ step that maximises modularity on a node-by-node basis using label propagation;
and a ‘top down’ step that joins modules together when it results in increased network
modularity. First the dimensions of the network are used to decide how to run the
algorithm (whose pseudocode is given in Algorithm 6.1); this is because a bipartite
network can have at the most F = min(r, c) communities with our chosen definition of
modularity. The LPAwb+ algorithm is initialised by giving a unique label to each of the
nodes in the smallest of the two sets. The LPAwb+ algorithm is sensitive to the initial
labelling of nodes - this can lead to different values of modularity being reported. To
combat this issue the initial node labels are randomly assigned and it is suggested
that the LPAb+ algorithm is run multiple times on a given network to find the greatest
modularity score [49].
Stage 1 - label propagation stage - bottom up
Asynchronous updating of red, then blue labels on the network is performed to locally
maximise modularity (Equation 6.2). For a particular red node x this can be written
as choosing a new label gx by trying to maximise the condition:
gx =
(∑c
v=1
(
W˜xv − yxzvM
))
δ (g, hv)
=
(∑c
v=1 W˜xvδ (g, hv)−
∑c
v=1
(
yxzv
M
)
δ (g, hv)
) (6.4)
Red nodes only use information about the blue nodes to update their labels (g) and
similarly blue node labels (h) are updated only using information about the red nodes.
Simplifying Equation 6.4 and creating an analogue for the updating rules for blue node
labels leads to the following set of conditions:
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Algorithm 6.1 LPAwb+ pseudo-code
Inputs : an incidence matrix
Output : row module labels, column module labels, modularity score
1 start
2
3 Find the smallest of the matrix dimensions and make these the red nodes
4 Initialise and randomly assign a unique label to each red node
5 Initialise the blue labels
6 run Stage1: Repeatedly update labels to locally maximise modularity
7
8 find the number of communities
9
10 while joining communities will result in increased modularity: {
11 run Stage2: Merge two communities that will increase modularity most
12 run Stage1: Repeatedly update labels to locally maximise modularity
13 find the number of communities
14 }
15
16 Assign red and blue labels to row and column labels (see line 3)
17
18 return row labels, column labels and modularity

gnewx = argmax
g
(
Nxg − yxZgM
)
hnewx = argmax
h
(
Nxh − YhzxM
) (6.5)
where the new label assigned to node x of type g (red) or h (blue) is that which
maximises g or h on the right-hand side (if more than one solution exists, one is
chosen at random). Here Nxg is the number of nodes connecting to x labelled g,
while Zg is the sum of blue node degrees labelled g and Yh is the sum of red node
degrees labelled h. As these ‘bottom-up’ updating rules (Equation 6.5) are mutually
exclusive of one another they are applied asynchronously such that blue labels are
updated, then red nodes are updated, then blue nodes are updated and so on until
modularity (Equation 6.2) can no longer be increased.
Stage 2 - agglomeration stage - top down
When modularity can no longer be increased via stage 1’s ‘bottom-up’ steps, a lo-
calised maximum of modularity for the network is reached, however this may not be
the global maximum. The second stage seeks to prevent the algorithm getting stuck
at local maxima by merging groups of communities together. Each identified commu-
nity t is composed of blue and red nodes that share the same label i.e. when gu = hv
. If there are F communities in total, then the merging of two different communities
ti and tj can only occur if this would result in an increase in network modularity and
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if there is no third community tk (1 ≤ k ≤ F , i 6= j 6= k ) whose merger with ti or tj
would result in a larger increase to modularity.
Once this merger of communities is completed, stages 1 and then stage 2 are repeti-
tively performed until it is no longer possible to increase network modularity by merg-
ing any of the possible communities together. These modules (communities) and the
modularity of this partition are the solution provided by the LPAwb+ algorithm.
Exhaustive LPAwb+
Exploratory research with QuanBiMo and LPAwb+ revealed LPAwb+ often got stuck
in a suboptimal solution with a larger number of modules, when compared with Quan-
BiMo, as LPAwb+ starts by identifying the largest possible number of modules, then
iteratively merges them until modularity cannot be increased.
Knowing that LPAwb+ is sensitive to node label initialisation [49] and that it performs
faster than QuanBiMo I designed a new algorithm, Exhaustive LPAwb+ (see Algo-
rithm 6.2). Exhaustive LPAwb+ computes LPAwb+ multiple times with different ran-
dom initialisations of node labels chosen from µ unique possible labels; and returns
the solution which finds the greatest modularity score.
Algorithm 6.2 Pseudo-code for Exhaustive LPAwb+
Inputs : an incidence matrix, minimum number of modules, repititions
Output : row module labels, column module labels, modularity score
1 start
2
3 Sol1 = run LPAwb+
4 M = number of modules found in Sol1
5
6 for each value A from minimum number of modules up to M: {
7 for every repetition: {
8 Sol2 = run LPAwb+ with A initial modules
9 if Sol2 has greater modularity than Sol1:
10 Sol1 = Sol2
11 }
12 }
13
14 return row labels, column labels and modularity from Sol1
Exhaustive LPAwb+ takes three inputs; the incidence matrix for the network of in-
terest, the number of times that LPAwb+ should be run for each value of µ, and the
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minimum number of unique labels (modules) to start running LPAwb+ with. There-
fore µ ranges between this minimum value and the number of modules returned by a
single execution of the LPAwb+ algorithm (when each node is initialised with a unique
label) which is used as an upper limit.
Setting the minimum number of modules to search for small, and the number of rep-
etitions high will increase the chance of detecting the global modularity optimum for a
network; but is likely to be computationally costly. I chose to give Exhaustive LPAwb+
default settings of ten repetitions for each value of µ, starting from a minimum of four
modules (note this does not preclude solutions with fewer modules being identified
due to the merging process in LPAwb+) as the speed taken to perform these calcu-
lations appeared favourable to QuanBiMo for the test datasets.
6.2.3 Comparing Modularity
Normalised Modularity
The modularity values of QB and QW found above are network specific - properties
such as the size and number of links in a network affect the magnitude of modularity
that can be found [132, 47, 48]. In order to compare the strength of assortative mixing
across different network studies it is necessary to account for the possibility of these
effects. [48] recommend using a null model to generate an ensemble of networks
from which the standardised effect size of modularity can be assessed as a z-score.
However, it is unclear what would make an appropriate null model for weighted net-
works. An alternative method is to normalise the modularity values by the maximum
value that modularity can take, found in the ‘perfectly mixed’ network, in which all
edges are assigned to a module and there are no links between different modules
[132]. Extending this for weighted bipartite networks gives:
Qmax =
1
M
(
M −
r∑
u=1
c∑
v=1
yuzv
M
)
δ (gu, hv) (6.6)
where as beforeM is the sum of the edges in the incidence matrix with marginal row
totals, y and marginal column totals z. Then normalised modularity is found as:
Qnorm =
Q
Qmax
(6.7)
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Realised Modularity
Realised modularity [137] has been suggested as a posterior measure of modularity
that classifies the proportion of links in a network that are within, rather than between
modules. Here I extend this measure so it can be applied to weighted as well as
binary networks. IfM is the sum of all edge weights in a network andH is the sum of
all within-module edge weights, then realised weighted modularity is expressed as:
Q
′
R = 2
(
H
M
)
− 1 (6.8)
Q
′
R takes values between −1, indicating that no edges exist between nodes in the
samemodule, and 1, when all edges are interactions within-modules. IfQ′R = 0 half of
the edge weights in the network are found connecting nodes within the same module
and the remaining edge weights are node connections between different modules.
Note that in a weighted network Q′R says nothing about the actual number of edges
between or within modules, only the strength of the connecting edges.
Normalised Mutual Information
The normalisedmutual information criterion is used as a way to compare the similarity
of network structures found by different community detection methods [138, 47]. For
two different partitions A and B of the same network with a total of n nodes (red and
blue), with CA and CB modules respectively, the normalised mutual information is:
NMI(A;B) =
−2∑CAi=1∑CBj=1Nij log( NijnNiNj)∑CA
i=1Ni log
(
Ni
n
)
+
∑CB
j=1Nj log
(
Nj
n
) (6.9)
where N is the confusion matrix with elements Nij which indicate the number of
nodes that appear in the ith module of partition A and the jth module of partition B;
Ni is the number of nodes in module i of partition A and Nj is the number of nodes
in module j of partition B. If NMI(A;B) = 0 there is no shared information between
partitions A and B - they each have identified very different community structures;
whilst if NMI(A;B) = 1 the information given by partitions A and B is identical - the
same community structure has been found by A and B.
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6.2.4 Data
I used the 23 plant-pollinator networks available in the bipartite R package (22 of
which were used in [48] and the additional junker2013 network) taken from theNCEAS
dataset (https://www.nceas.ucsb.edu/interactionweb/resources.html). These networks
show the number of observed visitations by each recorded pollinator species to each
recorded plant species at different field sites across the world. Some network prop-
erties are shown in Table S2.
6.2.5 Computing Modularity
I computed the binary and quantitative networks for each of the datasets, remov-
ing rows and columns that contained no interaction data from the analysis. Quan-
BiMo, LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ were run 100 times for each binary and each
weighted network in order to assess the modular structures found and the fidelity
of the algorithms. I then quantified the differences between the modular structures
found by the binary and weighted algorithms using the normalised mutual information
criterion and investigated the differences in normalised and realised modularity.
Code implementations for the LPAwb+ algorithm are currently available online for
the Julia, MATLAB/Octave and R programming languages. This and the R code
used to create the figures and perform the analysis presented in this paper is avail-
able online (https://github.com/sjbeckett/weighted-modularity-LPAwbPLUS ). For fair
comparison in timing the algorithms all computations were performed in R version
3.1.1 using version 2.04 of the bipartite package on an Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-4570
CPU @ 3.20GHz desktop computer.
6.3 Results
Figure 6.2a-b shows the maximum modularity scores detected by each algorithm
(from 100 replicates) for each of the networks. Full details are shown in Table 6.1
for binary networks and Table 6.2 for weighted networks. As expected (by definition)
Exhaustive LPAwb+ scores were always equal or greater than those detected by
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LPAwb+. Each algorithm detected similar maximum modularity scores for each net-
work, with the exception of the datasets of kato1990, junker2013, barrett1987 and
elberling 1999 in binary networks (Figure 6.2a) and kato1990, junker2013, elber-
ling1999, kevan1970 and barrett1987 for weighted networks (Figure 6.2b) in which
LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ detectedmuch greatermodularity scores thanQuan-
BiMo.
Table 6.1 shows the greatest modularity scores detected by each algorithm, the num-
ber of modules in these partitions and the average execution time for each algorithm
in the analysis of binary networks. The same partition was found by all three algo-
rithms in only the schemske1978 network; both QuanBiMo and Exhaustive LPAwb+
found the same partitions for another 15 networks; whilst Exhaustive LPAwb+ found
the greatest modularity score for 6 networks and QuanBiMo found the best modu-
larity score in the inouye1988 network. LPAwb+ was by far the algorithm with the
quickest execution time. Exhaustive LPAwb+ performs faster on small networks than
QuanBiMo and more slowly on larger networks, however it generally found a much
greater modularity score than QuanBiMo for these networks. The partitions found
by LPAwb+ had more modules than those found by the solution with the greatest
modularity.
For weighted networks Table 6.2 shows there were 5 networks for which the same
maximum modularity was detected by all three algorithms, 10 networks in which
QuanBiMo and Exhaustive LPAwb+ found the greatest modularity, 7 networks for
which Exhaustive LPAwb+ found the greatest modularity and a single network, small1976,
that was maximised by QuanBiMo. QuanBiMo had a similar average performance
time to the binary networks, with LPAwb+ finding modularity more quickly in weighted
than in binary networks. Exhaustive LPAwb+ has a similar performance time for
smaller networks as under binary conditions and performs faster for the larger net-
works - which can be ascribed to the lower number of modules detected by LPAwb+
for the weighted networks. LPAwb+ detects partitions which generally have more
modules than that with the greatest modularity, while QuanBiMo generally finds par-
titions with fewer modules than the solution found with greatest modularity.
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Figure 6.2: Comparisons of detected modularity scores by each algorithm (from 100
repetitions on each of the 23 plant-pollinator networks). (a-b) comparison of maxi-
mum detected scores for each algorithm. The dotted line indicates the performance
of QuanBiMo. (c-d) comparison of median detected modularity scores to the maxi-
mum of the modularity scores found across the algorithms - the consensus maximum
modularity. The dotted line represents algorithm efficacy, where median modularity
score is equal to the maximum consensus modularity score that was detected. (a,c)
shows a comparison of binary modularity scores,QB, whilst (b,d) shows the weighted
modularity scores, QW .
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Figure 6.2c-d shows themedian detectedmodularity scores for each algorithm against
the overall maximum modularity score for each network. Figure 6.2c shows that Ex-
haustive LPAwb+ consistently finds modularity scores closest to the maximal value,
that LPAwb+ scores were close, but not so close and that whilst QuanBiMo could
achieve consistency as good as the Exhaustive LPAwb+, for several networks Quan-
BiMo had a median value much lower than the maximum modularity detected. Sim-
ilarly in Figure 6.2d Exhaustive LPAwb+ shows high consistency as does LPAwb+
(more so than for binary networks), whilst QuanBiMo in general performs less con-
sistently for weighted networks than binary networks.
QuanBiMo LPAwb+ Exhaustive LPAwb+
Network QB M t QB M t QB M t
Safariland 0.558 6 1.067 0.519 9 0.014 0.558 6 0.641
barrett1987 0.286 4 11.811 0.470 11 0.070 0.486 8 3.667
bezerra2009 0.230 3 1.106 0.218 5 0.008 0.230 3 0.734
elberling1999 0.346 6 24.470 0.458 22 0.382 0.494 8 23.353
inouye1988 0.429 9 18.532 0.351 31 0.710 0.415 11 74.624
junker2013 0.130 5 46.076 0.433 55 2.762 0.488 19 405.596
kato1990 0.035 5 1551.827 0.544 74 14.196 0.581 20 3441.840
kevan1970 0.388 6 29.303 0.341 23 0.279 0.434 5 43.059
memmott1999 0.333 5 10.598 0.268 19 0.151 0.342 5 19.302
mosquin1967 0.479 6 0.916 0.393 11 0.014 0.479 6 0.819
motten1982 0.313 6 2.763 0.281 10 0.032 0.313 6 2.512
olesen2002aigrettes 0.340 4 1.149 0.314 7 0.011 0.340 4 1.254
olesen2002flores 0.444 4 0.949 0.422 7 0.008 0.444 4 0.533
ollerton2003 0.445 6 5.334 0.439 8 0.026 0.445 6 1.179
schemske1978 0.370 6 1.869 0.370 6 0.009 0.370 6 0.359
small1976 0.266 5 1.803 0.242 8 0.021 0.266 5 2.103
vazarr 0.542 7 1.431 0.512 9 0.016 0.542 7 0.865
vazcer 0.619 6 2.000 0.565 9 0.015 0.619 6 0.744
vazllao 0.576 6 1.129 0.550 8 0.016 0.576 6 0.915
vazmasc 0.547 6 1.340 0.522 8 0.011 0.547 6 0.486
vazmasnc 0.527 6 1.969 0.512 8 0.014 0.527 6 0.533
vazquec 0.497 4 1.529 0.474 7 0.013 0.497 4 0.479
vazquenc 0.549 5 0.834 0.514 7 0.009 0.549 5 0.300
Table 6.1: Comparison of QuanBiMo, LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ algorithms
on binary ecological interaction networks. QB is the greatest value of binary modu-
larity from 100 replicates on the network,M is the corresponding number of modules
found in this partition and t is the mean time taken to compute each algorithm once.
Numbers have been rounded to 3 d.p. Numbers shown in bold are those with the
highest QB score.
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QuanBiMo LPAwb+ Exhaustive LPAwb+
Network QW M t QW M t QW M t
Safariland 0.430 5 1.258 0.427 7 0.014 0.430 5 0.721
barrett1987 0.483 5 10.107 0.567 9 0.057 0.569 7 3.577
bezerra2009 0.223 5 1.178 0.223 5 0.008 0.223 5 0.645
elberling1999 0.288 6 25.416 0.493 18 0.190 0.517 10 21.288
inouye1988 0.565 11 25.368 0.582 22 0.413 0.615 9 54.377
junker2013 0.052 5 83.548 0.533 33 1.133 0.564 17 287.774
kato1990 0.065 5 2355.046 0.611 48 6.000 0.631 23 2425.382
kevan1970 0.309 2 35.164 0.525 10 0.096 0.536 5 26.133
memmott1999 0.267 4 12.333 0.297 10 0.065 0.305 7 11.660
mosquin1967 0.444 6 0.970 0.440 7 0.009 0.444 6 0.669
motten1982 0.382 4 3.292 0.367 6 0.020 0.382 4 1.902
olesen2002aigrettes 0.259 5 1.181 0.259 5 0.008 0.259 5 0.905
olesen2002flores 0.497 5 0.989 0.497 5 0.006 0.497 5 0.415
ollerton2003 0.413 6 6.023 0.395 7 0.024 0.413 6 1.243
schemske1978 0.320 4 1.792 0.320 4 0.009 0.320 4 0.392
small1976 0.527 8 1.984 0.516 11 0.026 0.526 9 1.909
vazarr 0.442 6 1.733 0.441 7 0.014 0.442 6 0.883
vazcer 0.604 6 2.317 0.591 7 0.015 0.604 6 0.725
vazllao 0.561 6 1.386 0.558 8 0.013 0.561 6 0.839
vazmasc 0.663 6 1.436 0.655 7 0.010 0.663 6 0.456
vazmasnc 0.401 6 2.291 0.400 7 0.012 0.401 6 0.565
vazquec 0.511 6 1.835 0.504 7 0.013 0.511 6 0.474
vazquenc 0.450 4 0.815 0.450 4 0.007 0.450 4 0.265
Table 6.2: Comparison of QuanBiMo, LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ algorithms
on weighted ecological interaction networks. QW is the greatest value of weighted
modularity from 100 replicates on the network, M is the corresponding number of
modules found in this partition and t is themean time taken to compute each algorithm
once. Numbers have been rounded to 3 d.p. Numbers shown in bold are those with
the highest QW score.
The average time to run each algorithm is shown in Figure 6.3. Performance time
is network dependent; where it takes longer to report modularity for larger networks.
LPAwb+ performed quickest on all networks by roughly 2 orders of magnitude. Per-
formance on the binary (Figure 6.3a) and quantitative (Figure 6.3b) network repre-
sentations was similar. However, QuanBiMo performed faster for binary (rather than
quantitative) inputs on 20 of the 23 networks. On the other hand, LPAwb+ ran quicker
with quantitative network representations (20 out of 23), as did Exhaustive LPAwb+
(18 out of 23). For the ten cases where Exhaustive LPAwb+ took longer than Quan-
BiMo, Exhaustive LPAwb+ found a partition with greater modularity seven times, both
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QuanBiMo LPAwb+ Exhaustive LPAwb+
Figure 6.3: Average computational time for each algorithm (measured over 100 repli-
cates) on the (a) binary and (b) quantitative representations of each plant-pollinator
network.
QuanBiMo and Exhaustive LPAwb+ found greatest modularity twice and QuanBiMo
found the greatest modularity score once (the binary representation of inouye1988).
6.3.1 Contrasting Binary and Quantitative Modular Structure
Maximising binary modularity and maximising weighted modularity results in different
identified modular structures. Figure 6.4a shows the partition with the greatest binary
modularity for the olesen2002flores network, whilst Figure 6.4b shows the partition
with the greatest weighted modularity. The same dataset has qualitatively different
structure between its weighted and binary representations. The shared normalised
mutual information for these two partitions is NMI = 0.619, quantifying this differ-
ence.
Figure 6.5a shows the differences in normalised modularity and normalised mutual
information between the binary and weighted network representations. Only 3 of the
networks (vazquenc, vazmasnc and vazcer) have a normalised mutual information
greater than 0.8 - indicating major differences in identified binary and quantitative
modular structures. The strength of assortative mixing, measured by normalised
modularity, was generally greater in weighted than binary networks. However, 4 net-
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works (olesen2002aigrettes, vazarr, bezerra2009, vazmasnc) showed greater as-
sortative mixing in their binary representations and for 2 networks (olesen2002flo-
res, vazllao) the assortative mixing strength was nearly the same in both binary and
weighted networks - though the community partitions are very different.
Not only were the detectedmodularity scores different between the binary andweighted
networks - but the number of modules found in each partition of these networks also
differed. Only 8 of the networks had the same number of modules under binary and
weighted conditions; whilst 8 had more modules in the weighted networks and 7 had
more modules in the binary network representation (Table 6.1, Table 6.2).
There appears to be a weak positive relationship between realised modularity and
modularity (Figure 6.6a), however normalised and realised modularity appear to be
much more strongly correlated (Figure6.6b). There does not appear to be a relation-
ship between the binary and quantitative measures for each network.
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Figure 6.4: A visual comparison of the modular structures identified for the ole-
sen2002flores dataset of plant-pollinator visitations as a (a) binary (QB = 0.444 , 4
modules,QnormB = 0.625) and (b) quantitative (Qw = 0.497 , 5 modules,QnormW = 0.625)
network. Modules are identified in red. The normalised mutual information shared
between these two modular compositions is NMI = 0.619 indicating a qualitative
difference in the revealed modular structure.
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Figure 6.5: The change in normalisedmodularity scores found between the weighted
and binary networks (∆Qnorm = QnormW −QnormB ) against the normalised mutual infor-
mation between the weighted and binary partitions for each network.
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Figure 6.6: (a) The greatest modularity scores (QB and QW ) for each network and
their corresponding realised modularity scores (Q′R). (b) The normalised modular-
ity scores (QnormB and Qnormw ) calculated using the partitions with greatest modularity
scores plotted against their corresponding realised modularity scores. Each red line
joins together the binary and quantitative scores of the same network.
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6.4 Discussion
I tested the efficacy of three algorithms maximising Dormann’s bipartite modularity
in plant-pollinator networks. LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ gave more consistent
modularity scores than those found by QuanBiMo across the test networks. The
robustness of modularity maximisation algorithms is important when considering the
reproducibility of results. QuanBiMo struggled to report “good” modularity scores in
the larger datasets. All three algorithms were able to detect greater modularity than
previously reported (Figure 6 in [48]) and were generally performed well on the binary
and quantitative test networks (a binary network can be seen as a special case of a
quantitative network). But, QuanBiMo has the potential to fall into below par solutions
and there is no diagnostic to show when this occurs.
Different modular structures were found for each of the binary and weighted repre-
sentations of plant-pollinator networks. In binary networks modules are formed by
attempting the maximise the density of edges; whilst in quantitative networks mod-
ules are formed that maximise the density of edge weights. In the former, strongly
interacting nodes are just as important as nodes that only rarely interact; whilst in the
latter modules are likely to form around the strongest node-node interactions.
Normalised modularity measures the strength of assortative mixing and is a useful
network index that can be used as a comparison indicator across different network
studies. Modularity by itself is often used as a network indicator - but this is not
appropriate when comparing different networks whose theoretical modularity maxi-
mums may differ. I find normalised modularity is strongly correlated with the propor-
tion of within module interactions (realised modularity) which is an intuitive way for
understanding modularity.
LPAwb+was not able tomaximisemodularity so well as Exhaustive LPAwb+ or Quan-
BiMo on the majority of datasets (though the modularity found was near the maximal
value found here), but its fast performance makes it an ideal algorithm for exploratory
research and for investigating modularity in larger networks, where parallelisation of
the algorithm [49] may become useful.
There is no guarantee that the greatest possible modularity was found in any of the
test networks here; indeed maximising bipartite modularity is an NP-hard problem
[139] and it may be difficult to find an algorithm which performs well on this problem
for any possible network.
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The QuanBiMo algorithm takes two input values; the number of algorithmic steps that
should be performed to attempt to find greater modularity than the current partitions
modularity; and the tolerance threshold for greater modularity scores. Clearly the
default values were not appropriate for some of the networks assessed here; where
much greater modularity was detected by the new algorithms. However, there is no
diagnostic to tell that QuanBiMo has returned a sub-par modularity value without com-
parisons (which may be a lengthy process); or what suitable input parameters may
be for a particular network. There is a strong tradeoff between computational effort
and the accuracy of the returned modularity. On the other hand LPAwb+ takes no in-
put parameters and was able to quickly find modularity scores near to the consensus
maximum modularity. Exhaustive LPAwb+ has two input parameters; the minimum
number of modules to search for and the number of times that LPAwb+ should be ini-
tialised for each module number. Unlike QuanBiMo, these parameters have physical
meaning in the context of the network – and the time complexity of this algorithm can
be estimated from the number of calls that will be made to the LPAwb+ algorithm (as
LPAb+’s time complexity is known [49]).
There are four challenges to address when attempting to maximise modularity [50]
which are also relevant to weighted modularity. Any modularity maximisation algo-
rithm only uses information within the incidence matrix and is thus agnostic to hier-
archies within the dataset - the algorithm will find communities at the resolution that
has the greatest modularity it can compute; which may be different to the resolution
which corresponds best with any additional information known about the network.
This is further complicated as several hierarchical levels may exist within an individ-
ual network. Some work has started to address this problem in terms of visualising
the network as a multiscale structure [80, 54, 48], but this requires finding a suitable
starting resolution. As found with QuanBiMo, the ability of algorithms to maximise
modularity can be highly dependent on network properties such as size. Finally it is
recognised that the modularity landscape is “glassy” - there are many local modularity
maxima; but detecting the global peak is extremely difficult and finding an algorithm
that can capably traverse this “glassy” landscape is a challenge.
A further challenge will be to find appropriate null models to test weighted modularity
against in order to standardise the effect size of modularity in different networks [48].
In principle it would be good to test against a null ensemble in which both the allowed
interactions and the strength of these interactions are allowed to vary. However, in
this paper I have only focussed on the optimisation of weighted modularity.
Another limitation of the weighted modularity definition explored here is that it is only
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valid on networks where all connections are positive. However, methods have been
created to search for modules in weighted networks with positive and negative link
strengths in unipartite networks that could easily be extended for bipartite networks
[140].
I focussed on a specific definition of modularity in this paper - but note that others
do exist [45, 46]. Thébault [47] compared two binary bipartite modularity based
measures that have been applied in ecology and concluded that different forms of
modularity may be useful in different contexts; but that the form of modularity used
here [44, 48] corresponded well with that for unipartite networks [41, 133] - and is
well suited for identifying densely connected modules. Other modularity measures
[45, 46] do not identify joint communities made of both types of nodes – but rather
identify communities within each type of node, though neither of these approaches
has yet been extended to weighted networks to my knowledge.
The major advantage in a definition of weighted modularity is that it allows for much
more information about a network to be used to detect communities. Both binary
and weighted measurements contain different information about a network and may
be useful - though I expect weighted measurements may in general contain more
relevance for the analysis of real world networks – the strength of interactions is un-
doubtedly an important component of network structure. Other modularity definitions
and their weighted extensions are also in need of further investigation to consider
communities within each type of node and how these may overlap with the joint com-
munities considered here.
6.5 Conclusions
Real world networks are not formed of binary interactions. I encourage researchers
to apply weighted modularity measures to their datasets and evaluate the community
partitions that are identified.
LPAwb+ is an algorithm that would be well suited for exploratory analysis and use on
large networks - as it is fast and, whilst it did not return the best modularity values of
the methods tested here, the solutions it did find were consistently high. Care has
to be taken with both QuanBiMo and Exhaustive LPAwb+ in setting appropriate input
parameter settings such that the analysis is not computationally infeasible. I would
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recommend using Exhaustive LPAwb+ over QuanBiMo; as Exhaustive LPAwb+ has
more meaningful input parameters, can perform no worse than LPAwb+ and its per-
formance was less variable than QuanBiMo on the networks tested in this study.
I have made the code for the LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ algorithms; as well
as the analysis performed in this paper available online ( https://github.com/sjbeck-
ett/weighted-modularity-LPAwbPLUS ) to allow researchers to replicate my findings
and encourage those with access to potentially interesting weighted bipartite datasets
to analyse them using these methods.
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7.1 Overview
In this chapter I bring together some of the central themes and discussions from the
previous chapters and discuss potential future directions for studying nestedness and
modularity in bipartite networks. First I will give a summary of the previous chapters
(Section 7.2) and some of the other projects I have been involved in during my thesis
(Section 7.3). Next, I provide considerations for releasing scientific software based
on my experiences with FALCON and LPAwb+ (Section 7.4). Following this, I dis-
cuss the implications of knowledge gained in this thesis to the study of nestedness
and modularity (Section 7.5). Then further points are raised considering best prac-
tices and future directions for nestedness (Section 7.6) and modularity (Section 7.7)
analysis. Finally, I offer general considerations and recommendations for examining
structural patterns in bipartite networks (Section 7.8).
7.2 Chapter summary
To briefly summarise the previous chapters:
The concepts of nestedness and modularity in bipartite networks were introduced in
Chapter 1 as well as some of the considerations required to evaluate these quantities.
Specific details for calculating the nestedness measures used in this thesis as well
as the null models that have been used to evaluate them are described in Chapter 2.
In Chapter 3 nestedness and modularity were used as indicators of community com-
position in an coevolutionary ecological model of phage and bacteria. By creat-
ing timeseries of these indicators it was possible to use nestedness and modularity
as signals of how community composition evolved. Analysis showed that nested-
modular structures such as those observed in natural phage-bacteria systems can
arise from the simple coevolutionary rules of the lock-and-key model.
Chapter 4 is a description of the software package FALCON that originated from the
analysis of phage-bacterial infection networks described in Chapter 3. FALCON is
software designed to encourage and assist nestedness analysis - by allowing users
to compare nestedness statistics calculated by multiple nestedness measures using
multiple null models. The concept of adaptive null ensembles was introduced to inter-
nally test null ensembles for robustness and encourage robust reporting of statistical
tests.
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Using FALCON, a dataset of 30,000 synthetic bipartite networks was analysed for
nestedness in Chapter 5. These networks were created along a gradient between
nested and random configurations and have a range of different sizes and con-
nectances. By computing nestedness on each of these networks, using the mea-
sures and null models in FALCON, it was possible to make comparisons between
the outcomes of different measure, null model and effect size combinations. This en-
abled recommendations to be made for analysing nestedness in bipartite networks.
In Chapter 6 attention was turned from nestedness to modularity. A new algorithm
for maximising modularity in weighted bipartite networks was introduced. A compar-
ison between three algorithms: QuanBiMo, LPAwb+ and Exhaustive LPAwb+ was
performed using 23 networks describing the mutualistic interactions between plant
species and the pollinators that visited them. Weighted networks may have consid-
erably different modules to those identified in the binary configurations of the same
network.
7.3 Additional research projects
There are a number of projects that I undertook during my studies, but are not pre-
sented here. Below are three projects that have been completed. Some are related
directly to concepts discussed in this thesis, but I shall start with the one which is not.
Microplastic ingestion by crabs:
Microplastics (plastic particles <5mm in length) constitute a recently recognised form
of pollutant, prevalent in the oceans, that are of a size that makes them available to
a variety of marine biota. They are a product of plastic degradation, but also have
several direct anthropogenic sources such as microbeads in cosmetic products. Un-
derstanding if and how microplastics may effect the ecology and functioning of indi-
vidual species and marine ecosystems is an active research area in marine ecology
[141]. Using a species of shore crab, Watts et al. [142] demonstrate that microplas-
tics can be retained in the crabs foregut for over 14 days after ingesting food laden
with microplastics, or in the gills for over 21 days after exposure to water containing
microplastics. I built simple mathematical models to describe microplastics pass-
ing through the crabs gills and guts, which were parameterised using data collected
during the experiments [142]. Although it was not possible to fully parameterise the
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model, it was shown to exhibit qualitatively similar behaviour to that observed during
the experiments. This model provides a conceptual basis for the direction of future
studies, both in terms of a mechanistic description of the passage and retention of
microplastics and the kinds of data that may be required to better understand this
process - and ultimately its effects.
Clinical phage typing:
Escherichia coli O157:H7 infections have adverse effects on human health world-
wide. It is estimated a third of reported cases of this foodborne pathogen lead to hos-
pitalisations in the UK. Different strains of Escherichia coli O157:H7 are associated
with different at-risk demographics and levels of virulence. Cowley et al. [143] seek to
gain a better understanding of these differences by performing genomic analysis on
16 phages commonly used to classify Escherichia coli O157:H7 strains through anal-
ysis of a who-infects-whom profile. My contribution to this work was the analysis of
the resulting phage-bacteria infection network for nestedness and modularity. This
network exhibited a large number of cross infections between strains and showed
both significant nestedness and modularity. Modularity was shown to be associated
with genetic similarity, while nestedness supports the choice of this set of 16 phages
to distinguish between the bacterial strains.
Networks of climate change discussion:
Social media platforms, such as Twitter, offer a global forum for communication, dis-
semination and discussion of a diverse range of topics. Learning how attention is
focussed on certain topics, and the form of information transfer, may be useful for de-
signing communication strategies. Williams et al. (in prep. [122]) studied Twitter data
related to climate-change related topic hashtags surrounding the release of the three
working group contributions that constituted the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change’s Fifth Assessment Report. Attention for each contribution initially focussed
on the released IPCC report, but this was quickly superseded by secondary sources
including news media, commentary and campaigning. Analysing bipartite networks
of hashtag-domain associations (formed by finding which hashtags and web domains
appear in the same tweet) a nested architecture was revealed. Some hashtags were
covered by many domains, whilst others were more domain specific indicating vari-
ation in the breadth of climate change coverage; and that there was also variation in
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the depth of climate change coverage offered by different domains (number of hash-
tags covered). Additionally by comparing these networks through time it was found
that hashtag-domain networks appeared more nested during the period around the
release of each working group contribution.
7.4 Software and code availability
Two pieces of software have been created and made available as a result of work
in this thesis. FALCON [129] was released to enable and encourage comparison
of different nestedness indicators and null models, whilst LPAwb+ was released as
an algorithm to improve the detection of modular communities in weighted bipartite
networks. Both FALCON (in [143, 144]) and LPAwb+ (in [143]) have already been
used in publications to analyse scientific datasets.
Here I outline some general recommendations from my experiences in making these
works available. Both FALCON and LPAwb+ were made available in multiple pro-
gramming languages. There is no single pervasive coding language used by the
research community (either in general and by those interested in modularity and
nestedness in bipartite networks - see Table 1.3). On a personal note, I have had
formal introductions to six programming languages during my postgraduate studies
and have assisted in teaching introductory courses to biology undergraduates us-
ing MATLAB, Python and R. Releasing code in multiple languages may increase
the number of potential users who can use, interact, extend and be inspired by the
producedmethodology, though it could take substantial time to perform these transla-
tions. When thinking of potential users, the availability of software is also of concern.
FALCON was originally developed in MATLAB, but we chose to translate it into R as,
unlike MATLAB, it can be run for free.
It is also worth discussing how research software is made available to potential users.
Writing code can be a messy process, as it is done for the primary benefit of the
programmer, but releasing it could be beneficial. Most scientists are not trained as
software engineers, but software programming is a core skill behind an increasing
number of scientific advances, whether they be theory or data driven. Working messy
code is preferable to no code [145]. The incentive to release code may indeed im-
prove the quality of code being released [146]; and an increasing amount of advice
is being offered for the best practises in releasing software (e.g. [147]). Releasing
software as an executable file alone may not be good enough - especially as these
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may be operating system dependent. Having access to the source code is extremely
useful for checking and reproducing methodology; and for extending or embedding
these methods for use in other applications. If methods used by a software applica-
tion are not clearly described or easily reproducible, the software could be treated as
a “blackbox” - as the assumptions and limitations of the methods are not clear [148]
- which is one of the reasons so many temperature-based measures of nestedness
[22, 23, 24, 25, 26] exist. The release of the source code itself allows the program to
be read and understood, even if a user does not have the necessary software to run
it.
On a similar theme, sometimes the statement: “code is available on request from
the authors” is attached to the end of a research paper. I would argue that this isn’t
good enough. If the code is not sufficiently archived by the authors, it could be lost
forever. If the original authors change or leave their institution, it cannot be assumed
they will take their code with them. The long term must also be considered, as pa-
pers can continue to be cited decades or more after they were originally published.
Eventually the authors will no longer be around to provide code on request. Similar
arguments can be made against those making software available on a private or in-
stitutional website - which may not be supported in the long term. Putting software
into a public data repository or making it available with a paper where it is assigned
a digital object identifier (DOI) and supported by an arrangement such as CLOCKSS
(Controlled Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe) [149] would appear to be a good solu-
tion. Referring to an object’s DOI is more stable than linking to the website address
as it is a persistent identifier to the online material: if the content hosting organisation
changes the website address, the same DOI will be redirected to this new address.
Additionally CLOCKSS support ensures that even if the content hosting organisation
goes out of business, the documents it was hosting will be rehosted elsewhere using
resources of other CLOCKSS members. Again the original DOI will redirect to the
new website address. These systems will be useful for providing long term stable
access to software.
Academic journals can do more to ensure scientific software is released alongside
publications in a responsible manner, such that it is accessible with long term sup-
port. Additionally further recognition that software may be improved upon after a
publication is released, and is therefore not necessarily a static object is required.
For example, FALCON could be extended to include other nestedness measures
and null models, including methods not available at the time of original publication.
Publishing teams should be aware of the issue of such ‘living software’ and create
suitable publication routes that allow authors to update publications. This may be
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a complex issue as the number of contributing authors, in addition to the software
content, may change through time.
7.5 Implications for interpreting nestedness andmod-
ularity in ecological systems
7.5.1 Comparing bipartite indicators in different networks
Once it is possible to generate a network metric, such as nestedness or modularity,
a particular application is to see how these metrics vary between similar networks.
In Chapter 3, for example, we were interested in how nestedness and modularity of
the communities of phage and bacteria evolved through time. Macroecological stud-
ies have focussed on how these network properties differ through time and space
[6, 150]. However, in Chapter 5 it was shown that nestedness measures were sen-
sitive to network properties, and that standardisation of nestedness metrics through
use of a null model did not resolve this issue completely. This may be due to the
number of possible network permutations being related to network properties such
as connectance [120, 126] and also methodological problems with calculating nest-
edness e.g. NODF can be extremely sensitive to small changes in network structure
[151]. In Chapter 5, we showed empirically that the best nestedness indicator for
comparisons across different networks is the discrepancy measure (BR) combined
with the adjusted normalised temperature. This recommendation is used in analysis
of Twitter hashtag-domain networks relating to climate change [122]. It is not clear
why this combination works so much better than other combinations of measures and
effect sizes across all the null models that were tested. An improved understanding
of this topic may lead to the design of better nestedness measure, null model and
effect size combinations and is an open topic for future research.
7.5.2 Bipartite network patterns and ecosystem stability
Several recent high profile papers on nestedness (e.g. [8, 9, 101, 152]) have fo-
cussed on the structure-stability debate - the potential of network structure to deter-
mine the stability of a network. Both nested [8, 9] and modular [153] network topo-
logical structures are thought to have implications for network stability. The literature
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has focussed on the implications of nestedness being detected in plant-pollinator
networks and how this relates to stability [101, 152, 14]. However, plant-pollinator
systems are not only nested, but also modular [2] (also see Chapter 6). Addition-
ally (and maybe surprisingly [154]) antagonistic relationships between phages and
bacteria are also found to exhibit modular and nested architectures [94, 154]. In
the eco-evolutionary phage-bacteria model in Chapter 3 the analysis of infection net-
works revealed structure that was both nested and modular at the size of the network,
with additional nested structures within the modules. Focussing on just nestedness
or just modularity as driving conditions for stability may be misleading. Though mod-
ularity and nestedness have been shown to be negatively correlated [114], both of
these network properties working in tandem may be important to network stability as
both patterns are identifiable in both mutualistic and antagonistic systems.
In mutualistic networks some work has placed connectance as a major driver of both
nestedness and modularity [9]. James et al. [101] suggest that the size of the net-
work and connectance are better predictors of persistence than nestedness (how-
ever, there are concerns about the assumptions of the model used [152]). Addition-
ally the degree-distribution has been implicated as an important factor [37] - though
this itself is driven by network connectance [120]. It is not clear that nestedness is
the key driver of ecological stability. Furthermore, work in Chapter 5 suggests the
methodology chosen to assess nestedness may alter the conclusions drawn. Find-
ing methodology that best assesses nestedness is a primary goal to support this
interesting theory driven work.
Moving towards understanding network patterns in light of quantitative information is
also a welcome direction. Indeed recent work suggests edge weight heterogeneity
may be most important [155] with nestedness as an additional factor. When consid-
ering stability it is also important to question how these bipartite networks fit within
the larger ecosystems they are a part of - it is suggested that interaction strength
correlations drive stability at the large scale [156]. More work in these directions is
encouraged. The collection of quantitative data to characterise both the physiology
of individual species as well as species interactions may lead to more integrated in-
sights between interaction networks, life history traits and stability.
7.5.3 Application to phage-bacteria networks
In the classic “kill-the-winner” model of phage-bacteria ecology coexistence between
types is controlled by top-down selection on bacteria, such that the abundances of
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the fastest growing bacterial strains are regulated by higher levels of phage infection
and lysis [74]. Each bacterial strain is infected by a unique phage strain – the infection
strategy is specialised. Theoretical work on phage-bacterial infection networks has
begun to investigate multistrain communities with overlapping host ranges - princi-
pally looking at nested architectures [157, 93, 158]. Coexistence is sustained in these
communities by the introduction of tradeoffs. A cost of resistance tradeoff between
host growth rate and the hosts ability to defend from phage predation [157] as well as
tradeoffs between virus infectivity and host range [93] are required for stability [159]
when the infection network is nested. However, phage-bacterial communities are not
perfectly nested [3] and these types of models only consider ecological stability in the
context of a given infection pattern - they do not explicitly consider how such patterns
are generated in these bipartite networks.
Finding the conceptual rules that allow for the generating and sustaining of diverse
communities of phages and their bacterial hosts is a core challenge. The lock-and-
key model in Chapter 3 that is conceptually grounded in phage tail fibres fitting bacte-
rial surface receptors is a step towards this goal. The lock-and-key model produced
nested-modular networks similar to that observed in the Atlantic Ocean [82, 80] and
shows that simple coevolutionary rules allow for the generation of complex network
structures. Whilst theoretical arguments suggest adapting the “kill-the-winner” model
to focus on strain, rather than species specific interactions will lead to nested-modular
architectures [160] more coevolutionary driven theory needs to be developed. Being
able to relate model rules back to empirical datasets will be a useful way towards
understanding the evolutionary history (and potential trajectories) of interaction net-
works. As such comparing the structure of bipartite networks generated in models
with those from empirical data is a useful way of linking theory to data.
Despite their small size, the interplay of phage and bacteria can be complex [161].
Ecological and evolutionary dynamics occur at similar timescales and a variety of dif-
ferent biological strategies exist to exploit one another [86, 98]. For instance, phage
can adopt a temperate lifestyle strategy that allows them to integrate their genes with
those of their hosts as a prophage - the prophage lies dormant within the host until
some later time, perhaps due to environmental stress, when the lytic lifestyle is again
triggered: causing the bacterial cell to create new phages that eventually burst free
in a lysis event. On the other hand, there is evidence that some bacteria can adopt
a suicidal strategy on recognising a phage infection event that may protect the larger
population. There are many future directions for theoretical phage-bacteria commu-
nity dynamics. Some suggestions for future research include investigating commu-
nity dynamics in situations where a variety of different strategies can be adopted,
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incorporating events such as horizontal gene transfer and analysing spatial effects.
It is likely that the type of mechanisms acting in communities will effect both the dy-
namics and the structures displayed in these networks [162].
Data for studying phage-bacterial infection networks typically comes from infection
assays. Bacterial and phage strains are first isolated, each bacteria-phage pairing is
assigned a testing area (typically a well or plate) where the bacteria is allowed to grow
inmedia, before the phage is added. If a plaque forms on the bacterial lawn (areas left
clear where bacterial cells are destroyed) it is assumed bacterial lysis has occurred
via phage infection and burst. If a plaque forms it is assumed that that bacteria-phage
pair interact, else they do not. As highlighted in Chapter 3, there are multiple potential
problems with this methodology e.g. it may be difficult to isolate all strains (especially
low abundance strains), some strains may be unculturable [163, 91, 92], it may not
account for lysogenic phage-bacterial interactions. Advances in single-celled and
genomics approaches (reviewed in [164, 165]) may provide useful advances in find-
ing phage-bacterial infection networks in environmental samples and metagenome
datasets. Additionally fluorescent gene marking methods (such as phageFISH [166])
may allow identification between, lytic, chronic and lysogenic infection cycles [164].
These approaches could yield data that helps to better understand and to model
phage-bacterial systems, at both small (clinical) and large (environmental) scales.
Better ways of measuring the quantitative parameters of viral infection are also much
needed [93]. In the context of phage-bacterial infection networks these may be more
important when trying to understand geographically localised strains i.e. trying to
understand how colocalised phage and bacteria pairs interact [154], than in a clini-
cal context where phage-bacterial datasets may not be colocalised and the purpose
may be more about discriminating between different phage or bacterial strains [143].
However, understanding the quantitative effects of multi-phage and multi-bacteria
communities in situ will become especially important in determining, for example, the
appropriate phage ingredients in producing “cocktails” for use in phage-therapy (e.g.
to treat bacterial infections), or how use of antibiotics may alter microbiome diversity
[167]. Appropriate methods for approaching these quantitative bipartite networks are
therefore needed.
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7.6 Recommendations for improving nestedness anal-
ysis
7.6.1 Best practice
The strength of nestedness analysis is dependent on the intertwining of measure, null
model and effect size choices. In Chapter 5 we show that the swappable-swappable
[35] (SS) and cored-cored [129] (CC) null models are poor at discriminating nested
from non-nested patterns, with high type I errors (falsely accepting nestedness) across
all tested nestedness measures. By contrast, the fixed-fixed [58] FF null model ex-
hibited high type II errors (falsely rejecting nestedness) for all measures other than
discrepancy [21] (BR) and spectral radius [35] (SR). If the FF null model is used,
it is recommended that this is done in conjunction with BR. The degreeprobable-
degreeprobable [1] (DD) null model offered more discrimination of the less nested
networks than the equiprobable-equiprobable (EE) null model, where SR with the
DD null model demonstrated the best tradeoff between type I and type II errors. For
considering the strength of nestedness within a single network, z-scores offer a good
statistic regardless of measure choice. However, z-scores are not directly compara-
ble between different nestednessmeasures. Additionally, if comparing the strength of
nestedness across different networks is considered, we show that using BR with the
adjusted normalised temperature is the best procedure for all the tested null models.
To summarise:
• For single network assessments using SR with the DD null model and z-scores
is encouraged.
• If it is necessary to use the FF null model, then the BRmeasure should be used.
• If comparing multiple networks for nestedness, do this using BR and the ad-
justed normalised temperature.
7.6.2 Order matters (sometimes)
In the analysis presented in Chapter 5 it was assumed that the only information avail-
able about a network was the presence or absence of interactions between nodes
and that the aim was to detect the most nested configuration possible. In the absence
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of such information the order of rows and columns in the networks biadjacency matrix
is arbitrary. To this goal, both the focal network and the networks in the null ensemble
were all sorted for maximum nestedness prior to taking measurements. This was the
goal of our analysis and is an appropriate focus of nestedness analysis, especially for
networks where other information is difficult to measure, such as in phage-bacteria
interaction networks where there is no natural hierarchical ordering of the nodes. But,
this is not the only way in which nestedness analysis is conducted.
Another aim of nestedness analysis can be to focus on how environmental gradi-
ents effect nestedness within a network [15]. However, in general several intra-node,
inter-node and external factors are likely to jointly contribute to network structure and
function. It is unlikely a single mechanism will be responsible for overall network
structure. In this kind of analysis, where the ordering of the node sets is important to
attempt to understand network nestedness, neither the focal or the null ensemble net-
works should be sorted to maximise nestedness. This may lead to results that differ
from that presented in Chapter 5 for the NODF, MD and BR nestedness measures.
However, JDM and SR nestedness measures are order invariant – this makes them
inappropriate for considering how factors that vary across nodes influence network
nestedness.
7.6.3 Future directions
One of the reasons Rodríguez-Gironés and Santamaría [23] recreated the nested-
ness temperature calculator [22] was due to the poor performance of the packing
algorithm (used to shuffle rows and columns to minimise the number of “surprises” -
see Figure 2.1). The lack of details about the methodology used and availability of
code lead several authors to redevelop the original methods. Packing the matrix is an
important procedure when calculating nestedness temperature. Domínguez-García
and Muñoz have recently compared several potential new packing algorithms [168]
and recommend a new algorithm MusRank as it is able to produce highly visual and
more intuitive displays of nestedness - than may be produced by packing algorithms
that are based on minimising surprises to the isocline of perfect curvature. Further-
more, it is closely associated with the robustness of ecological networks to extinction
events and therefore may provide information beneficial for conservation. The inter-
pretation of nestedness that this study offers has no quantitative measure as yet - so
it is difficult to compare with its contemporaries.
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However, a new method that can be compared against other contemporary nest-
edness measures is of interest. By equating nestedness with the average amount
of overlap between nodes Strona and Veech [169] developed a combinatorial ap-
proach to network structure that is able to distinguish segregated and nestedness
network patterns and appears to outperform NODF and SR. A key strength of their
approach is that it does not require the use of randomised null models – null expec-
tation is analytically derived. Applying their approach to empirical datasets suggests
that nestedness is less prevalent than found in other analyses e.g. [1]. This implies
that previous observations of the widespread occurrence of nestedness is biased by
the methodology used. This finding resonates with the work presented in Chapter 5,
which shows strong sensitivity to the combination of measure and null model used in
nestedness analysis.
These methods are not included in FALCON currently, but as it is open source, new
approaches such as these could be included. As the field of nestedness analysis con-
tinues to grow such “living code depositories” will be a useful way of making technical
advances available as well as demonstrating their worth.
7.7 Recommendations for improvingmodularity anal-
ysis
7.7.1 Best Practice
A variety of modularity maximising algorithms exist in the literature. Four algorithms
have been examined in this thesis: LP-BRIM was used in Chapter 3 to investi-
gate phage-bacteria community composition and LPAwb+, Exhaustive LPAwb+ and
QuanBiMo [48] were compared against each other for plant-pollinator communities in
Chapter 6. While many modularity maximisation algorithms have been compared for
use in binary bipartite networks, I believe Chapter 6 provides the first comparison of
algorithms for detecting modules in weighted bipartite networks. As with nestedness
analysis, using null models is a useful way of determining the strength of any identified
modular structure. It was demonstrated that normalised modularity (Qnorm) and re-
alised modularity (Q′R) are highly correlated and present a more meaningful statistic
than the raw modularity score. They provide an assessment of detected commu-
nity structure in comparison to what would be found in a perfectly modular network,
where all interactions are assigned to modules. These two measures give scores
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that provide more information than given by the modularity score itself and help with
the interpretation of detected community structure. Different modularity maximising
algorithms may have differing performance related to the network of investigation.
LPAwb+ is shown to outperform LP-BRIM and a variety of other algorithms on binary
bipartite networks [134]. However, we show that QuanBiMo and Exhaustive LPAwb+
are both able to detect greater levels of modularity than LPAwb+ in both binary and
weighted bipartite networks. I would recommend the use of the Exhaustive LPAwb+
algorithm as it performed well on both binary and weighted networks, and is less sus-
ceptible than QuanBiMo to falling into low modularity solutions, especially on larger
networks. However, Exhaustive LPAwb+ is the slowest of these algorithms on larger
networks: in these cases LPAwb+ may provide the best balance between speed and
accuracy. To summarise the recommendations:
• 1) Report normalised modularity or realized modularity
• 2) Use LPAwb+ in the first instance – this appears the most suitable choice for
large networks
• 3) Considering the time it took to run LPAwb+ and the number of modules
found, it is possible to establish sensible parameters to use with the Exhaustive
LPAwb+ algorithm (if it is not too computationally costly)
• 4) Repeat several times to account for algorithmic stochasticity (see 7.7.2)
7.7.2 Algorithmic stochasticity
An understated issue in modularity analysis is accounting for algorithmic stochastic-
ity. Stochasticity is manifested either by defining some random initial configuration
(such as with LPAwb+), or by making random choices through iterations (such as with
QuanBiMo). This means that different iterations of a modularity algorithm may return
different identified community structure with different modularity scores. In Chap-
ter 3 when analysing phage-bacteria community structures the LP-BRIM modularity
algorithm was used multiple times on each null network and only the greatest mod-
ularity score for each null network was used in the statistical analysis. In Chapter 6
it was found that QuanBiMo could be highly sensitive to stochasticity, in comparison
to either the LPAwb+ or Exhaustive LPAwb+ algorithms. Using a highly sensitive al-
gorithm in significance testing could produce results which are unreproducible and
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may artificially inflate the chance of detecting a statistically significant result and arti-
ficially increase the effect size of such a result. Accounting for algorithm stochasticity
when performing analysis involving modularity, for example by using an ensemble
approach as in Chapter 3, should be encouraged.
7.7.3 Other community detection methods
Modularity is not the only method for detecting communities. Leger et al. [42, 170]
make a distinction between different community detection methods as either search-
ing for clusters of densely interacting nodes that they call communities (such as mod-
ularity based methods) and sets of nodes that display similar interaction patterns
which they define as structurally homogeneous subsets. They find that in binary
networks edge-betweenness [171] may provide the best method for detecting com-
munities, whilst in weighted networks a stochastic block model [172] technique is
preferred. They also favour modularity maximisation [173] as an alternative to the
stochastic block model technique, as this can be very slow. Note that a different
modularity maximisation algorithmwas used to those described in this thesis. Despite
using bipartite network data, the algorithm used [173] and corresponding modularity
goal function is designed for use with unipartite networks. Additionally, Chapter 6 and
previous work [49, 134] suggests that algorithm choice can have a significant effect
on the communities that are identified and their corresponding modularity scores (as
well as computational resources required to perform detection). One of the problems
with the approach to modularity maximisation used in Leger et al.’s analysis [170] is
that the number of retrieved subgroups is overestimated - however, this is specific
to the algorithm used, rather than to the method of maximising modularity. For ex-
ample, the QuanBiMo algorithm starts with 1 module (including all nodes) and new
modules are iterated in when it improves modularity. On the other hand, the LPAwb+
algorithm uses a top-down approach; starting in a configuration where each of the
nodes in the smallest node set is assigned its own unique module - modules are
then joined when it leads to an improvement to the modularity score. It was possible
to find large discrepancies between the number of modular groups identified by the
different algorithms assessed in Chapter 6. There was no time to evaluate our meth-
ods against this analysis [170], however, the data and methodology for the 6,400
evaluated networks have been made available and we plan to evaluate our methods
against this dataset in the future. While ecological studies have mainly focussed on
using modularity maximising techniques as a way of identifying modules [47, 170],
other techniques for identifying communities exist [43, 42] some of which, such as
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stochastic block model methods in weighted networks and edge-betweenness meth-
ods in binary networks [170], are worth investigating further.
7.7.4 Reporting of modular community structure
Returning to modularity, the way in which modular communities are reported is an-
other issue worthy of pursuit. Why should the best division of communities be found
by maximising a goal function (e.g. Barber’s modularity - as used in Chapter 3 and
Chapter 6) - and does the best mathematical division of nodes represent real commu-
nities? Modularity landscapes are glassy – characterised by a highly disordered and
rugged terrain with many local maxima [50]. Additionally the network may contain
information at different hierarchical levels, but there is no way to tune the resolution
of the modularity algorithms [50]. It is typical that there may be several community
classifications that achieve modularity scores near the maximum - which is one of
the reasons that modularity algorithms frequently give stochastic output. Perhaps a
more meaningful guide to a networks community structure might be given by showing
the probability that each node has of being classified in the same community as other
nodes. I began preliminary work in this direction during my studies using the output
from multiple runs of the LPAwb+ algorithm on a single network and calculating the
proportion of times nodes were classified as belonging to the same modules. As real
ecological networks are often formed of overlapping communities this approach may
be useful as it does not rely on a single fixed definition of a community; as noted
in Chapter 6 other modularity definitions than Barber’s exist for bipartite networks.
However, this approach I propose may be sensitive to the way in which the modu-
larity algorithm employed is able to traverse the modularity landscape. On the other
hand, it would provide more information than given by the traditional fixed commu-
nity model that would be beneficial for those wishing to apply community detection
in a practical context, for example to help design conservation strategy [170]. Addi-
tionally methods for testing how the outcome of such a community probability model
differs from random community formation through use of a null model would need to
be developed.
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7.8 General recommendations for bipartite network anal-
ysis
7.8.1 Call for standardised benchmarking tests
More robust methods for evaluating nestedness and modularity are required. There
is a need to discover measure, null model and effect size combinations that are in-
sensitive to basic network properties such as size, fill and connectance – or at least
create a robust guide for choosing the best method of detection for use in a particular
network. In nestedness analysis lots of measures are being created, whilst in mod-
ularity analysis several algorithms have been proposed to maximise bipartite mod-
ularity. Evaluating the performance of these methods is computationally intensive
and not a trivial task. It would be good to create some core benchmarking schemes
that new measures and algorithms (as well as null models and effect sizes) can be
compared against, rather than new benchmarking schemes needing to be created
each time. Making such a scheme open and accessible to all within a research com-
munity will be key to the success of such a scheme. In addition, reaching agreement
on the methods used to assess these network properties will be necessary if such a
scheme is to become accepted and used. Despite these challenges, such a goal is
worth pursuing. Being able to compare the available options will be a valuable tool,
both to theorists interested in developing better methods as well as to those wishing
to apply these techniques to their empirical networks.
To this purpose the underlying networks (as well as output statistics) used for bench-
marking in Chapter 5 have been released to the research community [130]. A similar
dataset using networks on a gradient between highly modular and random could be
created for modularity. Such a method has been used in unipartite networks [171]
and could be generalised to the case of bipartite networks. I also note that Leger et
al. [170] provided a comparison of clustering algorithms using 6,400 synthetic net-
works based on properties of 47 ecological networks in the InteractionWebDatabase.
They have made their work available online and this constitutes an important dataset
for comparing different modularity algorithms, as well as other community detection
methods in weighted and binary networks. These datasets represent key steps to-
wards benchmarking schemes for community detection and nestedness.
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7.8.2 Making use of quantitative information
A great deal of work in ecological systems has dealt with binary bipartite networks.
However, representing interactions as either on or off is a grand simplification of the
systems being described and of the data available. As more and more weighted
datasets and methods to analyse them become available, it will be of increasing
importance to account for differences between measures. Already there are at least
four measures of nestedness that can be applied to weighted networks [34, 38, 35,
39]. Benchmarking these measures in a similar way to that performed for nestedness
in binary networks in Chapter 5 would be a useful advance to the understanding of
weighted nestedness. Comparing the structural patterns identified in binary networks
with those identified in weighted networks is also of great interest. Staniczenko et al.
[35] found models of mutualistic communities showed a strong nestedness signal in
binary networks, but it was not present in weighted networks. A similar story may be
apparent for modularity, which has only recently been applied to weighted bipartite
networks. In Chapter 6 it was shown that different modular structures were identified
in plant-pollinator networks when changing between binary and weighted network
representations that may or may not be associated with a change in the strength
of observed modularity. The ecological relevance of these differences is currently
unknown, but it suggests that patterns easily identifiable in binary networks may not
be generalisable to weighted networks.
7.8.3 Identification of multi-scaling topologies
Nested-modular network structures such as that identified in Moebus and Nattkem-
per’s phage-bacteria dataset collected in the Atlantic Ocean [82, 80, 102] as seen
in Chapter 3 are a form of multiscale network structure. Multiscale structures are
those in which network features are found at different hierarchical levels, which may
indicate for example geographical location [80], or species level selection [102]. Two
software packages: BiMAT [54] and bipartite [53] (which implements the QuanBiMo
[48] algorithm) offer ways for searching for multiscale structure. BiMAT can identify
nested-modularity by searching for nested structures within identified modules (as
shown in [80]), whilst QuanBiMo is able to identify modules within modules.
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(a) (b) (c)
Figure 7.1: Suggestion of how realised modularity (Q′R) (see Section 6.2.3) may be
used to assess modular structure (a) at network level, (b) at module level (evaluation
for top left module shown) and (c) at node level (evaluation for second row node
shown) within an example network. Red rectangles highlight an identified modular
structure. Dark blue cells are those that should be summed to find H and turquoise
cells and blue cells should be added to findM in each case.
Nestedness and modularity are usually classified at the scale of the whole network.
This raises the question of how should these subscale features be related back to
the multiscale network they are part of? Creating appropriate multiscale statistics that
test how individual nodes, within-module connections and between-module proper-
ties relate could be useful for understanding multiscale topologies. An example of
how this may be performed for a metric such as realised modularity (see Chapter 6)
is shown in Figure 7.1.
In Chapter 3 nested-modularity was quantified by looking at the average nestedness
from each of the modules. Is there a better way to quantify nested-modular structure
at the scale of the whole network? What are the suitable statistics for use inmultiscale
structures? These questions are left for future researchers.
7.8.4 A new framework for describing bipartite network topol-
ogy?
It has been suggested that modularity is the opposite of nestedness [114]. This de-
scription seems to hold in the work of Podani and Schmera [174] who introduce a
framework to describe interaction networks by comparing all possible pairs of rows
(and then columns) and evaluating them on a simplex. In this framework nestedness
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is shown to be the opposite of species replacement - which is maximised in a perfectly
modular pattern. This approach has also been extended for use in weighted networks
[39] and looks a promising order invariant technique for evaluating the structural fea-
tures of networks. Additionally there may be undesirable correlations between mea-
sures for different individual networks patterns [175] that may make interpretation of
the network difficult. By simultaneously evaluating the network in terms of overlap
between nodes, rather than any individual network pattern, this framework becomes
a useful guide to understanding how nodes contribute to network topology. This ap-
proach potentially offers more information about a network than can be gained using
traditional measures of modularity and nestedness, however comparisons between
these methods and this new framework would be advantageous in determining how
well they relate and whether this framework is suitable for addressing the questions
that nestedness and modularity analysis were developed to tackle.
7.8.5 Null model hypothesis testing
Finding the nestedness or modularity of a network alone is not in itself enough.
Rather, we want to know how this compares to some expectation about the network
[57]. In the absence of analytical forms for null model distributions, we are left with
a dependence on randomisation techniques (though see “node segregation” [169] in
Section 7.6.3). This can create a problem as there exist a different number of network
reconfigurations, dependent on network properties. Typically null model analyses in-
volve a large number of instantiations of the null model rule in order to compare the
results from these to the focal network. However, the chosen number of null models
used is more often tied to some aesthetically pleasing number, than the number of
possible reconfigurations and the ability of the null model to simulate this distribution.
This may reduce our ability to perform robust statistical analysis in general and is
something that needs to be considered in practical applications.
Until recently [58] the FF null model was generated by making sequential permuta-
tions on the focal network. Not only was this method slow, but was subject to bias as
a suitable number of “burn-in” swaps need to be performed to generate sufficiently
randomised solutions that are independent of the previous solution [176, 177, 178].
It is argued that a number can be placed on the number of steps between samples
in such a solution. However, I find it much more likely that this number is network
dependent. However, the introduction of the Curveball algorithm [58] allows the FF
null model to be generated without any sequential dependence - each null network is
independent. For this reason we implemented the Curveball algorithm in FALCON.
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However, both these points raised another question - what number of null networks
need to be used to sufficiently simulate the null model distribution and generate robust
statistics? Rather that being some manually decreed arbitrary user choice, maybe
an algorithm can be used to decide the suitable number of networks to be used for
the simulated distribution to represent the theoretical null model distribution. This
is the premise of the adaptive null ensemble method used by FALCON. Crucially
this method can perform no worse than that achieved by using 1,000 null models (a
common ensemble size in the context of nestedness analysis). Checking whether the
simulated null model distributions are internally consistent offers a way towards more
robust significance testing in nestedness and modularity network analysis where the
sample space of null models in network dependent. However, this principle may also
be useful in applications outside the realm of bipartite network analysis.
7.9 Conclusions
Bipartite networks are increasingly useful in many research fields. Two new tools
FALCON and LPAwb+ have been introduced to improve the identification of nested-
ness and modularity in bipartite networks. I have shown that methods for modular-
ity and nestedness can be made more robust by judging their performances using
benchmarking schemes. This research shows a way to move towards a consensus
on robust methods for describing these interesting properties of bipartite networks
and facilitate their use in identifying and explaining their existence in natural phe-
nomena.
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Appendix A: Network sampling for synthetic network
ensemble
We used a Latin Hyercube sampling (LHS) design to choose the characteristics of
the initial 500 ’perfectly nested’ networks in this study. Figure S1 shows the set of
parameters chosen by the LHS design which were used.
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Figure S1: Row, column and curvature parameters chosen for the 500 initially ‘per-
fectly nested’ networks using Latin hypercube sampling design to create representa-
tive networks of the entire sampling space.
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Appendix B: Measuring the NTC
Computational performance and nestedness temperature calculations
Figure S2: Average computational timings of measures and null models in FALCON
on 10x10 networks, from 100 evaluations.
Of the six nestedness measures considered here, the nestedness temperature cal-
culator (NTC) is considerably the slowest to compute (Figure S2). Whilst we were
able to compute NTC scores for each of the 30,000 networks in our synthetic en-
semble; due to computational limitations we were unable to calculate the statistical
significance of these results under all networks.
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P (rewire) #Networks NTC measured in statistical ensembles
0.01 847
0.05 751
0.10 1,216
0.15 593
0.20 671
0.50 568
TOTAL 4,646
TOTAL SHARED 2,334
Table S1: Number of networks for which statistical significance of the Nestedness
temperature calculator (NTC) was evalauted.
We used the time taken to perform the NTC on each of the networks in the synthetic
ensemble as a proxy for the time it would take to compute NTC in the corresponding
null network ensembles. When the NTC was calculated in less than 0.12 seconds
(corresponding to roughly 0.12 (seconds to measure a network) × 5(null models) ×
1000(minimum null ensemble size) ' 600 seconds of extra performance time per
network); the NTC was used to measure the null network ensembles. If the time
taken to calculate the NTC was greater than 0.12, then statistical significance was
not calculated. Note that while 0.12 seconds does not sound a very large amount
of time; if the NTC took 0.12 seconds to be computed on all 30,000 networks - and
statistical significance was calculated - this would correspond to at least an extra
18,000,000 seconds (>208 days) computation time! Table S1 shows the number of
networks for each P (rewire) level for which statistical significance was calculated.
Statistical significance for NTC was calculated for 4,646 of the 30,000 networks in
the synthetic ensemble - this sample is used to calculate the proportional agreement
between measures in Figure 5.3 and Figure S3; and also in the measure-measure
scatterplots of p-values and in all figures showing effect sizes. We also created a
sample of 2,334 networks for which NTC was measured across all six P (rewire)
levels (389 at each level) - which is used in figures S10, S11 and S22.
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Appendix C: Robustness ofmeasure agreement results
Distinguishing nestedness at p <= 0.001
In Figure S3 we recalculate the results shown in Figure 5.3 using a smaller p-value
threshold of significance of p <= 0.001. Qualitatively similar patterns of agreement
are found, indicating the robustness of the result.
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Figure S3: Proportion of pair-wise agreement of ’significance’ of nestedness be-
tween different measures across the synthetic network ensemble. Each subplot
shows the results under a different null model. Three categories of significance were
chosen : p <= 0.001 , 0.001 < p < 0.999 and p >= 0.999. An agreement between two
measures is reached when both measures classify a network in the same category
as one another. This process was repeated for each combination of measures on
each of the five null models. Proportion of agreement was made on 4,646 networks
where NTC was calculated; and 30,000 in other cases.
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Distribution of p-values
The following plots (figures S4 - S8) show scatterplots of the statistical significance
of nestedness obtained by each of the measures, using p-values. Each figure shows
the results obtained by a different null model. Within each null model, statistical
significance was calculated on the same set of null matrices so the results are directly
comparable. Above each measure name am histogram (with bins of width 0.05)
shows the distribution of observed p-values for that measure. The histogram’s height
is scaled by the number of networks for which statistical significance was calculated
(4,646 networks for NTC; 30,000 networks for all other measures). This scale is given
by the extent of the lines in the top-left subplot of each figure. It is noted that under the
FF null model (Figure S5) all p-values found using the Manhattan distance measure
(MD) are found as p = 1. This result is obtained as MD is insensitive to the swaps
made in the FF null model.
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Figure S4: P-value measure-measure scatterplots for the SS null model.
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Figure S5: P-value measure-measure scatterplots for the FF null model.
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Figure S6: P-value measure-measure scatterplots for the CC null model.
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Figure S7: P-value measure-measure scatterplots for the DD null model.
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Figure S8: P-value measure-measure scatterplots for the EE null model.
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Appendix D: Robustness of nestedness discrimination
ability
Figure S9 shows a recalculation of Figure 5.4 where a significance threshold of p <=
0.001 is used instead of p <= 0.05. Qualitatively our results are robust, though the
stricter threshold reduces the amount of type I error observed.
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Figure S9: The ability of different measures to discriminate significant nestedness
under each of the five null models in the full ensemble of 30,000 synthetic networks.
Each subplot show the results for a different null model. Each line shows the propor-
tion of networks at each level of P (rewire) that were found to be significantly nested
(p <= 0.001) using a specific nestedness measure.
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In figures S10-S11 we recalculate the results shown in Figure 5.4 and Figure S9
using the sample of networks from the ensemble that the NTC was measured on
(see Appendix B: Measuring the NTC).
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Figure S10: The ability of different measures to discriminate significant nestedness
under each of the five null models for 2,334 networks from the synthetic null ensemble
where the nestedness temperature calculator (NTC) was measured (389 for each
P (rewire) level). Each subplot show the results for a different null model. Each line
shows the proportion of networks at each level of P (rewire) that were found to be
significantly nested (p <= 0.05) using a specific nestedness measure.
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Figure S11: The ability of different measures to discriminate significant nestedness
under each of the five null models for 2,334 networks from the synthetic null ensemble
where the nestedness temperature calculator (NTC) was measured (389 for each
P (rewire) level). Each subplot show the results for a different null model. Each line
shows the proportion of networks at each level of P (rewire) that were found to be
significantly nested (p <= 0.001) using a specific nestedness measure.
In all 4 cases and across all tested null models BR exhibited the smallest type II
errors (highest proportion of low P (rewire) networks that were significantly nested),
whilst MD exhibited the highest type II errors. Type II error was mostly small, except
in the FF null model, where it was high for all except the BR measure in the full
network ensemble. In the NTC sample of networks BR also suffered high type II
errors. This suggests that the NTC sample is a biased sample of networks from the
whole ensemble.
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Type I errors differed between null models and across the 4 cases considered; in SS
and CC null models JDM and MD had lowest type I errors, in FF NODF (MD is as
well but this is inconsequential due to it being insensitive to this null model), and in
DD and EE MD and SR had the lowest type I errors.
Whilst the combination of SR in the DD null model looks like the best in the whole net-
work ensemble; this result does not hold in the NTC network sample. In the smaller
sample SR with EE looks best when using p <= 0.05 , but this result is sensitive to
the choice of p-value threshold. At p <= 0.001 BR with DD appears to be the best
choice.
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Appendix E: Comparing effect sizes
In the following we define x as the observed nestedness of the network of interest,
x¯ as the mean average nestedness found in a null model ensemble and σ as the
standard deviation of nestedness within a null model ensemble.
Distribution of sample z-scores
The following plots (figures S12 - S16) show scatterplots of nestedness effect size
obtained by each of the measures, using sample z-scores. Sample z-scores are
calculated as:
z =
x− x
σ
In order to more easily evaluate these plots we have reversed the axes of the BR,
MD and NTC measures. By doing so, we transform the plots so that the direction
of increasing nestedness (left to right on the x-axis and bottom to top on the y-axis)
is the same in every subplot. As such z-scores on the right (above) of 0 indicate a
network was more nested than expected under the null model, whilst z-scores on the
left (underneath) of 0 indicate a network was less nested than expected under the
null model. In Figure S13 dashed lines showing 0 effect size are provided. In addition
no effect size is plotted for MD as this measure was insensitive to the swaps made
in the FF null model.
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Figure S12: Z-score measure-measure scatterplots for the SS null model.
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Figure S13: Z-score measure-measure scatterplots for the FF null model.
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Figure S14: Z-score measure-measure scatterplots for the CC null model.
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Figure S15: Z-score measure-measure scatterplots for the DD null model (also
shown in Figure 5.5).
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Figure S16: Z-score measure-measure scatterplots for the EE null model.
Distribution of adjusted normalised temperature scores
The following plots (figures S17-S21) show the distribution of adjusted normalised
temperature scores for the synthetic networks.We formalised the normalised tem-
perature as a test statistic [129] based on the proposed τ -temperature nestedness
measure [33] as:
T =
x
x
This statistic is just a shift of the relative nestedness (RN) effect size such that:
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RN =
x− x¯
x¯
=
x
x¯
− 1 = T − 1
However, neither relative nestedness or normalised temperature take into account
the direction in which nestedness is measured. This may have an effect on the way
test statistics can be compared. To account for this we propose the adjusted nor-
malised temperature:
A =
(x
x¯
)U
where the value of U depends on the direction in which nestedness is measured:
U =
−1 nestedness increases with increasing measure score+1 nestedness increases with decreasing measure score
so for example using the NODF measure (which has a maximum of 100) U = −1 ,
and for BR (which has a minimum of 0) U = 1. In this framework for networks that
are more nested than expected A → 0 , whilst networks which are less nested than
expected then A → +∞. In networks where observed nestedness is similar to that
which is expected A→ 1.
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Figure S17: Distribution of adjusted normalised temperature scores in the SS null
model
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Figure S18: Distribution of adjusted normalised temperature scores in the FF null
model
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Figure S19: Distribution of adjusted normalised temperature scores in the CC null
model
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Figure S20: Distribution of adjusted normalised temperature scores in the DD null
model (Also shown in Figure 5.6).
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Figure S21: Distribution of adjusted normalised temperature scores in the EE null
model
Metrics for Effect Size comparisons
Figure S22 shows a recalculation of Figure 5.7 on the NTC network sample to show
the robustness of our result and where the NTC measure appears to fall.
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Figure S22: Comparative ability of effect sizes calculated from each null model for
each nestedness measure by computing normalised average absolute displacement
(NAAD) scores between observed P (rewire) and expected P (rewire) using the NTC
network sample. Each subplot shows results under each null model, where nested-
ness measures are across the rows and different effect sizes are made across the
columns. Effect sizes used were sample z-scores (Z) and adjusted normalised tem-
perature scores (AnT). As an effect size for Manhattan distance (MD) cannot be cal-
culated using the FF null model, so this was not shown in the figure. The expected
NAAD score for a random effect size is marked on the colourbar(10,000 random
samples gave a distribution of NAAD scores with mean=0.663 and standard devia-
tion=0.0065).
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Appendix F: Effect size and network properties
Three network properties; connectance, fill and size; were investigated in terms of
how they may effect the results for a chosen effect size, using a particular nestedness
measure in a particular null model. The graphical results for these comparisons are
shown for sample z-scores (figures S23-S24), and for adjusted normalised tempera-
ture scores (figures S25-S26).
Z-scores
Figure S23: Z-score variation with fill. Each of the rows represents a different null
model, whilst each column of subplots represents a different nestedness measure.
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Figure S24: Z-score variation with size. Each of the rows represents a different null
model, whilst each column of subplots represents a different nestedness measure.
Adjusted normalised temperature
Figure S25: Adjusted normalised temperature variation with fill. Each of the rows
represents a different null model, whilst each column of subplots represents a differ-
ent nestedness measure.
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Figure S26: Adjusted normalised temperature variation with size. Each of the rows
represents a different null model, whilst each column of subplots represents a differ-
ent nestedness measure.
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Appendix G: Standardising the standardisation
Figures in Appendix F: Effect size and network properties showed that the effect sizes
from both z-scores and adjusted normalised temperature scores were sensitive to
(and hence biased by) network properties. We ask is there a way to account for this?
Is there a way to standardise the effect size scores?
For each unique network property value (fill,connectance,size) we have effect sizes
collated from a range of different networks, which have different rewiring levels. We
can transform the range of these scores at each unique network property value onto
the range [0,1] by first subtracting the minimum effect size score, then dividing this
value by the range of effect size scores (maximum minus the minimum effect size
score) found at this network property value. Performing this operation across each
of the unique property values gives us the information shown in figures S27-S30.
These figures show that measures all exhibit similar qualitative patterns of sensitivity
across network properties. None of the nestedness measures in the null models that
we have tested are able to avoid bias from network properties and this appears to be
a systematic bias that future studies will need to address.
Figure S27: Standardised z-scores variation with fill. Each of the rows represents a
different null model, whilst each column of subplots represents a different nestedness
measure.
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Figure S28: Standardised z-scores variation with size. Each of the rows represents a
different null model, whilst each column of subplots represents a different nestedness
measure.
Figure S29: Standardised adjusted normalised temperature variation with fill. Each
of the rows represents a different null model, whilst each column of subplots repre-
sents a different nestedness measure.
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Figure S30: Standardised adjusted normalised temperature variation with size.
Each of the rows represents a different null model, whilst each column of subplots
represents a different nestedness measure.
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Appendix H: Properties of weighted plant-pollinator net-
works
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Appendix I: Comparing weighted modularity algorithm
robustness
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